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The Appeal
of   the S outh
Not everyone can claim to be of Southern heritage, 
but staying at JSU, if even for 
only a little while, makes you 
feel that you are a Southerner.
From  the sounds of the 
Marching Southerners giving another spectacular 
halftime show or the sights of a production by the
drama department, JSU makes 
you feel a part of a community. 
The beautiful colors of the fall 
foliage, along w ith the 
excitement of Gamecock football or those friendly 
faces you see your first year here during freshman 
orientation says it all about JSU and the South.
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No campus is as beautiful in the 
fall as JSU (above). The "Fighting 
Gamecocks" celebrate a touch­
down against Southwest Mis­
souri State (far left). A witty and 
comical performance is achieved 
by the drama department in its 
production of The Pirates of 
Penzance (left). Sisters of Zeta 
Tau Alpha celebrate the joy 
and excitement of bid day (left).
OPENING 3
Freshmen and Peer 
Counselors rocked the night 
away at the Roost during 
freshman orientation, which 
introduced these bright ener­
getic students to many of the 
friends they will keep for a 
lifetime (above). Students of 
all ages enjoyed the Home­
coming concert and festivities 
with Sister Hazel and Tonic 
(far right). Faculty and staff 
entertain children with the 
wonders of science during 
Parents' Day at JSU (right).
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What makes 
JSU soFriendly ?
M ay b e it is th e  k n o w led g e a n d
a w a re n e ss  th a t  you 
know there will always
be someone there to
help you. Faculty and
Staff m em bers of JSU always come 
through with a helping hand. They are 
also there to lend an ear when life has 
become too complicated. JSU is not 
ju st an educational institution, it is the
friendliest cam pus in 
the south  ... w here 
y o u ’re  n o t j u s t  a 
s tu d e n t  n u m b e r,
y o u ’re  a s tu d e n t  w ith  a n a m e .
OPENING 5
         Enjoying Y o u r s e l f
Som ething th a t JSU  students are  fam ous for is 
taking the tim e to relax to 
have a good tim e. From  
throw ing a Frisbee on the 
Q u ad  o r  tak in g  off th e ir  
shoes an d  k ick in g  b a c k  on th e  law n in 
f ro n t  o f B ib b  G ra v e s , n o th in g  is m o re  
com forting th an  th a t feeling of being hom e. 
JS U  o ffe rs  t h a t  fe e lin g  lik e no o th e r
university in the South. T h at’s 
why JSU is known as “The 
F rie n d lie s t  C a m p u s in 
th e  S o u th ,” p ro o f  th a t  
a c a d e m ic s  a n d  fr ie n d s h ip  go to g e th e r.
6 OPENING
Parents' Day was a huge 
success for JSU, as children 
of all ages turned out to en­
joy the festivities with their 
parents. One of the biggest 
attractions was having a 
portrait done by a sketch 
artist (above). Amanda 
Witherspoon does a karoke 
act with popular musician, 
Kyle Vincent (far left). The 
sisters of Phi Mu are 
all smiles during sorority 
rush on Bid Day (left).
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OPENING 9
B u t e v e ry  sc h o o l c la im s  to  
h a v e  a f r ie n d ly  a tm o s p h e r e  
a n d  w a rm  a p p e a l. JS U  sets  
itse lf  a p a r t  by o ffe rin g  all of
these and m ore by being th e  .
F riendliest
Campus in the South.
From  th a t nice southern  draw l of
“ hello”  a t any 
tim e of day o r 
th a t  o ffe r  o f 
assistance, you 
k n o w  t h a t  y o u  a r e  so m e o n e  
special when you step foot on the 
cam pus of JSU , 
th e  h o m e  o f 
“ T h e  F ig h tin g  
G a m e c o c k s ” 
and “ The M arching S outherners.”
THE SWEETER THINGS IN LIFE
Whether it was to enjoy the first major concert JSU 
had seen in more than two years or just kick back and 
take it easy, students made their mark this year. 
Spending the weekends on campus became more
appealing as JSU and the surrounding communities 
provided more activities than ever. Some students
chose to venture into the woods, relishing the beauty of 
Mother Nature at Talladega National Park and Little 
River Canyon. Others found enjoyment in the historic 
elements of America’s quest into outer space at the 
Huntsville Space and Rocket Center. All things con­
sidered, students enriched their college experience.
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"Orientation 
made me feel 
excited to go to 
school. I began 
to really look 
forward to 
moving in,”
Freshman
Ben Gilbert
said. “Orienta­
tion familiarized 
me with the 
campus, my 
major, and gave 
me a
chance to meet
new people.”
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rientation
Welcome to the 
JUNGLE!
These six freshmen enjoy lots 
of food and fun at the Jungle 
party during Orientation.
Carrie Caine, Kim Brown, Lynn 
Stoebing, and Heather Snyder 
pose for the camera as the limbo 
contest is going on. The contest 
offered a $100 book scholarship 
to the person who could go the 
lowest.
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During Orientation, a 
big event was getting 
mailboxes. Some fresh­
men had no problem 
opening the boxes- 
however, some needed 
assistance from their 
peer counselors.
Russell Lee Taylor/Mimosa
Lolly Tillett, 
peer counselor, 
helps a fresh­
man fill out a 
student survey 
questionnaire.
Peer counselors 
perform a skit tell­
ing the freshmen 
about many of the 
things they need 
to know to make it 
through Orienta­
tion.
Tamika Little acts her 
part in the skit put on 
by the peer counselors. 
The skit told students 
about check-in policies 
and other important 
JSU rules.
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Orientation, Fall 1997 was an exciting and stressful event for students and parents! It started with the students moving into their rooms. After unpacking, 
the students met in the TMB for the peer counselors’ skit, 
which was modeled on Saturday Night Live. After the skits, Dr. 
Harold McGee spoke briefly to the parents and students.
Next, the students were divided up into groups and met with 
peer counselors, whose job was to help the students during 
Orientation, and also through the rest of the school year. They 
led the students on a tour of the campus, pointing out buildings 
and telling the students historical facts about JSU along the 
way. During the tour the counselors led the students to the 
observation deck on the top of the Houston Cole Library. This 
was a really special event because the deck is closed to students 
during most of the school year.
During this time parents were grouped with their children’s 
mentors. They were informed about JSU rules, had questions 
answered, and were offered a tour of JSU. The parents and 
students got back together during the meeting by major, in 
which a professor of the student's major answered questions 
about possible courses and degrees.
After the meeting by major, the parents were allowed to 
leave. For the rest of the day, students heard about registration 
and courses from their peer counselors and mentors. Later that 
evening the students prepared their registration sheets for the 
Fall classes.
Dinner, with a variety of choices, was served at The Roost. 
The peer counselors had spent hours turning it into a jungle, and 
it turned out spectacularly. Following dinner was a party, a 
great chance to meet lots of new faces. Students danced and 
sang Karaoke, and limboed for the chance to win $100 worth 
of books.
Breakfast at the Cafe began the students' last day of Orien­
tation. This was followed by a survey, and then the students 
were allowed to register. The students said goodbye to their 
peer counselors and headed to the TMB. Here they had 
yearbook pictures taken, and got mailbox numbers and ID 
cards. Almost all of the students left Orientation feeling better 
prepared for their new college experiences ahead.
-Kimberly Brown/Sherri Restauri
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Homecoming
Highlights of Homecoming Week '97
including a pumpkin carv­
ing contest, nine holes of 
putt putt, Sumo wrestling, 
a trancender 3D motion 
sim ulator, and a giant 
mountain, a 50  foot tower 
for climbing and rapelling. 
Thursday’s activities con­
cluded with a bonfire and 
pep rally at the intramural 
field.
There were also many 
contests held throughout 
the week. In the door deco­
rating contest, the Fresh­
man Admissions and Re­
cruiting Office came out 
on top with first place.
Several organizations
also competed in the yard 
display competition, a float 
competition, and a banner 
competition. The contests 
were based on originality, 
theme and overall appear­
ance. The theme for 1997 
was “A Halloween Home­
co m in g  -  W e’ re G onna  
Howl Tonight.” The re­
sults for the yard displays 
put Delta Zeta and Sigma 
Phi Epsilon in first place 
and Alpha Omicron Pi and 
Kappa Sigma in second. 
Phi Mu and Alpha Tau 
Omega followed up with 
third place. The float com ­
petition winner was the
Student Organization  
for Deaf Awareness. The 
Baptist Campus Minis­
try rounded up second 
place. There was a tie 
for third between Alpha 
Omicron Pi and Kappa 
Sigma and Delta Zeta 
and Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
The winner of the ban­
ner contest was Phi 
Mu and A lpha Tau 
O m e g a  with K appa  
Sigma and Alpha Omi­
cron Pi coming in sec­
ond. Delta Chi and Al­
pha Xi Delta finished in 
third place.
The Tonic/Sister 
Hazel Concert was the 
largest attraction 
during Homecoming 
week. The concert was 
a sell-out, bringing in 
more than 5,000 fans 
to Pete Mathews Coli­
s e u m
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Halloween
The city  and the u n i v e r s i t y  prepared for home­coming for several weeks, but the festivities offic ally 
got started on Tuesday with 
the “Rocky Horror Picture 
Show” and the costume 
contest at the Theron Mont­
gomery Building. 
Wednesday, Sister Hazel 
and Tonic rocked the Pete 
Mathews Coliseum, with 
the largest attendance in 
the history of JSU.
On Thursday, the place to 
be was the Quad for J-Day. 
There were a variety of ac­
tivities open to everyone
T w o  s tu d e n ts  w r e s tle  it 
o u t  in  th e  S u m o  w r e s tlin g  
r in g  a t J - D a y  o n  th e  Q u a d
Russell Lee Taylor/M imosa Rhonda Helms/M imosa
Timothy Devlin/M imosa
C o c k y  le a d s  th e  s t u d e n t s  
o f  J S U  in  c h e e r s  a t th e  
H o m e c o m i n g  p e p  r a l l y /  
b o n fi r e  o n  T h u r s d a y  n ig h t  
a t th e  i n t r a m u r a l  f ie ld .
S o m e  s is te r s  f r o m  th e  
D e l t a  Z e t a  S o r o r i t y  
d e c o r a te  a w i n d o w  a t th e  
A n t i q u e  M a l l  f o r  t h e  
w i n d o w  d e c o r a t i o n  
c o m p e t i t i o n . S t u d e n t s  
a n d  f a c u l t y  a n d  s t a f f  
p a r t i c i p a t e d  i n  t h e  
f e s t i v i t i e s  i n  f u l l  
s u p p o r t  o f  th e  G a m e c o c k  
f o o t b a l l  te a m  a n d  J S U .
Timothy Devlin / Mimosa
HOMECOMING 15
T h e  F r e s h m a n  A d m is s io n s  a n d  
R e c r u it in g  O f f i c e  w o n  th e  
d o o r  d e c o r a t in g  c o n te s t w i t h  
" K i c k  th e  ' H o w l '  O u t  o f  'E m ! "
HOMECOMING  1997A Great Success! Fun and games for all.
The JSU stu d en ts all gathered  at the 
intram ural field for the Pep-rally/Bon- 
fire . E v e ry b o d y  w a s fu ll of 
excitem ent from  H om ecom ing Week.
H ere, a freshm an w as the w inner of 
the pum pkin carving contest. It was 
h e ld  on th e  Q u a d  d u rin g  J-D ay.
Russell Lee Taylor/M imosa Rhonda Helms/M imosa
Junior Carlos Fiol said 
Homecoming took a 
different standpoint. 
"Being in ROTC gave 
me an opportunity to 
experience Homecom­
ing from a unique and 
exciting standpoint."
Freshman Doug Butler 
said "Even though the 
weather wasn't great, 
the Homecoming ac­
tivities still turned out 
very well. I had a great 
time at J-Day. It was a 
blast!"
K ylie D iam ond, a
Freshman at JSU, com­
mented, "H om ecom ­
ing was very exciting. 
It gave me a chance to 
get involved with the 
campus activities and 
m eet a lot of great 
people."
Taw nya G andy ex ­
plained, "I had a good 
time during homecom­
ing. J-Day on the Quad 
and the Rocky Horror 
P icture Show  were 
great. I am already ex­
cited for next year's 
Homecoming, maybe 
the weather will be bet­
ter."
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The crowd loved the 
performance of Sister Hazel. 
Here the crowd shows their ap­
proval of the band when the band 
sang their hit song "Happy."
J-Day on the Quad turned out 
to be a great success. A 
popular attraction for all was the 
Big Mountain designed for 
climbing and repelling.
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The JSU cheerleaders warm 
up before the Homecoming 
pep rally. Here Todd 
Vandine spots as Vickie 
Bridgeman performs a scorpion.
The putt-putt game was a 
popular activity on J-Day. Many 
students lined up to take a turn.
Russell Lee Taylor/M imosa
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Sister H azel Makes
Homecoming Memories
W hen I entered Pete Mathews Coliseum, excitement was in the 
air. The day of the Sister Hazel/ 
Tonic concert had finally ar­
rived. As SGA officers were 
rushing around making their fi­
nal preparations for that night’s 
event, many onlookers draped 
over the balconies, receiving a 
free concert. Fans were hoping 
to talk to or even get an auto­
graph from a member of one of 
the bands. I was lucky enough 
to meet Ken Block, lead singer 
of Sister Hazel.
Sister Hazel is a Gainesville, 
Fla., band that Ken started in 
1993. It is made up of Ken 
Block (lead vocalist/acoustic 
guitar), Jeff Beres (bassist/vo- 
calist), Andrew Copeland 
(rhythm guitarist/vocalist), Ryan 
Newell (lead guitarist/vocalist), 
and Mark Trojanowski (drums).
Sister Hazel is the namesake 
of Sister Hazel Williams, a black
B y  B u ffy  S m ith
female minister who has ran a 
homeless shelter in Gainesville 
since the early 70s. “When we 
were kids, Sister Hazel was al­
ways on TV,” recalls Block. 
“She’s a great woman, always 
doing good things. When we 
formed the band, we thought it 
was a name that would repre­
sent what we’re all about.” 
Sister Hazel's debut album 
sold over 11,000 copies. The 
band released its second album, 
“Somewhere More Familiar,” a 
year ago. Within 90 days, 10,000 
copies were sold.
Sister Hazel rocked Pete 
Mathews Coliseum during 
Homecoming week. Here 
they get the crowd going with 
their top forty hit "Happy."
A Sister Hazel fan shows a 
souvenir from the concert.
Ed Hill/JSU
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" H a p p y"
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Russell Lee Taylor/ Mimosa
“All For You" received heavy airplay, a 
spot on the top 40 countdown, and was one of 
the five most played songs in the U.S. this 
year. Sister Hazel’s next release,(my per­
sonal favorite), is a song called “Happy,” 
that is sure to be a smash.
“Things are going great,” says Ken Block. 
“We were touring for about three years be­
fore we ever got this record deal and we’ve 
been signed still less than a year and our 
record just went gold. You’re talking about 
five guys who are as excited as they can be to 
be on the road.”
“You guys pulled off the best homecom­
ing show I’ve seen anywhere,” says Ken, 
“this is going to be fun. We’re probably more 
excited than everyone running around here is 
and they’re pretty excited.”
Tonic, the newer of the two bands, hails 
from Los Angeles. Their album, Lemon 
Parade, is regarded as one of the most im­
pressive debuts in recent memory. They 
have appeared on Conan O’Brien’s televi­
sion show and had been touring with The 
Verve Pipe.
Emerson Hart, vocals and guitar, grew up 
in New Jersey. At 19, he decided to make a 
professional commitment to music. It was 
after his move to Los Angeles about four 
years ago that the pieces of the Tonic puzzle 
fell together.
It was there that he met Jeff Russok, who 
plays guitar. The two began writing music 
and have been jamming ever since. Dan 
Lavery, bassist, and Kevin Shepard, drum­
mer, complete the quartet.
Tonic, w hose no. 1 hit, If You 
Could Only See, stayed on the 
Billboard Top Forty's number 
one spot for four weeks. The 
crowd joins in unison as they 
sing this no. 1 hit.
JSU security was tight at the 
concert to help ensure the 
safety of concert goers. Offic­
ers checked for weapons and 
illegal drug paraphernalia. 
Very few incidents were re­
ported for a concert of this size. 
Here a JSU security officer 
checks out a concert goer with 
a hand-held metal detector.
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The 1997 Homecoming Pageant was a great success.
The 1996 Homecoming Queen Niyah Simpson (below)
Rhonda Helms/M imosa
Senior Amanda Witherspoon , #24, introduces herself 
at the microphone to the audience and to the judges.
During the pageant each contestant introduced her­
self and explained why she wanted to be the 1997 
Homecoming Queen.
Rhonda Helms/M imosa
Rhonda Helms/M imosa
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The top five finalists for the pageant were Susan 
Denny, Kim Kuykendall, Angela Woodard, Eve Ann 
Horton, and Aimee Brock.
Contestant number 22 is all smiles during the Home­
coming Pep Rally at the Alumni House before the 
Pageant.
Ed H i l l / JSU Rhonda Helms/M imosa
A n  E vening F illed  W ith M a j e s t y
The 1997 Homecoming Pageant was a memo­rable event. The Pageant was held at the Leon Cole Auditorium with more than 20 contes­
tants. The Pageant was a formal dress competition. On 
the Thursday before Homecoming Week, the top 
finalists were chosen to represent Jacksonville State at 
the Homecoming Game. The top five finalists were 
Susan Denny, Kim Kuykendall, Angela Woodard, 
Eve Ann Horton, and Aimee Brock.
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H omecoming P a geant 1997
Niyah Simpson, 
Homecoming Queen 
1996, presents the 
crown to Angela 
Woodard, Homecom­
ing Queen 1997.
Ed H ill/JSU
HOMECOMING QUEEN19 9 7
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The top five final­
ists for the 1997 
H o m e c o m i n g  
Queen were: Su­
san Denny, Aimee 
B r o c k ,  A n g e l a  
W o o d a r d , K i m  
Kuykendall, and 
Eve Ann Horton.
Ed Hill/JSU
H omecominq Queen 1997 stresses 
personal faith in God
A ngela Woodard, Homecoming Queen 1997, describes herself as a “woman of God,” someone who is “real,” “witty,” and who “loves to laugh 
and play.” She is a member of Faith Outreach Campus 
Ministry and a former JSU athlete.
She played for the JSU women’s volleyball team from fall 
1993 until fall 1997. She says that athletics disciplined her. “It 
taught me to work with a team,” she recalls. “It taught me to 
put aside myself and to think of others.”
As a member of Faith Outreach Campus Ministry, she 
works to spread the evangelism for Jesus. “I gave my life to 
Jesus about a year ago, and to keep physically and spiritually 
fit I joined the ministry so that I could grow in Jesus and get to 
know his ways so that I can spread the news about him.” During 
her time in the ministry, Angela says she has seen many lives 
changed by Christ. “I’ve seen Jesus heal people,” she re­
flected. “I’ve seen Jesus deliver, I’ve seen him save people, 
and I’ve seen him just move them by his spirit.”
Angela, a senior from Daphney, Ala., plans to graduate in 
this year with a major in merchandising and a double minor in 
management and marketing. She is taking 18 hours of classes 
and working, which doesn’t leave much spare time. What 
spare time she does have she spends doing homework and 
resting.
Angela is looking forward to graduation, and is confident 
about her future. “I’m an aspiring entrepreneur,” she said. “I 
would like to have my own specialty shops, a Big and Tall Shop 
for women, and also a Christian bookstore.”
Angela says the main reason she participated in the Home­
coming Pageant was to represent Jesus. “I saw the sororities 
and fraternities and they all had somebody to represent them, 
and...Isaid, ‘Lord, nobody hardly ever represents you.’ So that 
was the whole reason for me to go out and be a part of it,” she 
explained.
She also gives God the glory for her selection as the 1997 
Homecoming Queen. “It was nothing that was in my power. 
It was all God’s,” she said. “And it’s one thing for a man to give 
you a crown, but ...when Jesus gives you a crown that’ s the only 
thing that matters.”
Angela hopes that future Homecoming Queens will have 
more opportunities for the queen to participate in activities. 
"There really isn’t a description or a role of the Homecoming 
Queen. It’s just a one-day thing,... but I wish the school would 
do something about that,” she commented. “I would like to 
participate or do something. I don’t want to just have the title 
and not do anything.”
Angela expressed her love for the members of Faith Out­
reach Campus Ministry who sponsored her in this year’s 
pageant, and she thanks them and the students at JSU for their 
support.
Ed H ill/JSU
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               Angela  Woodard
Rocky Horror Picture Show
T he R o ck y  H orror Pic­ture Show
has b ecom e a  traditional 
show ing at Jack so n ville  
State U niversity . It is a 
1 9 7 0 's  ro c k  m u s ic a l  
starring Susan Sarandon  
and T im  C u rry . A l­
though the film  w as a 
d isaster in H o llyw ood , 
it has been a huge su c­
ce ss  at JS U .
F o r  the past four years  
on H allow een the S tu­
dent G overnm ent A sso ­
ciatio n  has show n the 
f i l m  a t th e  T h e r o n  
M on tgo m ery  B uilding. 
T h e m ovie is an audi­
en ce  participation  film  
with an alm ost cu ltic  a t­
traction . T h e students  
o f  JS U  dress as the m ain  
ch a racters  o f  the film  
and bring their ow n dif­
ferent effects  to  add to  
the m ovie. T h e in terac­
tion  o f  the a u d ie n ce  
brings the film  to life. 
S o m e bring rice  to throw  
d u rin g  th e  w e d d in g
s c e n e ,  s o m e  b r in g  
w a te rg u n s  to  c re a te  
rain, and others bring  
new spapers as shelters  
from  the rain. A lso , 
there is a stu d en t-cre­
ated dialogue involved  
with the m ovie. F o r  
the annual participants  
it is seco n d  nature to  
yell and scream  during  
certain  scen es. F o r  the 
s tu d e n ts  w h o  h a v e  
n ever seen the m ovie  
before the hilarious dia­
logue will be learned
for the n ext show ing.
E v en  though the film  
w as a big flop in H o lly­
w ood , the students o f  
JS U  still co m e  to w atch  
and p articip ate in this 
funny in teractive e x p e ­
rien ce . F o r  the n ew ­
co m er, it m ight seem  a 
bit strange, but for the 
others w ho co m e  every  
year, it has b eco m e a  
m uch loved ritual.
The students of JSU had a great 
time dressing up for the Rocky 
Horror Picture Show. The 
students wore many very 
creative costumes to the event.
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It's a rough chore, but SGA 
Committee members take on the 
task of cleaning up all of the rice, 
toilet paper, and anything else 
found on the floor after a showing 
of the Rocky Horror Picture Show.
Audience members kick back and 
enjoy the show. The floor is 
already cluttered with 
debris only halfway through 
the show, with toilet paper lining 
the aisle of the auditorium.
Rhonda Helms/M imosa Rhonda Helms/M imosa
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Participants in the Rocky Horror 
Picture Show dressed in a variety 
of outfits to match with the 
movies theme. This woman grew 
horns overnight to bring her 
own meaning to the movie.
Everybody was fired up at the 
opportunity to view the show. For 
many people it was their first time 
to view this classic on the big screen.
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Erin Craw ford/M im osa
Top: Blackjack was a favorite, though risky, activity for the night. 
Above: The game tables at Casino Night stayed packed throughout 
the night; everyone tried to raise more funds.
Left: Many students spent the night playing the slot machines, 
some winning millions, some losing as much.
Erin Craw ford/M im osa
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Casino Night Was an 
Odds-on Favorite
Gambling was legalized on campus for one evening only when the SGA spon­sored Casino Night. It was held at Leon 
Cole Auditorium, with students being charged 
$ 3  for admission and non-students being charged 
$ 5 . Students were given a cup at the door with 
play money to gamble with.
Activities included bingo, poker, blackjack, 
slot machines, roulette, and craps. Various JSU 
professors participated by running the gambling 
booths and tables. Dr. Harold McGee also helped 
out by calling bingo early in the evening.
Throughout the evening, door prizes were 
given away, such as T-shirts, sweaters, Value 
Meals from McDonald’s, and free bowling passes. 
Refreshments were offered, and music was pro­
vided by 92-J.
Later in the evening, several o f the poker and
blackjack tables went high stakes, and the gam­
bling took a serious turn. Millions were won and 
lost within an hour as people tried to increase 
their funds.
At the end o f the evening, several items were 
auctioned o ff to the highest bidder. Dr. Jeff Rush 
from the criminal justice department served as 
the auctioneer. Greek organizations pooled their 
money and dominated the bidding. Items auc­
tioned o ff included a VCR, a pearl necklace, and 
free tanning visits. A radar detector sold for $ 5 .2  
million, and a television sold for $ 6 5  million.
According to Jayan Johnson, publicity direc­
tor for the SGA. Casino Night was a successful 
fundraiser. “We had one o f the best turnouts that 
w e’ve ever had.” Johnson says. Proceeds from 
the evening go to improving conditions in the 
library computer lab.
Erin Craw ford/M im osa
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Above: Dr. Jeffrey Rush from 
the criminal justice department 
shuffles cards for blackjack.
Left: The slot machines were a 
fun and easy way to win money.
CASINO NIGHT 27
By Angel Weaver
Erin Craw ford/M im osa
Far Left: Dr. Steven Whitton from 
the English department shows off 
his dealing talents at blackjack.
M A D R I G A L  D I N N E R
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M A G I C A L  N I G H T
It was a night filled with good song, dance, and 
entertainment, with a feast fit for a king. On the 
menu for the evening, each guest was offered a 
serving of whole game hen, rice pilaf, and bread 
pudding. Dressed in medieval attire, the royal 
court's servants put on quite a show for all those in 
attendance. Crowd members were encouraged to 
participate in a unique rendition of “The Twelve 
Days of Christmas.”
The Royal Court seats themselves, so that they can 
view their friends and guests attending the dinner.
Rhonda H elm s/M im osa
The Coat of Arms of the Royal Family is 
displayed with pride and admiration at the 
head banquet table, where only members 
of the Royal Family may sit and dine.
Servants of the Royal Family sing to 
the guests between courses of the meal. 
Making their dining
experience all that more enjoyable.
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The "wenches" or servants of the 
dinner encourage audience 
participation. Most people 
were happy to offer their 
companions as volunteers.
Dr. K napp en terta in s the 
attendees by showing his talent 
for juggling oranges!
Rhonda Helms/M imosa
A servant
of th e ro y al  
co u rt d eligh ts  
the crowd with 
m usic. These  
horns were used 
in the medieval 
days to warn the 
commoners that 
the king w as  
n earb y  and  
therefore, they 
sh o u ld  be on  
th e ir best 
b e h a v i o r .
Music is played, while everyone dines 
and enjoys the well prepared feast.
MADRIGAL DINNER 29
Rhonda Helms/M imosa
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"Pirates" sails successfully into
Stone C enter
B y  C h r i s  C o l v a r d
Every year around springtime, JSU ’s music and drama departments pool their respective talents and produce a 
stage musical o f epic proportions. The one 
monumental task they have is to top the pre­
vious year’s effort.
“The Pirates o f Penzance” is no exception. 
The main problem is next year's m usical; how 
is it going to top this?
JSU ’s production o f the updated Gilbert and 
Sullivan musical had all the earmarks o f a 
professional show. The cast and crew worked 
long and hard to get at this level, and it was 
evident throughout the performance.
One o f the main pleasures from the show 
was watching the actions of the so-called 
background performers (the pirates, the daugh­
ters, and the policeman). They were not 
acting/reacting as cookie-cutter performers, 
but as true individuals with their own person­
alities. Although separate, they worked to­
gether flawlessly.
Jason Bozeman, who played Frederic, and 
Chrysta Norred, who played Mabel, have a 
chemistry not seen since the days o f Nelson 
Eddy and Jeanette MacDonald. Separately, 
their musical and acting talents were well 
above par; together, they complemented each 
other very well.
John Woods performance as the Pirate King 
was a little stiff at first, but became more 
relaxed and believable as the play progressed. 
His singing ability was his major strength, 
showing raw power and comic timing in his 
music.
Jeremy Stubbs gave a brilliant performance 
as the Major General. His God given comic 
abilities showed well in his characterization.
Meredith Morris, who played the much- 
put-upon Ruth, has incredible potential. Her 
vocal performance alone gave credence to her 
role, but it was her comic expressions that 
made her a delight on stage. She has the ability 
to be one of the top musical-comedy actresses 
JSU has ever seen.
Under the direction of Wayne Claeren and 
the vocal coaching of Jane Holloway, “The 
Pirates of Penzance” very well could be one of 
the best musical performances JSU has ever 
produced.
Above and Right : In "The Pirates of Penzance", 
Jeremy Stubbs gives a brilliant performance as the 
Major General. His rendition of "Model Major Gen­
eral" is fluid enough to understand, yet rapid enough 
to wonder if his tongue will snap off from overuse.
Erin Craw ford/M im osa
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Th e  P ir a te s  o f  P e n z a n c e
Left: The cast of "The Pirates of 
Penzance" thank the crowd for 
the accolades they received for 
a spectacular performance.
Below: Meredith Morris 
(Ruth), John Woods (Pirate 
King), Jason Bozeman 
(Frederic), discuss the fate 
of Ruth highlighting a 
comical and whimsical act.
Jeremy Stubbs (Major General) 
discusses the marriage of his 
daughter, Mabel to Jason 
Bozeman (Frederic).
Left: The Major General's 
daughters try to console their 
weeping father over his 
daughter's planned marriage 
to Frederic.
Above: The pirates willing­
ness to be cunning is under­
standable, when trying to win 
over the Major General's 
daughters.
Erin Craw ford/M im osa
Erin C raw ford/M im osa
PIRATES OF PENZANCE 31
Erin Crawford / Mimosa
Above: The Slim Chick­
ens rock the house at Jack 
Hopper Dining Hall. 
"Cafe Live" was one of 
the new events spon­
sored by the SGA for the 
97-98 school year.
Right: Students enjoyed 
their meals in a different 
way this school year as 
live entertainment was 
provided.
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The S G A  en jo y ed  a successfu l and ev en tfu l y ear at JSU  by b ring ing  sev ­eral new  even ts  to the cam pus. O ne o f 
those even ts  w as “C afe  L ive,” and it w ent 
o ver very w ell w ith the studen ts. It gave the 
studen ts  a chance to  relax, w hile eating  the ir
m eal.
“ I th ink  it’s a  great idea. It m akes the tim e 
pass a little easier, especia lly  w hen all y o u ’ve 
got to  th ink  abou t is exam s. It k ind o f  breaks 
the stress,” said  freshm an K im berly  Brow n.
D ifferent acts perfo rm ed  th roughou t the year 
every  o the r W ednesday . S tuden ts w ere in tro ­
duced  to a variety  o f  m usic w ith  the ir m eal. 
Local acts w ere b rought in , as w ell as som e 
from  A tlanta.
“ I ju s t w ish they cou ld  do  th is m ore often . It 
w ould  be a good  incen tive fo r s tuden ts  to  buy 
m eal p lans,” sa id  L iza M im s.
“C afe  L ive is som eth ing  that is unique for 
JS U , and a g rea t incentive for studen ts  to stay 
on cam pus fo r lunch. I’m ju s t happy  it w ent 
o v e r  w ell w ith  the  s tu d e n ts .” sa id  G reg  
S w indall, SG A  2nd V ice P resident.
H opefully  “C afe  L ive” w ill becom e a trad i­
tion that w ill con tinue in to  the next school 
year. It m ade tim es a little eas ie r fo r the 
studen ts  as w ell as the faculty .
Above: The Slim Chickens crank it up for the 
crowd, spittin' some tunes to enjoyment of the 
crowd.
Left: SGA officers and friends enjoy the show, 
trying to hold back the laughter as the Slim Chick­
ens put on their unique stand-up comic and 
music routine.
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These people seemed to 
enjoy the Kyle Vincent 
concert—they never 
stopped dancing!
Kyle mellows out the 
crowd with a slow song.
Right: Kyle rocks Dillon 
Field with his smash hit, 
"Wake Me Up (When the 
World's Worth Waking 
Up For)."
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 K y le  Vincent
Concert
Kyle Vincent: A Pleasant Surprise
by Chris Colvard
"From Saturday's 
concert, it's clear 
that Kyle Vincent's 
dreams of stardom 
are quickly becom­
ing a bright reality."
Som e o f  the talk  about K yle V incent p rio r  to  S a tu rd a y ’s c o n c e rt b o rd e re d  on  the 
neg ativ e. W ith co m m en ts about 
a “ m au d lin e” m usic style and 
being a “p o o r m a n ’s E lton  Jo h n ,” 
the co n cert sou n d ed  like it w ould  
be a dud.
H appy to  say, they w ere w rong. 
V in cen t took co m m an d  o f  the 
stage w ith  an easy - g o in g  singing
style and a refresh in g  sense o f  h u ­
m or. A nd he p ro v ed  that he can 
ro c k . W ith  h is  b a c k u p  b a n d , 
i n c lu d in g  th e  m u l t i - t a l e n t e d  
P arthenon H u xley, V incent cut 
lo o s e  w ith  a s ty le  th a t  is  
re m in is c e n t o f  7 0 ’s ro ck  w ith  a  
B eatles’ in fluence.
T h ro u g h o u t the set, he let it rip 
w ith  a n ear-faith fu l rendition  o f  
E lton J o h n ’s “ S aturday N ig h t’s
A ll R ight F o r A  F ig h t.”  an aco u s­
tic v ersio n  o f  Paul M c C a rtn e y ’s 
“ B and O n T he R u n ,”and a h ilari­
o u s ch an g e o f  pace w as his re n d i­
tion o f  S pice G irls ’ “S ay Y o u ’ll 
B eT h ere .” T h e ban d  play ed  m u ­
sical ch airs as d ru m m er and singer 
sw itch ed  p laces fo r a  c o v e r o f  
R ick  S p rin g field ’s “Je ssie ’s G irl.” 
T h is n u m b er m o tiv ated  ev ery o n e 
to  start d an cin g  in th at m odest 
c o rn e r o f  D illon  F ield.
T he best o f  his o rig in al w ork 
so  far is “ W ake M e U p (W h en  
T h e W o rld ’s W orth  W ak in g  U p 
F o r).’’ T he song tells o f  a m an and 
his o p tim istic  d re a m s, and his 
d read  o f  a w ak en in g  in grim  re a l­
ity. F rom  the co n cert, it’s c le a r 
that K yle V in cen t’s d ream s o f  
stard o m  are q u ick ly  b eco m in g  a 
b rig h t reality .
T he c ro w d  th a t sh o w e d  u p  at 
D illon Field really  en jo y ed  the 
concert. H ere, som e stu d e n ts  sing 
a n d  d a n c e  w ith  K yle V incent a n d  
h is  g u ita rist.
O n e  lucky w om an! S he is all 
sm iles a s  K yle sin g s a lo v e so n g  
s tra ig h t to  h er.
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THE MEMBERS OF THE MARCHING 
SOUTHERNERS HAVE A 
REPUTATION FOR PLAYING MUSIC 
THAT STEALS THE SHOW
This member of the Southerners puts his heart into his performance. The Southerners 
are known throughout the Southeast for their heartwarming and exciting performances.
Ed Hill/JSU
A  T r a d i t i o n  o f  P r i d e  a n d  E x c e l l e n c e
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The Marching 
Southerners
The Southerners' percussion 
line is composed of 
hardworking and dedicated 
people who have put 100% 
into every show this season.
Members of the Marching 
Southerners get in formation at 
the UAB game. The Southerners 
are notorious for intricate 
and unusual formations.
Ed Hill/JSU
Ed Hill/JSU
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JSU's spectacular Ballerinas 
perform one of their many 
eye-catching acts during the 
band's halftime presentation.
The saxophone section, a mix­
ture of alto and tenor, march in 
unison as they perform one of 
the main songs of the season.
Ed Hill/JSU
Ed Hill/JSU
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Jennifer Justice and the other 
dance line members of the 
JSU band perform gracefully 
at the JSU vs. UAB game.
Ed Hill/JSU
Ed Hill/JSU
Ed Hill/JSU
A member of the JSU dance line 
holds a show-stopping stance.
Three members of the trumpet 
line practice along with the rest of 
the band at Paul Snow Stadium.
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It was a day filled with all types of activities, from boxing to sliding on the gigantic 
slide, there was so much to do. And of course, there were the really cool displays that
everyone had set up. It was great!
Parents' Day, 1997
The Society for Creative 
Anachronism put on a dis­
play of fighting skills and 
allowed Parents' Day at­
tendees to shoot the sheriff.
Parents' Day offered a wide 
variety of entertainment for 
everyone present. These 
kids obviously  enjoyed 
sliding down the gigantic 
in flated  slid e better 
than anything else.
Parents' Day, 1997, was full of many activities and sur­prises for adults and stu­
dents of all ages. The sky was 
overcast, but the overall mood 
of the crowd brightened the day 
significantly. Children of all ages 
honed their boxing skills with 
one another at the Bouncy Box­
ing Ring. Prizes were given out 
at the putt-putt area for anyone 
able to putt a hole in one. Peer 
counselors were always nearby 
to hand out refreshing drinks. 
They also gave out 
b a l l o o n s  a n d  p o m - p o m s .
Stephanie M. Jackson/Jacksonville News
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Esmerelda was there to paint the 
children's faces with outlandishly 
wild colors and designs. The ROTC 
demonstrated its combat tactics and 
abilities for the crowd while cadets 
practiced for their upcoming Ranger 
Challenge Competition. The Society 
for Creative Anachronism put on a 
display of medieval fighting skills 
and allowed Parents' Day attendees 
to "shoot the sheriff." JSU president 
Dr. Harold McGee said that he was 
really "glad that the parents have 
come." If the weather improves next 
years Parents' Day is expected to be 
an even greater success.
Parents and students pulled out their 
umbrellas in an attempt to stay dry during 
the P arents' Day football gam e vs. 
McNeese State. Despite their best efforts, the 
G am ecocks lost 27-6.
Stephanie M. Jackson/Jacksonville News
These children practice their boxing skills 
against each other. Children and adults of all 
ages enjoyed many of the festivities at this 
years Parents' Day. Attendance was high, but 
the rain quickly drove many of them away.
Kennith Bodiford, band director for JSU's 
Marching Southerners, encourages graduat­
ing high schoolers to attend JSU and partici­
pate in one the most exciting music programs 
in the South. The Southerners are known 
throughout the South for their exceptional 
perform ance and m arching sk ills.
Russell Lee Taylor/ Mimosa PARENTS’ DAY 41
Stephanie M. Jackson/Jacksonville News
"A frican Am erican Business:
The Path Toward Em pow erm ent"
  Black History Month
David Lee Zeigler, JSU  Director o f the office o f Minority Affairs, along with Brian Parker, president o f the JSU  chapter o f the NAACP, 
planned a full schedule this year for Black History 
Month. Events were scheduled every Tuesday and 
Thursday, starting with the Gifts from God Gospel 
Talent Showcase 3 on February 3. On February 11, 
Rickey Smiley o f  Birmingham’s Comedy Club enter­
tained everyone. On February 10, the Black Film 
Festival was held, featuring movies from the 30s and 
40s, such as “The Emperor Jones” and “Go Down
Death.” On the 12th, the Soul Food Dinner Theater was 
presented. The play “Hooked on Love” addressed the 
question o f “How do we really get along?” There was 
a wide array o f food as the Inspirational Voices o f Christ 
and the Jam oja Dance Troupe entertained the attendees. 
On February 14, the Black Alumni Reunion was held, 
“Reuniting the Old School.” Martin Luther King III 
spoke on the 19th, and the Mr. and Mrs. JSU  Pageant 
was held on the 24th. Zeigler and Parker say that the 
month's main focus is to inform the students about 
things that they need to know.
Ed Hill/JSU
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Said to be one of the 
most hilariously enter­
tainers ever, Rickey 
Smiley and friends en­
tertained a full house 
at the TMB for Black 
History Month.
The audience cheers as 
R ickey Sm iley  and 
friends, from Birming­
ham , perform  their 
show.
Opposite Page: A moving speaker with incredible insight and wisdom, Martin Luther King,
 III has reached countless audiences with poignant messages. He has been motivating 
audiences around the world with his insightful message of hope and responsibility for nearly 
20 years. He has taken the torch lit by his father and continued the quest for equality and 
justice for all people. Here he speaks to an energized crowd at Leone Cole Auditorium.
Erin Craw ford /M imosa
BLACK HISTORY MONTH 43
Erin Craw ford /M imosa
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            Martin Luther
     King Week
Tony Tone(left) entertained the crowd with 
jokes and antics that kept everyone laughing.
The Fourteenth Army Band from Fort 
McClellan played at the closing ceremony of 
Martin Luther King Week (b e lo w ).
Reverend R obert Shanklin  was
the guest speaker during Martin 
Luther King Week. Rev. Shanklin 
and President Harold McGee 
speak to a full crowd (left).
These students enjoy themselves 
at the Tony Tone show (above).
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Despite the sudden change 
in weather, IM softball contin­
ued as planned. Here a sister 
of Delta Zeta steps up to bat 
for her sorority (below ).
The brothers of TKE battle it out 
with the IM Men's flag football 
champ, ATΩ  in the first game of 
the season.
Fans turn out to cheer 
during the IM flag football 
championships held at Paul 
Snow  Stad ium  (below ).
Russell Lee Taylor/M im osa
E.J. M oran/M imosa
Gail Poteracki/M imosa
IM basketball, played in 
Stephenson, showcased 
students "Got Game" 
ability (above and right).
Russell Lee Taylor/M imosa
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JSU intram ural sports offers students a variety of activities. This provides students with an enjoyable way torelax and relieve stress.
A T E A M  E F F O R T
Rhonda Helms/M imosa
INTRAMURAL SPORTS 47
The sisters of Alpha Xi Delta 
show that they are number one 
in flag football by winning the 
championship two years in a 
row. Their sisters show support 
by cheering for the champions.
Russell Lee Taylor/M imosa
As part o f  Ja ck so n v ille  State  
University’s capital projects program, 
the Theron Montgomery Building will 
get an extensive make over.
Don Thacker, vice president for 
administrative and business affairs, 
said the changes include the installa­
tion of a new pitched roof, a brick 
exterior and a new food court. He said 
the most obvious change would be the 
appearance, but added that the most 
comprehensive and expensive up­
grades would involve the electrical 
systems.
Anniston architect Julian Jenkins is in 
charge of designing the plans. Thacker 
said he hopes the plans will be com ­
pleted and ready for the bidding pro­
cess soon, and the actual work will 
begin in the spring.
Students congregate in the lobby of the 
TMB to have their IDs made. The Roost 
and the lobby w ill be 
renovated into a food court.
Russell Lee Taylor/Mimosa
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THE
TMB
NEW
FACE
FOR
A
Sherri Restauri/Mimosa
A sketch o f how  the Theron M ontgom ­
ery Building w ill look once finished.
HOUSTON COLE LIBRARY 
JACKSONVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY 
JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA 36265
TMB RENOVATION 49
International Week a Huge Success
International week is a sharing of cultures for the students and the public. The week is filled with fun and cultural experiences for everyone-- a talent show, 
sporting activities, and a “fashion show" of students in 
their international attire. This was the fifth year of the 
event, held every spring. It is organized by JSU’s interna­
tional students Rishi Bhatta, president of the International 
Students Organization, and Katia Mottet, publicity coor­
dinator for the International Students Organization.
This year the celebration included a Taster’s Fair and 
Talent Show at the Round House. The Taster’s Fair is 
comprised of students cooking meals representing their 
home countries and bringing them to share with the 
attendees. Soccer and volleyball tournaments were also 
held at Dillon Field and at Bibb Graves Hall. Dr. 
George Saliba, Columbia University, was a guest speaker 
and discussed the impact of Arabic science on Medieval 
and Renaissance Europe at the Houston Cole Library.
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(Left) : In ternational 
S tu d en ts from  N epal 
get into to the m usic 
and  ta le n t sh o w  by  
d an cin g  and s in g in g  
the night aw ay.
(Below ): In ternational 
Students donned their 
tra d itio n a l co s tu m e s  
from  their hom e cou n­
try. Everyone enjoyed 
the food and festivities.
Russell Lee Taylor/Mimosa
(Left): People of all ages 
enjoyed the festivities. 
This little toddler couldn’t 
stop dancing to all the dif­
ferent acts that performed.
(Opposite Page): These 
African students wore 
their traditional costumes 
and performed traditional 
dances for the crowd.
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JSU AGREES TO PROJECT AFTER TWO YEARS OF DEBATE
LADIGA TRAIL FINALLY BACK
ON TRACK
Top Left: The Greek Housing 
project as it is today. The trail is 
scheduled to cut right through 
the area, though in turn it will 
provide students with a quicker 
way to school than driving.
Bottom Left: A pedestrian 
walkway will be built going 
Highway 204. It will give trail 
users a safe way to continue 
without getting off course.
Right: The unfinished Ladiga 
Trail; when finished, it 
will provide recreational 
activities such as jogging, 
biking, and rollerblading.
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The Chief Ladiga Trail is 
only a few miles down the 
road from JSU. Once it is 
finished here, many other 
counties have volunteered 
to be next, such as Mor­
gan, Blount, and Jefferson.
After two years of debate,
Jacksonville State University and the
Rails-to-Trails Commission have finally 
reached an agreem ent. After two years of 
deliberations over various issues on why 
the trail should not be allow ed to go 
through the JSU  cam pus, the decision to 
proceed was finally made.
O ne o f the m ain concerns had been
w hether the trail would bring m ore crim e 
to cam pus. The second w orry dealt with 
the trail going through the Paul C arpen­
ter Village. C oncerns were expressed that 
trail users could dam age houses along 
the path. Finally, both sides decided the 
benefits of the trail outweigh any problems.
The trail will give JSU  a w ay to reduce 
dem and for parking, and reduce traffic
congestion betw een classes by providing 
a pedestrian route to the campus. The trail 
will let students jog, bike, and roller blade.
The original bid for the project w as 
$445,500. However, the Intermodal Sur­
face Transportation Efficiency Act that 
passed in 1991 provides 80% grant money 
for the project, w hich prom otes other 
m odes of transportion. The com m unity 
is required to pay 20% of the cost. After 
the grants and a rebid, the balance of the 
project was left at $156,000. Parks and Recre­
ation Director Bo Batey convinced the City 
Council to appropriate $35,000 to the 
project.
--Stephanie M. Jackson/Jacksonville News
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JSU is set to begin its portion of the trail
Hispanic Heritage Month
Ritmo y Cultural, Hispanic dance
group that perform ed during the H ispanic Talent Show  
and Taste Festival, w as the highlight o f the evening.
Marriot and Acapulco Food Services
catered for the Taste Festival. A few  dishes w ere pre­
pared by the attending students them selves.
T a l e n t
Show Does Well
Hispanic Heritage Month drew to a close with the 
Talent Show and Taste Festival. This highlighted cul­
ture from all parts of the Hispanic realm. Displays of 
native dress, dance, and also samples of the native 
music filled the evening.
The evening's entertainment was kicked off by MC 
John, who introduced a piece of opera called "Bell 
Victoria", performed by David Zaula. The opera was 
followed by a Columbian duo, Diana and Giovanni, 
who performed a dance from their country. The pre­
sentation of the trophies from the soccer tournament, 
held on the fifth of the month, were presented to the 
team captains. Marlena Alvarez-Medina was next. She 
explained the historic and cultural signifigance of the 
costume of her native country, Guatamala.
However, the largest part of the evening was de­
voted to the dance group, Ritmo y Cultural, made up 
mostly of Hispanic dancers from the Anniston area. 
The group performed a total of eight dances, represent­
ing Spain, Puerto Rico, Panama, and Cuba.
Jorge Gonzalez, president of the Hispanic-American 
Organization, explained that the purpose of the group 
is "to keep the Hispanic community that came to this 
country abreast of its culture."
Audience members represented two types: People 
who came to get a taste of Latin culture; and people 
who came to cheer for a friend or family member. Mike 
Porter, a student, says that he attended the show for two 
reasons: "My friend is in the show, and for the food, 
too."
After the talent show, food was provided for the 
guests by Marriot Food Services and Acapulco. Some 
students prepared their own special dishes. Along 
with the refreshments, music was provided by His­
panic DJ Joe Figueroa. Figueroa, a graduate student, 
hosted the final event of the evening in which the 
auditorium was turned into a dance floor to celebrate 
the end of Hispanic Heritage Month.
-Rachel Watkins
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Leslie Bailey
M s .  M a r l e n e  A l v a r e z -  
Medina and others (above)
greet the people who at­
tended the Talent Show.
Guest speaker at the show,
Jose Rivera, is a native 
of Cagus, Puerto Rico. 
He now serves
as Head V olleyball 
C oach at JSU ( le f t ) .
Angie Ball/Mimosa
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50TH S ea so n  O pen s  W it h  
“ U n d er  M ilk w o o d ”
Above: Lesley Gray and Jeremy 
West showcase their acting tal­
ents by showing genuine con­
cern and interest in the situation 
occurring during the play.
Right: Here, "The Dancer," 
played by V (Karshibia Lloyd) 
acts out her interpretation of 
Thomas's work.
Far Right: Portrayed by Lauren 
Weinman, one of the many char­
acters of the play shows her opin­
ion to the crowd.
Rhonda Helms/Mimosa Rhonda Helms/Mimosa
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The Jacksonville State theatre department's first production of its 
50th year anniversary is the lyrically challenging "Under Milkwood" 
by Dylan Thomas. The title comes from the town’s own memory, 
that is, what is happening under the "skin" of the populace of the 
Welsh Fishing village Milk Wood, as well as the town itself.
Although meant to be a reader's play or even a radio play, director 
Susan McCain’s version of the play takes a different route. Songs, 
creative movement, and dance styles akin to ballet and jazz were used 
to punctuate the verse of Thomas.
McCain describes the physical style of the play as a non-realistic 
one. "Rather." she says, "it journeys to the place of dreams where 
only segments of the necessary are seen side by side among the more 
visceral, perhaps even Freudian, elements of the play.” She also 
describes the dreams of the town as ghosts, or faded memories ... that 
supports Thomas’ search for spirituality. “It resounds his respect and 
hospitality toward the ’otherness’ that awakens and stirs thoughts, 
desires, lies, truths, and dreams. We elevate his paradox of the 
spiritual, residing in the earthiest events.” Altogether, McCain 
defines the play as a “kinetic canvas" on which to create a movable 
art form.
■Chris Colvard
Rhonda Helms/Mimosa
Far Left: The charac­
ters portray one of the 
most interesting scenes 
of the play. From Left 
to Right; Ricky 
Adkins, Jarrod 
Simons, and Kevin 
Barton. On Top; 
Lauren Weinman.
Left: Jeremy Stubbs, 
in character, looks 
toward the audience 
as though he has seen 
a ghost, as story un­
folds.
Left: Jessica Duke and 
Brian Dixon have 
looks of question and 
wonder on their faces 
as they act out one of 
the scenes of the play.
Rhonda Helms/Mimosa
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Juried Art Exhibit 
A "Multi-Media Event"
By Phil Attinger
The 1998 Juried Student Exhibition has every art medium taught at JSU: Painting, Printmaking, Water color, Drawing, Sculp­ture, Photography, Ceramics, Color Theory, and three categories 
of Design, including Commercial, 2-Di mensional, and 3-Demensional.
Dr. Karen Henricks began the evening by welcoming all the visitors 
who came in the rain and the cold. She quickly congratulated all 
students whose artworks were accepted, and then announced the prize 
recipients.
Photography First Place was Jeannie Williamson for “Ideas.” Honorable 
Mention went to Kevin Fotovich for “John 20:29” and to Leslie Bailey for 
“Tea Time.”
Printmaking First Place was Joey Cruz for “Haunted No More.” 
David Parker took Honorable Mention for “Lolly Pop Land.” 
Drawing winners were Gloria Norris, Honorable Mention, for “The 
Process of Thinking" and David Damke for “Eat More Chicken.” 
Commercial Design First Place went to Seth Johnson for “North 
Alabama's Growing and Harvest Seasons.” Honorable Mention went to 
Kevin Fotovich for “My Tomato Font” and Joey Cruz for “Everchanging 
Horizons.”
In Painting, Paulette Parks took First Place for “Cat in a Straw Hat," 
a portrait of a female figure wearing a red dress and straw bonnet. Honorable 
Mention went to Aya Wakami for “Life” and to Gabriella Szenes for 
“Light Sandwich.”
Watercolor First Place went to Aya Wakami for “Friend: Miho,” 
depicting a casual walk on the beach. Honorable Mention awards in 
Water color went to Megumi Chiba for “Old House Porch” and to Seth 
Johnson for "Reflections at Ten Oaks," and to Cat Brendel for “My 
Happy Day.”
Gabriella Szenes won 2-D Design First Place for "Scape." Honorable 
Mention went to Jeremiah Tilley for “Symetrical Design,” to Nathan 
Weaver for “Touch of Red--Touch of Blue,” to Jennifer West for 
"Analysis,” and to Shay Mayo for “Analysis and Translation of 'Music 
Pink & Blue' by Georgia O'Keefe.”
Mario Gallardo look Ceramics First Place for “Teapot.” Honorable 
Mention went to Leslie Bailey for “Untitled” and John Hancock for an 
assembled piece titled “The Ant.”
Micah Cushing won 3-D Design with Honorable Mention for “Camera 
& Film", a wire interpretation of a box camera and 35 mm film.
Seth Johnson won First Place in Color Theory for “Simultaneous 
Contrast With Opposite Hues,” a star-shaped piece based on a painter’s 
color wheel. Sculpture First Place went to Johnson for “Abstract Organic 
Forms.” a plaster and perlite sculpture that he says “leads to all kinds of 
different ideas.”
Joey Cruz received Best of Show for a self-portrait sculpture entitled 
"Introspectivity.” Cruz covered his work with several layers of oil paint, scratched 
it with steel wool to show various layers, and applied an oil medium to the 
“hair” so the paint could coat the sculpture evenly.
Dr. Stephen Louckes discusses one 
of the works with a student.
All photos by Kevin Fotovich/Chanticleer
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Joey Cruz demonstrates the expres­
sive pose he depicted in his Best of 
Show winning sculpture piece in the 
JSU Student Juried Art Show.
Attendees discuss the likeness of the 
self-portrait sculpture by Joey Cruz.
The Juried Student Exhibit at the 
Hammond Hall Gallery opened to a 
huge crowd despite the bad weather.
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Parking has become a major problem here on campus. A day does not go by without some students receiving parking 
tickets. Around campus, students drive the parking lots looking for spaces. Once students find their parking spots, they 
make the “mad dash” across the parking lot to get to class on time. The university administration is working to solve 
the problem. One idea to fix the parking problem is to cluster the freshman classes in the buildings around the quad. 
A plan of this magnitude will take a few years to implement.
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Circling a lot more than once
The Search is On
is not unusual around here
Fritz Fotovich/ChanticleerAbove: A student receives a ticket for parking in a handicapped parking place.
Ed Hill/Mimosa
Left: A symbol of friendli­
ness and support to the 
students of the university.
Erin Crawford/Mimosa
Above: An afternoon 
bird's eye view of park­
ing at Bibb Graves Hall.
Left: Just another day 
of trying to find a park­
ing spot at Martin Hall.
Russell Lee Taylor/Mimosa
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Executive Board only members o f  S.G.A.to be elected this yearOUT WITH THE OLD...
Above right: A stu­
dent enters the vot­
ing booth and pre­
pares to make his se­
lections for the 1998 
- 1999 Executive 
board of the S.G.A.
Right: E.J. Moran 
and other Senators 
prepare to take a 
student’s I.D. num­
ber to see if he is eli­
gible to vote.
Russell LeeTaylor/Mimosa
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and in with the new
E.J. Moran
At Left: The ‘98 - ‘99 officers are (left to 
right) Janay Johnson, Publicity Officer; 
Kellilyn Johnson, 2nd V.P.; Ryan 
Kruzinski, President; and Gina Orlando, 
1st V.P. Not pictured is Don Killingsworth, 
Controller.
Below: A student exits the voting booth 
after making her selections.
E.J. Moran/Mimosa
Russell Taylor/Mimosa
Above: Chip Yarborough announces the 
election results as fellow students look on.
E.J. Moran/Mimosa
With the election of the new S. G. A., new ideas will
be injected for the betterment of the school.
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Collegiate Legislature: What is it?
Collegiate Legislature was founded four years ago by a group o f  college students 
who attended the Y .M .C.A . Youth and Government program. Collegiate Leg. is a 
conference that teaches students moral and ethical leadership in the State Govern­
ment. Twenty - five students from Jax State attended the conference. O f these students, 
Jimmy Whited won Outstanding Statesman, Ryan Kruzinski was elected Clerk o f the 
House, and Dale Wilson was elected school representative.
Above: More than 120 
students attended the confer­
ence. They came from univer­
sities all over the state.
Right: Representatives from 
Jacksonville State pose for a 
picture on the floor of the House.
E.J. Moran/Mimosa
E.J. Moran/Mimosa
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The predecessor to Collegiate Legislature, Youth and Govern­
ment Program, celebrated its 50th Anniversary this year
Top: One of the many 
speakers to address the confer­
ence, Chief Justice Perry Hooper, 
takes time out from his busy 
schedule to answer questions.
Above: Students wait in
the foyer of the Alabama 
State Supreme Court.
Left: The contingency from Jax 
State poses for a picture on the 
steps of the State Supreme Court. 
(First Row) Amber Moody, 
Donnell Humes, Kamilah 
Douthard, Tara Jones, Bob Boyle; 
(Second Row) Mandy Chumley, 
Krissy Sanders, Kamilah Rashed; 
(Third Row) Gina Orlando, 
Sherry Todd, Anna Harris, Nick 
Thomason; (Fourth Row) Dale 
Wilson, Leanne Jordan, Adrianne 
Stocker, Rikesha Foster; (Fifth 
Row) E.J. Moran, Marsha Swift, 
Jimmy Whited, Ryan Kruzinski,
E.J. Moran/ Mimosa
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E.J. Moran/ Mimosa
E.J. Moran/ Mimosa
  Ath letics
S T R I V I N G  T O W A R D  P E R F E C T I O N
The JSU Athletic Department went through major 
changes during the 97-98 school year. Mike Williams 
and Jose Rivera entered their inaugural season as head 
coaches of their respective programs. Jerry Cole re­
tired as Director of Athletics after 24 years. Under his 
direction the athletic program rose to glory. Bill Jones,
the winningest basketball coach in JSU history retired. 
His jersey number was retired, too. The women’s 
sports program experienced remarkable improvement 
in the NCAA Divison I ranks. Many fans wonder if the 
women will beat the men at gaining the first National 
Championship at the NCAA Division I level.
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VICTORY SLIPS 'N SLIDES AWAY
By A l M uskew itcz
It was a long football season for Jackson­ville State this year. A season that started with so much promise for JSU faded with 
each passing week as the Gamecocks faced 
the realization that they just didn’t have enough 
to hang with the ‘haves’ in the tough Southland 
Football League.
A season that started with great expectations 
simply crashed under the pressures of Mother 
Nature and an indefensible defense. It took a 
game against UAB at Legion Field to expose 
the weaknesses of the Jacksonville State de­
fense.
In the first two games of the season, its 
sometime spotty play could have been over­
looked by all the points and yardage posted by 
the offense. To its credit, the defense had been 
its strongest in the second half of the two 
previous games.
When the JSU offense faced UAB its of­
fense was merely mortal and it was imperative 
the defense picked up the slack, it didn't 
happen.
JSU dropped the next two games, then it was
back at home for a face down against Nicholls 
State.
Nicholls State came to Paul Snow Memorial 
Stadium having not won a game on the road 
all season. The way things had been going, 
the Colonels were starting to wonder if it 
would ever happen for them.
But in the rain and muck, they came JSU and 
held off the Gamecocks 16-14 before a soaked 
JSU Homecoming Day crowd of 2,352 many 
of whom bolted before the end.
The Gamecocks (1-6. 1-3 SFL) had their 
best chance to win since the second game of 
the season, and led going into the fourth 
quarter, but in the end their effort fell a few 
points short.
Many would suggest the Gamecocks were 
exactly where they wanted to be the 1997 
season. They started the season with a new 
coach, a new staff, a new offense and a lot of 
new players(4l freshman).
JSU had a very good recruiting class, so 
hopefully things will go on the upswing next 
year for the “Fighting Gamecocks" of JSU.
Above Right: Cocky 
did his best to bring 
luck to the "Fighting 
Gamecocks." But 
despite their best 
efforts it was a tough 
season for everyone 
involved.
Right: M other
Nature had no inten­
tion of cooperating 
at Paul Snow Memo­
rial Stadium in the 
1997 football season. 
Attendance was up, 
b u t rain  u sually  
forced most of the 
crow d to seek 
shelter.
Russell LeeTaylor/Mimosa
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Ed Hill/JSU
Coach Williams and his team prepare to charge out into the 
field to face another tough opponent. Coach Williams still 
has high expectations for the Gamecocks. Time will tell if JSU 
will return to its reign of glory in the college football arena.
Ed Hill/JSU
GAMECOCK
FOOTBALL
Coach Williams 
eyes the
scoreboard hop­
ing for a last 
minute win. The 
Gamecocks put 
their hearts and 
soul into the 1997 
football season. 
Despite all o f their 
efforts there was 
only one win for 
the season.
Ed Hill/JSU Ed Hill/JSU
JSU's defense was criticized for its sometimes spotty play all 
season. The heart breaker came against rival Troy State, the 
Trojans pounded JSU 49-0. Above a Samford player escapes 
being tackled by Freeman and Andrews to stumble for extra 
yardage. JSU went on to lose a heart breaker to Samford 17-14.
Gamecock running back Amel Jackson struggles to get extra 
yardage against McNeese State. The Gamecocks fell short of 
victory 27-6, as McNeese State spoiled Parents' Day for the 
Gamecocks. Mother Nature did her job by spoiling the weather 
for the Gamecocks, as the game turned into a mud bowl.
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Ed Hill/JSU
 JSU  OPPONENT
S.W. M issouri State 42 47
Sam H ouston State 28 21
UAB 16 34
M cN eese State 6 27
M iddle T ennessee State 16 27
Stephen F. A ustin 15 41
N icholls State 14 16
Samford 14 17
N.W. Louisiana 21 42
S.W. Texas 27 25
Troy State 0 49
Mike Williams (top left), who spent 
the last seven years as a member of 
the Southern Mississippi coaching 
staff, looks on as the new head 
coach of the "Fighting Gamecocks."
Jacksonville puts up an iron defense 
in its goal-line stand (top o f  page), 
but the Bearcat's prevail in 
the end by punching the ball into the 
end zone to tie the game at 7.
Cocky celebrates (bottom  right) and 
gets the crowd going as everyone 
awaits the appearance of the 1997 
Jacksonville State Gamecocks.
The Gamecocks celebrate (far right) 
as they put another into the end 
zone to close the score within 7.
offense, but he was disappointed in 
the end result.
“We had a lot of careless mistakes. 
Everybody played hard. A couple of 
plays didn’t work well, but we had confi­
dence that we were going to win the 
game.”
It looked like things were going well 
early on. In the first quarter of action, the 
Gamecocks put together an impressive 
opening drive. Kirby directed the offense 
on a ten play, 97-yard drive that resulted 
in tight end Joey Duplan’s 12-yard touch­
down grab. Brad Prince’s extra point was 
good as the Gamecocks took the early 
7-0 lead.
The second quarter saw the Bears take a 
14-7 lead, but the Gamecocks refused to 
back down. At their own 7 yard line, 
Montressa Kirby threw a perfect pass that 
fell into the arms of Joey Hamilton for a 
93-yard touchdown. It was the longest 
touchdown reception in Jacksonville State 
history. The point after tied the game at 
14.
If you are faint at heart, then Mike W illiam s’ season opener wasn’t for you. The 
1997 football season got started 
with a bang for the Gamecocks 
in front of more than 14,000 
fans. They witnessed a shoot­
out at Paul Snow Stadium. Un­
fortunately, the Gamecocks 
were on the short end of the 47- 
42 final against Southwest Mis­
souri State.
The post-game concert was 
rocking after the game, but 
Jacksonville State’s Montressa 
Kirby was doing the rolling. 
Kirby ended the game with five 
touchdown passes, setting a 
new Gamecock record. He says 
he is comfortable in the new
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The M ike William s
Era Begi n s        
B y  S h a n n o n  F a g a n
The Bears took the lead once again, but the Gamecocks tied the 
game on their next possession. Tailback Michael Daies took control 
with 46 yards on the drive, including an 11 -yard touchdown scamper. 
Brad Prince’s kick split the up-rights to even the score at 21.
After a Bear drive stalled, the Gamecocks looked to take the lead at 
the half. The offense couldn’t get 
anything going and was forced to 
punt. John Howard’s kick was 
blocked and the Bears recovered.
Linebacker Corky Martin fell on 
the ball in the end zone to give 
Southwest Missouri State a 28-21 
lead at half-time.
Mistakes really hurt the Game­
cocks. “ We had too many mis­
takes. I’m disappointed that we 
made so many,” said Coach Will­
iams. Russell Lee Taylor/Mimosa
Things got worse in the third quarter. The Bears started to pull away 
from the Gamecocks. They blocked another JSU punt for a safety. 
This gave the Bears a 30-21 lead. On its next possession, Southwest 
Missouri lit up the the scoreboard again. The Bears scored a 
touchdown from 12 yards out. The extra point was good as the Bears 
took a comfortable 37-21 lead.
It looked as if the rout was on, but the Gamecocks fought back. 
Tailback Amel Jackson put Jax State in good field position following 
a 31 -yard kick return. Four plays later, the Gamecocks scored on a 32- 
yard touchdown reception by Ronald Bonner. The Gamecocks went 
for 2 and succeeded, cutting the lead to 8. Southwest Missouri would 
tack on a field goal late in the quarter to take a 40-29 advantage.
The Bears upped their lead even more in the fourth quarter. An 
interception proved costly for the Gamecocks and the Bears increased 
their margin to an overwhelming 47-29. Jacksonville State’s defense 
finally came through and stopped the Bears from scoring again. This 
allowed the offense to get back to work. Kirby hit Joey Hamilton 
again fo r a 10 yard touchdown to pull the Gamecocks closer at 47-36. 
On the next drive, Kirby took to the air and hit Ronald Bonner for a 
44-yard touchdown. The 2-point conversion failed, but the Game­
cocks now trailed 47-42. Jax 
State had a chance to win the 
game late, but Kirby’s pass on 
4th and 15 fell incomplete.
After the game, Williams ad­
mitted his team was nervous: “We 
had first game jitters, but I think 
we’re headed in the right direc­
tion. We put ourselves in a posi­
tion to have an opportunity to 
win. We’re going to be in a lot of 
games like that this year, and we 
need to learn to win those games.”
Russell Lee Taylor/Mimosa
Stephanie Jackson/Jacksonville News
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(Above): At a recent 
basketball game, Cocky asks 
fans to take pity on chickens 
and eat more beef.
(Right): Cocky salutes the 
crowd at a fall pep rally for 
supporting the Gamecocks.
(Far Right): Cocky makes it a 
point to let everyone know 
that the "Fighting Game­
cocks" are Number One.
Ed Hill/JSU
Rhonda Helms/Mimosa Russell Lee Taylor/Mimosa
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(Above): Cocky is never shy of
the spotlight. In fact, some might 
call him a camera hog. Cocky likes 
for everyone to feel his presence. That's 
what makes him JSU's greatest fan.
THE MASCOT OF 
JACKSONVILLE STATE:
COCKY
B y  B u f f y  S m i t h
Cocky is the JSU mascot who performs at all of the Jax State football games, all men’s basketball games, and some of the womens basketball games.
“For this interview, we’re just going to wing it,” says a 7 foot 
tall chicken named Cocky. “Cocky’s there to entertain and have 
a good time.” says Cocky, who tends to refer to himself in the 
third-person.
“Cocky would like to steal the attention of the game altogether 
if he can.” says Cocky. “He would really like the fans to pay 
more attention to him than the game, and at times he’ll go to all 
measures to do it. But he’s always there, and he’s always willing 
to cheer on the Gamecocks.”
Supporting the Gamecocks, charming the ladies, and playing 
with children are Cocky’s hobbies. “Cocky loves to play with 
the kids, he loves to get them pepped up and spirited for the 
game. The only thing he likes better is the ladies. Cocky’s the 
big flirt. He loves flirting with the ladies,” he says.
Cocky’s flirtations have paid off. He met his fiancee three 
years ago at a JSU-Samford football game. She’s a JSU 
Ballerina, and she doesn't mind that Cocky’s a flirt.
“She’s Cocky’s biggest fan and she understands that it’s all in 
fun," says Cocky. “She understands it’s all harmless because 
Cocky’s devoted to her, and it's just harmless flirtations."
A group of children called the "Bleacher Creatures" come to 
every JSU home football game. “They’re Cocky’s little fan 
club." says Cocky, "They're a lot of fun and Cocky’s like a hero 
figure bird to them.” Cocky says that he is careful in his actions 
because the kids really do watch him.
Cocky is an award-winning bird, having won several awards 
at the National Cheerleading Association (NCA) Summer Camps. 
Twenty-five mascots competed in this past summer’s camp, and 
Cocky tied for first place with the University of Alabama’s Big 
Al.
“I didn’t even think that I was even going to score." he says. 
“For Cocky to have come out and tied Big Al. I was shocked.
To all the fans out there Cocky would like to say, “come out 
and support the Gamecocks and thanks for all the great years of 
support. And please, now more than ever, eat more beef!!!"
G O  C O C K Y !!!
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(Left): Cocky at a foot­
ball game in his earlier 
days. He has undergone 
several changes in 
appearance since then.
Ed Hill/JSU
(Above): Coach Bill Jones 
says farewell to JSU. He 
leaves the Gamecocks as the 
all-time winningest coach of 
the Gamecocks with 449 wins.
Coach Bill Jones and his wife 
are presented with a silver 
Gamecock platter honoring 
them for their dedication  
to JSU the past 24 years.
Stephanie Jackson/Jacksonville News
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"It has been a great ride. I appreciate your support over the years,"
Coach Bill JonesGAMECOCKS
Say Farewell to 
Bill Jones
B y  S h a n n o n  F a g a n
February 21 , 1998. That date will be remembered in Jackson­ville State basketball history as the last time Bill Jones sat at the helm of the Gamecocks, and it was the last time Jay 
Knowlton and Jamal Hickman took the floor for the Gamecocks.
Emotions were clearly flowing in the crowd the entire evening, 
even before the Gamecocks took the floor. Jones, Knowlton and 
Hickman were honored for their accomplishments in a pre-game 
ceremony.
When Jones made his way out of the locker room, he was greeted 
with a standing ovation that lasted several minutes. Friends and 
former players lined the court to show their appreciation of this man 
and what he has done for Jacksonville State.
Jones finally made his way to center court and addressed the 
crowd. “It’s been a great ride. I appreciate all of your involvement. 
I love you all,” said the emotional coach.
Stephanie Jackson/Jacksonville News
In honor of his final game at JSU, Jones’ former number 12 jersey 
and his traditional sweat towels were retired.
As if this wasn’t enough, the Gamecock seniors-Jay Knowlton 
and Jamal Hickman-played the final game of their collegiate 
careers. They were honored at center court for their careers as well. 
They went out in style as the Gamecocks defeated Georgia State 63- 
58.
For the game, Knowlton led all scorers with 18 points, with 12 of 
them coming in the first period. Hickman scored nine points, 
including two three-pointers.
“I’m just appreciative of the fact we won the ballgame,” said 
Jones after the game.
Jay Knowlton was also grateful to go out a winner. He said he was 
feeling all kinds of emotion that night, making it difficult to put into
words.”
“It’s hard to explain,” said Knowlton. “You want to go out a 
winner and we did. Later on this week, it will sink in that we don't 
have any more practices.”
As for his coach, Knowlton doesn't know what the future holds. 
“He may go somewhere else. He may not. But we wanted to get 
this win for him and get 12 wins on the season.”
So, will Jones coach again? At this point, even he doesn’t know.
“I don’t know if that will be the last game I’ll coach. If it happens 
to be. then I’ll remember the basketball team and the effort they 
give. I’ll remember it fondly, because every time I look at it, it’ll 
always be a ’W’.”
The Gamecocks end the season with a 12-14 record. They won 
their final three games of the season, giving them a 6-10 record in 
the TAAC.
Jones ends his JSU coaching career after 24 seasons. He is the all- 
time winningest coach in Gamecock basketball history, with a 
record of 449-210.
Coach Bill Jones is presented with a plaque honoring 
him for his years of dedication and service to the 
Gamecock basketball program for the last 24 years.
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Bill Jones takes time out to do his final 
post-game radio interview. He leaves the 
Gamecocks as the all-time winningest 
coach with 449 wins (above).
Coach Jones keeps an eye on the clock to 
make sure his players have enough time 
to pull off that last second win (right).
Ed Hill/JSU
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Jones gathers his players in 
a huddle during a time-out 
to draw out a play (top).
Jones always showed his pas­
sion for the game during his 
career, and JSU fans will al­
ways remember that (bottom ).
Ed Hill/JSU
Jones always kept a close 
watch on everything that 
went on during every game 
to help plan the Gamecocks' 
strategy (left).
Ed Hill/JSU
SAYING 
G O O D BY E 
T O  A 
LEG EN D
Coach Bill Jones will always be remembered as the winningest coach in JSU basketball history. When Gamecock fans come to see JSU play they will be reminded of this fact every time they look up in the 
rafters and see Jones’ retired number 12.
Throughout his career he has made many friends who will remember what 
a great coach he was for the JSU Gamecocks. It will take quite some time 
for anyone to top his 449 wins.
In his 24 years at his alma mater, Jones led and inspired the dream of 
“Gamecock Hoops.” Jones was a legend in Division II, taking JSU to the 
NCAA eight times and capturing five regional crowns.
In 1985, after dropping a one-point decision on the road to open the 
season, Jacksonville State reeled off 31 consecutive wins on its way to the 
Division II National Championship. It was a performance that earned Jones 
the Kodak NCAA Division II “Coach of the Year” honors.
In Jax State's years as a member of the Gulf South Conference, Jones' 
teams either won or shared seven league regular season championships and 
captured four tournament titles. In addition, he was selected by his peers as 
the league's top coach on three occasions.
Although he notched more than 400 wins, one of Jones' proudest moments 
came on Jan. 11, 1988. That's when -in  a 94-82 victory over West Georgia 
he became the winningest coach in JSU history. What made it extra special 
was by posting JSU career win No. 252, he replaced his former coach and 
a man he respected a great deal -  Tom Roberson -  at the top of the list.
An All-State performer at Marshall County High School in Guntersville, 
Jones went on to earn All-State and All-Region honors during a two-year 
stint at Snead State Junior College.
He followed that with an outstanding two-year career for Roberson at JSU. 
He averaged 18.1 and 17.3 points per game, respectively, helping the 
Gamecocks to successive Alabama Collegiate Conference championships, 
earning All-Conference laurels along the way. He once set a school mark 
by connecting on 31 consecutive free throws.
After receiving his B.S. Degree in Business Administration in 1966, Jones, 
who also was a standout baseball player for Jax State, signed a professional 
baseball contract with the Pittsburgh Pirates, playing in the Bucs organiza­
tion for one season.
He went to work for the IRS before answering the coaching call as an 
assistant to Ed Billingham at North Alabama in 1971. A year later, he was 
elevated to the head coaching position, and compiled a 28-17 record during 
his two-year stint with the Lions.
In 1974, he returned to his alma mater to begin his illustrious Gamecock 
coaching career.
Jones is a member of two Halls of Fame, the Alabama chapter of the 
American Softball Association and the JSU hall.
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Ed Hill/JSU
The Gamecocks receive a couple of 
free throws, after being fouled by 
Troy State (fa r  right).
Alex Beason plays man to man 
against a Troy State player at Pete 
Mathews Coliseum (right).
The Gamecocks stand to cheer on their team­
mates (above).
The Gamecocks gather in a huddle with 
Coach Jones to discuss their next move (right).
JSU Opp.
Georgia South. 85 95
Alabama St. 98 92
Alabama 72 105
Tennessee Tech. 74 82
Alabama St. 82 80
Bethel 86 70
Thomas College 62 49
Georgia South. 71 59
Auburn 61 89
Tennessee Tech. 83 72
Florida Int.* 88 106
Florida Atlantic* 71 77
Campbell* 82 83
Charleston* 63 88
Central Florida* 80 89
Georgia St.* 63 77
Mercer* 82 97
Troy St.* 101 99
Centenary* 75 68
Samford* 64 73
Troy St.* 73 78
Centenary* 73 83
Samford* 59 56
Mercer* 86 80
Georgia St.* 63 58 Ed Hill/JSU
Jay Knowlton (22) puts one in with 
a lay-up to seal the victory against 
Georgia State 63-58 (above).
The crowd cheers on the Gamecocks 
whenever possible (a b o v e ) .
Ed Hill/JSU
Bryan Taylor (11), a native of 
Jacksonville, goes up for two in the 
Gamecocks 101 -99 win over Troy State 
at Pete Mathews Coliseum (left).
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R E C O R D  (12-14)
*TAAC Opponent
BASKETBALL
Pete Mathews Coliseum ranks 9th in nation in home-court advantage.
A n n is t o n  S t a r
When people talk about the toughest places to play in the country, a couple of arenas come immediately to mind.
Duke's Cameron Indoor Stadium. The Deandome 
at North Carolina. Rupp.
Pete Mathews Coliseum.
Gotcha.
According to the RPI Report, the linchpin of the 
NCAA Tournament selection process, JSU has the 
ninth best home-court advantage in Division I. That 
ranking jumps to sixth among teams that have been in 
their buildings more than 10 years.
In 23 seasons in the Pete, the Gamecocks are a gaudy 
289-46. Four times they've gone through the home 
schedule undefeated, including 20-0s in 1991-92 and 
1994-95. Five times they've been beaten only once.
As close as the building is to a cemetery maybe it 
should be nicknamed The Graveyard-The place where 
visiting teams go to die.
Only Penn State, which has been in its arena only 
one year, Massachusetts (4 years), UCLA, Kentucky, 
Arkansas (3 years), College of Charleston, Indiana 
and North Carolina rank higher than the Gamecocks.
Duke, the Cameron Crazies, who are right on top of 
the teams and the medias mind is 23rd.
"Do I think it's a tough place to play?" asked Bill 
Jones, the Gamecock's head coach since the day the 
coliseum first opened its doors. "Black and white 
figures say it's a tough place to play.
"We talk about this with our players, about defend­
ing your home court, circling the wagon in your own 
building and making things tough. I think our players
over the years have recognized their place to play has 
to be an advantage to them.
"I guess looking at those figures, I would say if I 
were an outside opponent, it's been a pretty tough 
place to play for 23 years."
Of course, most of that success came when the 
Gamecocks were in Division II.
It has only been since moving up to Division I have 
they lost more than three home games in a season or 
had a losing year in the building. With that in mind, 
they've had as many losses at home in the last two 
years (12) as they've had in the previous eight com­
bined.
The combination of a reputation for being tough at 
home and an unproven Division I commodity can 
make it tough to get teams to come to the building.
This year, the Gamecocks had 13 home games, eight 
guaranteed by theTAAC (including Charleston), three 
for the Tom Roberson Classic and home-and-home 
games with Georgia Southern, Tennessee Tech. and 
Alabama State.
"A lot of times what those teams want you to do is go 
through like a test period," Jones said. "You come 
play us two years in a row and we might come back to 
you a third year. We haven't experienced that yet."
"I think that speaks of our facility. I hope that speaks 
a little bit also of us going out and playing some name 
teams and being associated with a conference."
The "name" teams this year included the two most 
recognized in the state - Alabama and Auburn. Of 
course, both of those games were on the road.
Those type games may not help the Gamecocks' 
won-loss record, but they'll enhance their recognition 
as a Division I program- nationally and statewide-in 
recruitment and the bottom line.
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H O M E  
S W E E T  
H O M E  
J S U  S t y l e
B y A l M u s k e w it z
Ed Hill/JSU
Fans poured into Pete Mathews 
Coliseum for the first televised 
basketball game from Jackson­
ville State against Samford. JSU 
is an incredible 289-46 at Pete 
Mathews Coliseum. The Game­
cocks' home ranks as the ninth 
best home-court advantage in 
Division I basketball (above).
Jerry Cole, JSU Athletic Director, 
presents President Harold McGee 
with the Gamecocks 1000th win 
game ball (left).
PETE MATHEWS COLISEUM 81
Ed H ill /JSU
BASKETBALL
Dana Austin completed her fifth season as the Lady Gamecocks head coach. She has guided the program during its tran­
sition from Division II to Division I, compiling a 
59-78 record.
She the led the Lady Gamecocks to their first 
winning season at the Division I level in 1996-97, 
posting a 15-14 record. The Lady Gamecocks 
were even more impressive in conference play, 
finishing with an 11-15 record, including 8-0 at 
home, in their first season as full members of the 
TAAC. They finished second in the conference 
tournament, after being picked to finish ninth.
Austin was named the 1996-97 TAAC Coach of 
the Year, for her efforts.
This past season was a little tougher for Austin 
as she led the Gamecocks to a 14-14 record. The 
season was a success though, helping build confi­
dence in a young and talented team.
Austin earned her B.S. degree in physical educa­
tion from Jacksonville State in 1991 and her 
master's degree in physical education in 1992.
She, along with her sister Jana, are the only two 
female basketball players to have their jersey num­
bers retired in Jacksonville State University his­
tory. Austin was named the 1993 Young Alum­
nus of the Year.
Ed H ill /JSU
Coach Austin discusses 
the Lady Gamecocks perfor­
mance with assistant coach 
Tracy Linton and graduate as­
sistant Shane Browder (above).
Ed Hill/JSU
Karen Harden (30), a junior, who 
just happens to be Melissa's sis­
ter, drives toward the 
basket leaving a Troy State 
player behind ( r ig h t ) .
Ed Hill/JSU
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Coach Austin keeps a close 
tab on the game to insure 
the Lady Gamecocks suc­
cess (opposite page: left).
Melissa Harden (30) a Senior for­
ward from Camino, California, puts 
up a jump shot with a defender 
nipping at her heels (below).
Ed Hill/JSU
BASKETBALL
JSU Opp.
Alabama St. 62 74
Southern Miss. 66 68
Mercer* 76 57
Belmont 63 69
Coastal Carolina 80 64
UT-Chatanooga 60 66
Alabama St. 82 57
UAB 57 53
Auburn 52 100
Troy State* 81 63
Campbell* 81 75
Charleston* 76 64
Mercer* 80 70
Georgia St.* 63 69
Auburn 60 90
Samford* 72 57
Troy State* 82 79
Campbell* 79 91
Charleston* 63 75
Stetson* 81 63
Central Florida* 91 84
Florida Atlantic* 71 88
Florida Int.* 63 95
Samford* 63 56
Georgia St.* 72 92
Mercer* 63 68
Campbell** 75 68
Florida Int.** 44 82
R E C O R D (1 4 -1 4 )
*TAAC Opponent 
*’ TAAC Tournament
Ed H ill/JSU
Shneka Whaley (11) is a 
junior from Cleveland, 
Tennessee. She will return 
next year, bringing valu­
able experience and lead­
ership as a point guard. 
Here she drives one in 
with a base-line jump shot.
Millie McElrath a freshman, for­
ward from Fort Payne, Alabama, 
gained some valuable experience. 
Here she drives past a shocked 
Mercer player for the basket (left).
Ed Hill/JSU
Coach Dana Austin not only in­
spires her players, she leads by ex­
ample. Here she takes time-out to 
give her players a few quick point­
ers to help seal the victory (above).
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Ed Hill/JSU
Millie McElrath (32), a freshman 
from Fort Payne, puts up a shot 
despite being surrounded by a 
flock of defenders (below).
Heather Mayes (35), a junior 
from Fyffe, keeps her eyes 
open for a place to pass the 
ball against Mercer (right).
Suzan Shirley (00), a senior from 
Guntersville, poses with her par­
ents during halftime for her last 
game in Pete Mathews (right).
Ed Hill/JSU
Ed H il l/JSU
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Ed Hill/JSU
The Lady Gamecocks hopes for a TAAC title ended when they faced FIU in Miami, Florida. 
The Lady Panthers took advantage o f 
home court, knocking o ff the Lady 
Gam ecocks in the second round o f the 
TAAC Tournament. FIU went on to 
earn a berth in the W om en’s NCAA 
Tournament.
The Lady Gamecocks came into the 
tournament losing four o f their last 
five conference games. In the first 
round o f play they were matched up 
with the Lady Cam els o f Campbell.
Jacksonville State put an end to the 
late season skid by defeating Campbell 
by seven points, setting up the show­
down with Florida International.
The loss marked the end o f the 1997- 
98 season for the Lady Gamecocks.
However, several members o f the team 
received honors for their efforts on 
and o ff the court.
M elissa Harden was named to the 
1997-98 TAAC W om en’s Basketball 
All-Conference Team. She earned 
First Team honors and is listed 49th 
nationally in scoring average for the 
season.
Six Lady Gamecocks were also hon­
ored in the TAAC W om en’s Basket­
ball All-Academ ic Honor Roll. Hon­
orees must have a 3.0 or higher to be 
eligible.
T he m em bers se lec ted  w ere: 
Heather Mayes, Suzan Shirley. Leslie 
Ram sey, Lara M alm quist, Shneka 
W haley and Alison Owen.
by Shannon Fagan
Ed Hill/JSU
Melissa Harden (51), a senior from 
Camino, California, shows why 
she earned First Team honors and 
finished the season ranked 49th 
nationally in scoring by driving 
in beautiful layup (top left).
Ed Hill/JSU
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THE L A D Y
G AM ECO CKS
Coach Austin presents Melissa a 
gift of roses, thanking her for her 
dedication to the Lady Game­
cocks basketball program (left).
Trans America Athletic Conference
G a m e c o c k s  P o s t  
R e c o r d  S e a s o n
B y  A n g e l  W e a v e r
Looking back on the season, women's soccer coach Lisa Howe feels that her team is right on schedule. The soccer 
program was formed in 1995, when Howe gath­
ered together a group of girls, mostly freshmen, 
and began coaching them toward success.
After three years of working together, the 
team is finally reaping the benefits. “Before this 
year, we looked at our success in terms of our 
development and improvement. Now we’re 
seeing our success come back in wins,” Howe 
said.
According to Howe, the turning point in the 
season was the 3-0 win over Samford. “We lost 
two or three games before that, so it boosted 
morale,” she said.
The second game against Troy State attracted 
the largest crowd in JSU history. Howe said 
beating Troy at home 7-0 was a great feeling. 
After that victory, Howe said that the mood was 
very positive for the season.
The third big win came against Mississippi 
State, one of the biggest schools in the SEC. The 
Lady Gamecocks were down 1-0 with only eight 
minutes left when they tied the game, then won 
it in overtime.
“Even though it didn't have any standing in 
the conference, it was nice to compete against a 
bigger school and to do well,” Howe said.
Howe believes that the team’s success is a 
result of working together for the past couple of 
years. “I can tell that they are improving to­
gether. They can read each other on the field 
now, and they know each other’s strengths and 
weaknesses,” she said.
The Lady Gamecocks success led them to the 
teams first Trans America Athletic Conference 
appearance.
“It’s a huge accomplishment, and it’s going to 
do so much for our program," said Howe. De­
spite their loss in the final game against Georgia 
State, Howe feels that the girls have gained 
valuable experience.
Howe believed that the team did well, but 
Georgia State played better. “Our girls really 
had a hard time putting everything together in 
the last two games,” said Howe. “We had a real 
tough time defensively, so that is something 
we’ll correct.
Overall, Howe believes the girls are making
Andrea Poole (13) defends the 
ball as she prepares to pass to one 
of her teammates (right).
Coach Lisa Howe and Assistant 
Coach Christian LeBlanc go over 
some pointers during one of the 
games early in the season (below).
great improvements each year.
“The first season was definitely a learning 
experience for this university as well as myself 
and the girls,” said Howe. “I was happy for our 
girls because they really came together at the 
end of the season and played well.”
In 1995, the first season for women’s soccer, 
Howe led JSU to a 4-12-1 record. In the 
program’s second season, the Lady Game­
cocks added two additional wins. The third 
season was marked by even more wins, culmi­
nating in their appearance at the TAAC Tour­
nament.
Before accepting the job at JSU, Howe 
coached at Berry College in Georgia, where 
she led the women's soccer team to a 13-9-1 
record in 1994. Besides her head coaching 
experience, Howe has been involved with the 
United States Youth Soccer Association’s 
Olympic Development Program as a regional
staff coach since 1993.
“I had a vision, a feeling about soccer at 
JSU," said Howe. “I knew soccer was going 
to be big here.”
Howe credits the girls with their recent 
success. "These girls deserve a lot of credit, 
because of how far they’ve brought this pro­
gram," said Howe. She said the girls came in 
the first year with one goal, to put JSU on the 
soccer map.
Howe’s plans for next year include qualify­
ing for the TAAC again. According to Howe, 
next year will be a big year since several of 
the girls will be graduating. For them, there 
is only one more chance for a conference win.
“I want to make the conference tournament 
from now on," says Howe. "But this group is 
always special, because they did it first."
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soccer
Suzanne Bilbrey (8) shows why 
she is one of the top freshman 
defenders on the Gamecock 
squ ad  (below).
Ed Hill/JSU
 JSU SOCCER 
JSU Opp.
Huntingdon 1 0
Samford* 0 2
Georgia St.* 2 4
Radford 2 3
Troy State* 4 0
Middle Tenn. St. 2 4
Centenary* 0 4
N.W. State 7 1
North Texas 0 6
Texas Christian 0 7
Samford* 3 0
Centenary* 0 2
Mercer* 0 3
Charleston South.  1 1
Troy St.* 7 0
McNeese St. 2 0
Mississippi St. 2 1
Auburn 2 3
Montevallo 3 2
Alabama 0 5
Georgia St.* 0 10
RECORD (8-12-1)
*TAAC Oppon e n t
Ed Hill/JSU
Andrea Poole sets the ball up 
as she prepare to take a shot at 
the goal. Andrea is a freshman 
mid-fielder from North Delta, 
British Columbia (above).
Suzanne Bilbrey goes for the steal, as the Gamecocks defend the 
goal. Suzanne is a freshman from Temple, Texas.
Amy Buchannan (14) protects 
the ball from a Georgia State 
player as she approaches 
the goal. She is a junior Forward 
from Parkland, Florida.
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" A  N E W  B E G IN N IN G "
Jose Rivera, after nine seasons of being an assistant collegiate volleyball coach, has taken over the head position at Jackson­
ville State University. He comes to JSU from 
Mississippi State, where he was the top assis­
tant under Coach Samye Johnson.
“He has the enthusiasm, drive and ambition 
to move from being an assistant to a head 
coach," Associate Athletic Director and Se­
nior Women's Administrator Marilyn Osborne 
said. "He's someone who can bring us expe­
rience at the Division I level. I believe he can 
take our program up another level.”
Rivera was a three-sport letterman of Mauela 
Toro High School in Caguas, Puerto Rico, 
and later played baseball at Livingston Uni­
versity (now the University of West Ala­
bama). While at Livingston, he got his first 
taste of coaching as a student assistant 1988- 
89 and he has not stepped off the court since.
A dean's list scholar. Rivera earned a 
bachelor's degree in physical education at 
Livingston in 1990 and a master’s in 1994.
He has also held assistant coaching posi­
tions at Emporia State University in Kansas 
and Francis Marion College in South Caro­
lina.
“I am very excited and determined to im­
prove the volleyball record,” Coach Rivera 
said. "My long term goal is to eventually 
break into the NCAA tournament in some 
capacity.”
Ed Hill/JSU
Kelby Rumph (27) sets the ball up 
as Heather Beers (6) looks on (above). 
Amy Reaves give some pointers 
to her fellow teammates (right).
Ed Hill/JSU
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Ed Hill/JSU
Jessica Pohl (8) and Amy Reaves 
(3) throw up a block to help 
defend against a spike (below ).
N.C. A&T 3 0
Wofford 3 0
Hampton 3 0
Campbell* 1 3
Georgia St.* 2 3
UT Chattanooga 2 3
Mercer* 1 3
W. Carolina 3 1
Stetson* 3 0
Alabama St. 3 0
Campbell* 2 3
UNC-Greensboro 1 3
UNC-Wilmington 3 0
Missouri-K.C. 3 0
Charleston South. 3 0
Belmont 3 0
W. Carolina 1 3
Stetson* 3 1
Charleston* 1 3
Troy St.* 3 2
Samford* 3 2
Belmont 3 0
Arkansas St. 0 3
W. Georgia 3 1
Centenary* 3 0
Georgia St.* 3 2
Campbell* 3 1
Samford* 0 3
W. Carolina 3 1
Alabama St. 3 0
Troy St.* 1 3
Samford* 0 3
Centenary* 3 1
Jackson St. 3 0
UT-Chatanooga 3 1
W. Georgia 3 0
Mercer 3 0
Mississippi St. 1 3
Ed Hill/JSU
Aime Crow (30), a native of 
Jacksonville, serves one up for 
the competition (above).
Head Coach 
Jose Rivera
VOLLEYBALL
JSU  Opp.
RECORD (25-13) *TAAC Opponent
Coach Rivera at work as the head 
assistant coach at Mississippi 
State. He brings a new determina­
tion and enthusiasm to the Game­
cock Volleyball program (left).
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Aime Crow (22), a sophomore from 
Jacksonville, stands her ground 
as her teammates deflect a shot 
over the net (below).
Jessica Pohl (8), a sophomore from 
Dayton, Ohio, sets the ball, al­
lowing one of her teammates to 
make an attack (right).
Ed Hill/JSU
Ed Hill/JSU
Amy Reaves (3), a junior from 
Weaver, sets up a block, foiling 
Samford's chance at scoring a 
point (above).
Amy (3) sets up another block 
with the help of her teammate 
Lisa May (12), a junior from Dora, 
Alabama (right).
Ed Hill/JSU
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ABOVE THE N E T ...
T H E  L A D Y  G A M E C O C K S  D I S P L A Y  W H A T  
D E F E N S E  A N D  M O T IV A T IO N  A R E  A L L  A B O U T .
THE LADY 
GAMECOCKS
Ed Hill/JSU
Kelly Rhinehart (13), a sopho­
more from Huntsville, serves one 
up for the competition (above).
Melanie Linder (2), a junior from 
Davenport, Florida, and Lisa May 
(12) go up for a block (left).
VOLLEYBALL 91
Ed Hill/JSU
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Stephanie Goeden, a freshman from 
Spokane, Washington, entered her 
first season as a Gamecock shooter. 
She began her shooting career in 1992 
and won her first state Junior Olym­
pic Shooting Medal in 1994 (Gold - 
Air Rifle)... and her latest gold medal 
for smallbore rifle in 1997. Here she 
makes us wince, while staring down 
the barrel of a gun (right). The entire 
Gamecock squad takes aim at the 
targets (below ). From left to 
right: Stephanie Goeden, Stephanie 
Crossman, Eric Litz, Shane 
Barnhart, and Lucinda Roddy.
Stephanie Goeden shows her 
concentration and poise in tak­
ing aim at her target (below).
T A K I N G  A I M  A T  
T H E  C O M P E T I T I O N
The Jacksonville State Rifle Team had its biggest challenge of the year, when members traveled to Murray 
State University to take part in the Rifle 
National Championships.
Jacksonville State came in fifth place 
overall in the smallbore and air rifle com­
petitions. The Gamecocks finished two 
points behind the host team, Murray State.
In the smallbore competition, Lucinda 
Roddy led the Gamecocks. She finished 
with a fourth place overall ranking. Shane 
Barnhart finished 17th overall with Eric 
Litz and Stephanie Goeden rounding out 
the team in smallbore competition.
Two of the Gamecocks made the 1998 
National Rifle Association’s Collegiate 
All-American Smallbore Team. On the 
First Team, Shane Barnhart was named. 
Lucinda Roddy made Second Team hon­
ors with her shooting performance.
Roddy also led the team in the air rifle 
standings. She finished ninth and her ef­
forts earned her a place on the Air Rifle 
First Team. Barnhart also finished on the 
Air Rifle Second Team and Litz was an 
Honorable Mention.
After leading his team to an impressive 
finish, Coach Gerald DeBoy was honored 
with the National Rifle Association’s 1998 
Distinguished Coach of the Year.
by Shannon Fagan
They never seem to put down their guns, 
even when posing for a team shot (below). 
From left to right: Shane Barnhart, 
Lucinda Roddy, Stephanie Crossman, 
Stephanie Goeden, and Eric Litz.
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Joe Davidson promised himself on the way over he wouldn't get emotional. He was about to be formally introduced into his dream job as the full-fledged director of a Division I athletic 
program and he very much wanted to maintain a stiff 
upper lip in front of the assemblage of media, 
coaches, school officials and supporters.
He was doing fine that way until five minutes 
before he got on campus.
“I got the call on my cell phone when we were 
about at that church right out of town on 204,” 
Davidson said. "(The voice on the other end asked) 
where I was and I said I’m literally about to go into 
Jacksonville. That’s when it hit me.
“This is a dream. It really is. This is a great day for 
me and my family. I’m just ready to get started."
Davidson, UAB’s senior associate athletic direc­
tor, was introduced as Jacksonville State's second 
full time athletic director and first in nearly a quarter 
century, the man to lead the Gamecocks into the next 
millenium.
It’s a position he has wanted all his professional 
life. It’s a job he’s thought about having for the last 
six or seven years. So, when the dream finally 
became a reality, it was understandable that it took 
a few moments to compose himself at the podium 
after outgoing AD Jerry Cole ceremoniously passed 
him the keys to the department.
The watery eyes and the words lodging in the back 
of his throat were all testament to the genuine 
passion he has for the job. This job.
“That's his quality, he is a people person." said 
UAB football coach Watson Brown, a former Game- 
cocks assistant coach who returned to his old stomp­
ing grounds for Davidson’s coronation. "People 
and situations and communities, that kind of thing, 
care to him. I think (the emotion) was the excite­
ment of coming here and the tough time of leaving 
people you care about.
“I think the emotions were Jacksonville State 
emotions. I think he was honored to get this oppor­
tunity. He’s not an ego person, he’s a humble guy.
I think people will love him here. I think he’s an 
absolute perfect hire because I know Jacksonville so 
well.”
JSU head football coach Mike Williams also was 
impressed by the outpouring emotion. It wasn't a 
sign of weakness, rather a sign of strength.
"I think an emotional person is a more conscien­
tious person, and I think conscientious people usu­
ally are people who wind up being successful or help 
other people be successful," he said. "That’s what 
Joe is all about. He’s very sincere about seeing us get 
to the top in a short period of time."
Davidson had been at UAB for 20 years. As senior 
associate AD, he had been responsible for the day- 
to-day operation of the program. He was doing the 
job, but former basketball coach Gene Bartow had 
the title.
At JSU, he will have both and the charge of 
leading the Gamecocks back to the success they 
enjoyed in Division II.
The thought of being an athletic director at the 
Division I level has been with Davidson a long time;
he's lived by the credo why settle 
for second when first is available.
The thought of being JSU’s ath­
letic director has appealed to him 
since the day he and Bartow passed 
Cole at an NCAA meeting in San 
Diego several years ago.
"I told Coach then that I’d like to 
be the athletic director up there one 
day," Davidson said.
He was approached about inter­
est in the job a year ago, he said. He 
accepted the job, but kept every­
thing quiet until outgoing basket­
ball coach Bill Jones played his 
last game.
In introducing him to the crowd, Cole said 
Davidson was one of the first people he consid­
ered when the search for his successor was being 
formed. One might say he was destined to get the 
job; his grandmother, he discovered during the 
search, went to JSU in the 1920s.
“You’ve got to realize, I wouldn't be that way 
(about JSU) if I didn’t believe in it,” Davidson 
said. “I’m sold on this place. I could sell this 
place because I’m sold on it. That’s what makes 
it easy.”
Selling JSU will occupy most of his time in the 
job, and he already has some ideas gleaned from 
various sources to drum up support in the sur­
rounding counties.
Davidson takes over a program that has been in 
Division I only three years, and its two high- 
profile sports have struggled because of it. The 
football team has had only one winning season 
since making the move and the men’s basketball
Joe Davidson, JSU's new athletic director, 
attempts to hold back his emotions, after 
being named to his new position (above).
team posted a record of 32-48.
“I think with a new AD. we’ll take a new 
direction and overcome the negative atmosphere 
that’s been hovering over us for awhile,” said 
former Gamecock Club president Doc Lett. “I 
feel he can come in with an image of where we’re 
supposed to be and work toward that goal of 
winning championships in Division I and I-AA.
“I don’t think our administration has really 
understood where we’re supposed to be when we 
moved up. It’s a different ballgame today than 
when we were in Division II. There’s no turning 
back. We were just spinning our wheels there for 
a while and not going anywhere. With this new 
blood, we’ll (move ahead).”
Davidson answers questions for the media, concerning his strategy for the JSU sports program (above).
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DAVIDSON OFFICIALLY NAMED NEW 
JSU ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
B Y  A L  M U S K E W IT Z  
A N N IS T O N  S T A RA  Ch a n g e  o f D irectio n  fo r  JSU
Ed Hill/JSU
Departing Jacksonville State athletic director 
(left) introduces his successor, Joe Davidson 
(right), in an announcement at JSU (above).
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR 95
Sean Redish eyes the ball as it 
sails toward the green (fa r  right).
Ed H ill/JSU
Hernan Rey watches his ball roll 
across the green toward the hole 
(right). Rey won the 1998 TAAC 
Conference Men's Golf title.
The JSU Golf Team had four top 
five finishes for the year. One of 
those included a first place finish 
at the JSU Invitational (below).
Ed Hill/JSU
Ed H ill /JSU
Coach Jam es Hobbs goes 
over valuable pointers to 
help improve the play of the 
JSU G olf Team (r ig h t) .
Ed Hill/JSU
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JSU Golf Team Swinging into Action
Coach James Hobbs gives a little 
bit of advice and en ­
couragement before an im­
portant round of golf (le ft) .
The Jacksonville State Golf Team 
is fortunate to be able to call the 
beautiful and scenic Silver Lakes 
Golf Course home. Silver Lakes 
is one of many golf courses 
belonging to the Robert Trent 
Jones Trail in Alabama. Here a 
few of the JSU golfers make their 
way to the clubhouse (above).
MEN’S GOLF 97
Ed Hill/JSU
Ed Hill/JSU
MEET THE 
LADY GAMECOCKS
A C E  I N  
T H E  H O L E
Erin Elias putts from 30 feet away 
on the ninth hole at Silver Lakes 
(above). As evident by the pic­
ture, the wind was the determining 
factor in this round of golf.
Vicki Hanks, a junior from 
Wilikshire, England, is able to 
use a sand wedge to lay it up on 
the green (right). She is then able 
to putt the ball in for a birdie.
Ed Hill/JSU
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Ed Hill/JSU
Ed Hill/JSU
Hanks watches as her ball 
rolls toward the hole (left).
Ed Hill/JSU
Ed Hill/JSU
Marie Mattfolk surveys the green 
before making a putt to make 
sure she has picked the right 
ap p ro ach  to the h o le  (left).
The JSU Golf Team stops for a team 
photo in front of the clubhouse at 
Silver Lakes Golf Course (above).
One of the women's golfers keeps 
perfect form throughout her drive. 
She watches the ball sail through 
the air down the fairway (left).
Ed Hill/JSU
WOMEN’S GOLF 99
The Gamecocks pick up the pace 
and hold challengers off by run­
ning in a close- knit pack (below).
Leigh Weatherman keeps her pace 
to hold two competitors, who are 
hot on her heels, at bay (left).
Ed Hill/JSU
Once again Kelly Brooks 
leads the pack (right).
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Ed Hill/JSU Ed Hill/JSU
S p ecta to rs  g a th er alo ng  the 
co u rse  to ch eer on th e ir  
fa v o rite  team  or ru nn er. 
Kelly Brooks, a freshman from 
Jacksonville, has a comfortable 
lead over her challenger (above).
MEET THE RUNNIN' 
GAMECOCKS
R ight from  the s ta rt, the 
Gamecocks lead the pack(above).
Shawn Griffin charges uphill (left).
Ed Hill/JSU
Ed Hill/JSU
CROSS COUNTRY 101
Mark Turgeon happily accepts 
the job as JSU Men's Basketball 
C oach  (above).
G am eco ck  A th letic  D irecto r 
Jo e  D avid son  tabbed  M ark 
Turgeon as the man to replace 
Bill Jones as JSU 's new coach. 
The tw o sh ak e hands in a 
historical moment for Jackson­
ville State U niversity  (right).
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JSU TABS TURGEON 
FOR MEN'S 
BASKETBALL POST
B y  M ik e  G a l l o w a y
S p o r t s  I n f o r m a t i o n  D i r e c t o r
Jacksonville State University has stepped into the National Basketball Association ranks to hire a coach for its men’s program.Mark Turgeon, 33, currently an assis­
tant coach to Larry Brown with the Phila­
delphia 76ers, is the man Gamecock Ath­
letic Director Joe Davidson tabbed to re­
place Bill Jones as JS U ’s new coach. 
Jones retired at the end o f the 1997-98 
season.
“W e’re extremely excited about the ad­
dition o f Mark Turgeon to our staff,” said 
Davidson in making the announcement. 
"W ith his valid background, he brings a 
new dimension to our men’s basketball 
program. W e’re confident in Mark’s abil­
ity to help us compete in the Trans America 
Athletic Conference on a yearly basis.” 
Turgeon brings an impressive array of 
playing and coaching experience to the 
table. A four-year letterman at Kansas, 
where he played for Brown, Turgeon was 
the Jayhawks’ team captain in both 1986 
and ‘87 and was named to the Big Eight 
All-Freshman team in 1984. He was a 
member o f four Kansas teams that con­
secutively appeared in the NCAA Tour­
nament. including the 1986 squad that 
advanced to the Final Four.
He began his coaching career as an 
assistant to Brown at Kansas in 1987-88, 
the same year the Jayhawks captured the 
National Championship. He coached with 
current Kansas coach Roy Williams for 
four years and helped lead the team to a 
130-41 record during that span, including 
a second-place finish in the ‘91 national 
championship. In addition, two KU teams
Mark Turgeon, a four-year letterman at 
Kansas, where he played for Larry Brown, 
replaces Bill Jones as JSU 's new coach.
won Big Eight Conference champion­
ships and one Big Eight Tournament 
crown.
In 1992, Turgeon went to work as an 
assistant to Jerry Green (now the head 
coach at Tennessee) at Oregon. During 
his five-year stint, Oregon went to the 
NCAA Tournament for the first time in 
34 years, posted its third consecutive win­
ning season for the first time in 20 years, 
and was invited to the National Invita­
tional Tournament.
He rejoined Brown in April o f 1997 as 
an assistant with the 76ers. Turgeon 
received a B .S . in Personnel Administra­
tion from Kansas in 1987.
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Kneeling, from left: Cpt. Keith Bates, Christy Byrd, 
Joey and Tashia Canada, Cpt. Tosya Towns, 
Todd Van Dine, Vickie Bridgmon, Scott Dyer. 
Standing: Emily Smith, Airon Perkins, Rebecca Dyer, 
Ed Strempel, Cocky, Chris Roper, Lisa Braden, Daniel 
Cavender, Robin Hayes. Among the trophies earned 
by this year's squad include: Superior Squad, 
Most Collegiate Leadership, and Top Mascot.
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Ed Hill/JSU
Russell Lee Taylor/Mimosa
Marching to Paul Snow Stadium to 
prepare for the big game was one 
of the highlights of JSU's season.
The JSU cheerleading squad took the lead at the regional
and national competition.
Cocky inspired and am used the 
crow ds at JSU  sporting events 
throughout the year. H is favor­
ite fans w ere the children, and 
they showed their support for 
th e  G a m e co c k s  by  jo in in g  
C o ck y 's  B leach er C reatu res.
Ed Hill/JSU
CHEERLEADERS 105
Cheering the 
way to Victory
SOFTBALL
Julie Boland (5) is able to relax 
a little, as she avoids having to 
commit to a full slide (right).
The 1998 Ja ck so n v ille  S ta te  
U n iv ersity  Lady G am ecocks 
(above). Front row, from left: 
Tanya C arter, M aliea Isbell, 
Tifanie Cain, Cindy Mackin, Toni 
D u n can, C h ristin e  T u ck er, 
Rhonda Freeman, Brandy Bruder. 
Second row : M ark W isener 
(assistant coach), Holly Hudson, 
Lauren  B uck, T erra  F o ster, 
Jo ri E p ler, Ju lie  K ish , Ju lie  
B o land , J il l  W ilco x en , Jana 
McGinnis (head coach). Back 
row: Eric Johnson (head trainer), 
Thomas Farmer (student trainer).
Christine Tucker (15) slides into 
second base, attem pting to take 
out the second baseman in the 
process in order to break up 
a double play at first (right).
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Ed Hill/JSU
Ed Hill/JSU
Ed Hill/JSU
Coach Jana M cGinnis and Coach 
Mark Wisener pose with their gradu­
ating seniors. From left: Julie Kish, 
Jori Epler, and Rhonda Freeman.
SOFTBALL
M ississippi St. 0 3
UT-Chattanooga 2 5
M issouri 2 1
UT-Chattanooga 0 1
1 1
Belmont 2 1
8 0
Georgia St.* 1 2
0 8
Sam ford* 2 1
6 2
Centenary* 2 0
9 4
Troy St.* 0 1
6 4
Arkansas 3 11
0 1
Army 2 0
Dartmouth 3 1
Colgate 10 0
Townson 12 0
Drexel 7 6
Tennessee St. 12 2
8 2
Sam ford* 2 0
4 5
UT-Chattanooga 3 0
1 7
Belmont 6 1
8 1
Tennessee St. 11 3
4 5
Sam ford* 2 0
4 5
UT-Chattanooga 3 0
1 7
Belmont 6 1
8 1
Georgia St.* 5 9
5 7
Troy St.* 0 9
8 2
Georgia South. 2 3
Belmont 4 2
Centenary* 2 0
3 2
Georgia St.** 2 3
Florida A tlantic** 0 3
RECORD (24-18)
*TAAC Opponent 
**TAAC Tournament
SOFTBALL 107Jill W ilcoxen  (23) w inds up before delivering a pitch (left).
Ed Hill/JSU
JSU Opp.
The Lady Gamecocks huddle for a 
pregame pep-talk, before they have 
to get down to business (above).
Infielders gather around the 
pitcher to make sure that every­
th ing  go in g  a lrig h t (right).
E.J. Moran/Mimosa 
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TRADITIONS ARE EASY, AS THE LADY GAMECOCKS KEEP 
SURPRISING EVEN THEMSELVES.
LADY
GAMECOCK
SOFTBALL
E.J. Moran/Mimosa
E.J .  Moran/Mimosa
Coach Jana McGinnis walks away 
from the home plate umpire after 
discussing a crucial call (left).
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Coach McGinnis keeps a close 
eye on the gam e to take 
ad v an tag e o f any w eakness 
the opponent may show (abov e).
Come rain, 
shine or 
whatever, 
Gamecocks 
trailed by 
loyal fans
B y  A l  M u s k e w i t z  
A n n i s t o n  S t a r
They may have been playing hundreds of miles 
from home, but whenever the Gamecocks travel, 
Rudy Abbott had one sure sign the entire crowd- 
-w h e r e v e r  it w as-w ouldn't be pulling against 
his boys.
"When we see that beige Lincoln come around, 
we know we're gonna have three people there 
pulling for us," the JSU baseball coach said.
Well, Abbott might not have had the model 
quite right—it's a Crown Victoria, not a Lincoln 
— but does it really matter? He knows, just like 
when he's recruiting players, it's what's on the 
inside that counts.
Usually, the car contains Pat Brooks, the 
mother of JSU catcher Wes Brooks, and the 
Williamsons - Van and Joy - the parents of 
G am eco ck s' in fie ld er/ p itch e r Bryan 
Williamson.
If the team is playing a game, they're there.
"W e go everywhere," Mrs. Brooks said. "We 
decide after the game where we're going to go. 
And we always go together.
"It's like the baseball team is a family, the 
parents are a family too. When one hurts, the 
other hurts. When one's happy the other's 
happy."
"It would be a very cruel world if no one cared 
about you," Abbott said. "You want to feel like 
the people you're playing for care about you."
The JSU baseball team should never feel un­
loved.
If the games were played in Jacksonville, 
they'd be lined up three deep in their lawn 
chairs along the fence between home plate and 
the dugout. And there's an even heartier group 
firing up the grill beyond the right-field fence.
And they are there every game - rain, shine or, 
in one case, threat of tornado.
"You, get it in your blood," Mrs. Brooks said. 
"When the season's over, you feel like you're 
lost. You really do."
Many people in the groups are parents of 
players, but Roy Breeding doesn't have any kin 
on the team and he's been coming to JSU games
since 1973.
"I look on them like they're all my kids," 
Breeding said. "Not being related to any of 
them, I don't have that nervousness of any of 
the parents. I'm not worried about them 
getting hurt or having a bad day at the plate. 
I can have a lot of fun just sitting back and 
watching. I want all nine to do good."
Breeding has his place staked out in the 
chair brigade. So does Mrs. Brooks. So do the 
Williamsons. So do the Deasons, the Frierys, 
the Fosters, the Nunns and the Greens.
It's a place where you can tell some tales 
and hear them, too. But to reserve a place, 
one has to get there early - sometimes several 
hours before the first pitch.
"If someone's in our seat, they just auto­
matically move down; I mean, they just 
know," Mrs. Brooks said. "It started up on
the other field and we just gradually moved 
it down here," she said referring to JSU's not- 
too-long-ago move to a new field.
"W e just have a certain way. And if we 
ever had a losing streak, like two or three 
games, we switch up. Somebody gets up and 
moves to the other end."
Many in the lawn chair brigade have been 
following JSU baseball long before their sons 
ever thought of playing for Abbott.
And many promise to keep coming even 
after their sons have completed their eligibil­
ity.
"If you're a baseball fan, you're a baseball 
fan," Van Williamson said. "You don't stop 
being a fan just because your son doesn't 
play anymore."
And that means Abbott can count on see­
ing that beige Crown Vic for as long as both 
keep running.
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Mike Parris, Gamecock sports an­
nouncer, keeps fans tuned in when 
they can't get to a game (above). 
Fans show  up at every JSU  
baseball game, whether at home 
or on the road. "You want to
feel like the p eo p le  y o u 're  
playing for care about you," said 
C oach  Rudy A bbott (left).
Som e may argue whose seats 
are better, but the fans beyond 
the right-field fence know how 
to live it up. Gamecock baseball 
p lay ers know  if they  play 
right odds are they'll end up 
with some free grilled food at 
the end of the gam e (above).
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Russell Lee Taylor/Mimosa
Russell Lee Taylor/Mimosa
Ed Hill/JSU
(Clockwise from above): Wes Brooks (24) gets a piece of one against 
Georgia State. Keith Harrison (5), shortstop, waits for the ball 
to m ake the tag  on the b ase  ru n n er at seco n d . Shaw n 
M organ (17) gets a hug from  W es B rooks, and a high five 
from  S co tt G reen  (6) a fter  sco rin g  a ru n . W es B rooks 
digs in hoping to stop the runner from scoring at home plate.
Ed Hill/lSU
(Opposite page): Coach Abbott walks away from the mound after 
checking in on J.R. Allen to make sure he's okay to pitch the game.
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Ed Hill/JSU
Ed Hill/lSU

SEASON 
ENJOYABLE BUT 
UNREWARDING 
FOR JSU
B y  A l  M u s k e w i t z  
A n n i s t o n  S t a r
When a new program is trying to get a toehold in a new world of competition, it has to take success 
when it finds it. Jacksonville State didn't win 
40 games this year and it was no accident the 
Gamecocks were omitted from the announced 
field for the NCAA Tournament.
But considering all the Gamecocks went 
through this year, head coach Rudy Abbott 
looked at his team's 34-20 record and called it 
"one of the most enjoyable seasons I've ever 
had."
Curiously, it began with a degree of uncer­
tainty.
In November, two months before his 29th 
season and 85 victories shy of 1,000, Abbott 
stood with basketball coach Bill Jones and 
shocked the Gamecock Club by saying he 
wouldn't return after this season. He later 
recanted.
Once he got onto the field, he had to rebuild 
virtually the entire lineup and retool his entire 
infield.
After getting it worked out, the Gamecocks 
played well enough to earn a share of their 
third TAAC West title in as many years in 
Division I and advance to the six team TAAC 
Tournament for the second time in three years. 
They beat Georgia, UAB, and TAAC East cham­
pion Georgia State on the road.
But, for the second time in three years, they 
were eliminated from the TAAC Tournament 
in two games and, this time, they barely touched 
the ball with their aluminum bats. Still, Abbott 
called it a "good season."
"It's a coach's job to take the ball club as far as 
you can take it," Abbott said. "W e represented 
our school in a very competitive way, in a 
winning way.
"I don't have any regrets. I can't find nothing 
to hang my head about. We had things we can 
build on."
But after three years on feeling their way in 
Division I, the Gamecocks have hit a ceiling of 
sort. It begs the question of what needs to 
happen to reach the next level-getting through 
the TAAC Tournament and into the NCAAs.
"Sometimes," he said, it's as simple as getting 
a couple outstanding pitchers."
[Continued on page 116]
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The poster saids it all (top). 
Coach Rudy Abbott has lived 
the life  o f a ch am p ­
ion  every  day o f h is life .
J.R. Allen follows through on his 
delivery, helping the Gamecocks 
defeat Campbell in the 1st round 
o f the TAAC Tournament (above).
High fives abound in JSU 's first 
gam e ag a in st C am p b ell, as 
Wes Brooks (24) makes it home 
for another run for JSU (right).
Russell Lee Taylor/Mimosa
Russell Lee Taylor/Mimosa
Russell Lee Taylor/Mimosa
Russell Lee Taylor/Mimosa
A ssista n t C oach  S k ip p er 
Jo n es stan d s read y at third  
to wave runners home against 
C am pbell in the 1st round of 
the TAAC Tournam ent (top).
Wes Brooks (24), whose hitting 
w as hot a ll seaso n , d id n 't  
le t C oach  A b bo tt dow n 
w hen  it cou nted  (above).
C laren ce  "P o p " P roth ro  
let C am pbell w itn ess w here 
the n ickn am e cam e from  
during the tournam ent (left).
BASEBALL
JSU Opp.
Alabama St. 12 0
South Alabama 3 5
Austin Peay 13 5
Alabama St. 16 4
Murray State 5 1
Murray State 6 5
UAB 9 12
Georgia South. 15 8
Georgia South. 4 2
Appalachian St. 9 10
South Alabama 2 11
Miles College 15 1
Siena 4 2
Siena 3 4
Siena 16 5
Siena 5 2
Siena 17 3
Siena 5 10
Georgia Tech 4 14
UNC Asheville 7 5
UNC Asheville 5 10
UNC Asheville 13 1
Tenn. Tech 14 2
Tenn. Martin 14 2
Tenn. Martin 4 2
Georgia 11 5
Centenary* 4 1
Centenary* 15 6
Centenary* 10 9
UAB 4 8
Troy State* 18 2
Troy State* 4 5
Troy State* 8 10
Middle Tenn. St. 10 12
Samford* 3 6
Samford* 8 2
Samford* 15 2
Alabama A&M 8 7
Georgia St. 6 5
Troy State* 10 0
Troy State* 9 6
Troy State* 13 12
Middle Tenn. St. 10 4
Centenary* 11 6
Centenary* 5 6
Centenary* 7 9
UAB 8 7
Samford* 3 4
Samford* 15 4
Samford* 12 2
Campbell** 14 5
Campbell** 10 11
Campbell** 22 9
Cent. Florida*** 0 5
Florida Int.*** 1 3
RECORD (34-20)
*TAAC Conference Game 
**TAAC Tournament 1st Round 
***TAAC Championship Round
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SEASON ENJOYABLE BUT 
UNREWARDING FOR JSU
[Continued from page 114]
The Gamecocks had two they could count on 
this year—J.R. Allen and Bryan Williamson. 
The two seniors pitched the first two games of 
every big series this season and pitched admi­
rably in the two TAAC Tournament games, in 
which they could sue for non-support.
The Gamecocks, who entered the tourna­
ment as the best hitting team in the league, 
managed only two hits in their 5-0 opening 
game loss to Central Florida. They struck out 
15 times in a 3-1 loss to FIU that spoiled what 
might've been the best game Allen ever pitched 
at JSU.
"I thought if we got good pitching and good 
defense down here (in the TAAC Tournament), 
we'd have a chance to win," Abbott said. "And 
in my opinion we did."
Now, he has to find a way to replace his two 
corner infielders, his best home-run hitters, his 
top two pitchers and three senior left-handers.
The way to do that is through recruiting. And 
to land the type players who can get them 
there, the Gamecocks have to have something 
to recruit with.
They're about as competitive as they can be 
now without a clubhouse, stadium and weight 
room - things that go with being a first-class 
Division I program. But they could be falling 
behind fast.
Central Florida is building a new $3-million 
facility. FIU built a new park. Troy State is 
committed to enhancing its ballpark.
Although private money was raised for such 
things, the Gamecocks have a field - which they 
maintain themselves - and lights.
"W e do the best we can and put the best club 
on the field we can realizing we're limited," 
Abbott said. "A re we bustin' our butts and 
doing a heck of a job to win 35-40 games a year 
under the circumstances? Absolutely."
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G r e e k s
STRIVING FOR O N E C O M M O N  GO AL
The Greek system at J SU saw some positive changes 
during the 1997-98 school year. Participation in 
university activities rose, as fellow Greeks strove for 
excellence within their perspective organizations. 
Members were encouraged to become involved with 
the community and increase their public service drive
campaigns. Greek Week had the largest participa­
tion in years, as a record number of fraternities and 
sororities competed in various events. The most 
important goal achieved was unity, as fellow Greeks 
came together to create their own news publication, 
“ The Parthenon.”
10 GREEKS
OPENING 11
Delta Zeta celebrates the fun and 
festivities of Bid Day (right). 
Bonds are created  d u rin g  
sorority rush that last a lifetime.
Sorority sisters welcome each other 
in celebration of another successful 
rush for each sorority (below).
Som e o f the s is te rs  from  
Phi Mu gather during sorority 
rush  w h ile  w aitin g  fo r the 
ru sh ees to a rriv e  (above).
Sororities and fraternities show 
their "Gamecock Pride" by dis­
playing their letters during games 
at Paul Snow Stadium (right).
Bid Day is considered one of 
the m ost im p o rtant days of 
the year for sororities. Zeta 
Tau Alpha aw aits the arrival
o f its  new  sis te rs  (right).
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Delta Chi Fraternity celebrated 
its first "W hite Carnation Ball," 
since moving into the new house 
in Paul Carpenter Village (below).
Kappa Alpha Order welcomed 
alumni for its annual "Old 
S o u th " party  (above).
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity 
celebrate at the annual "Hurri­
can e" party (upper left).
Kappa Sigma Fraternity hosted 
its last "Back on the Farm" party 
in the old house (lower left).
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Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity 
had its annual "Viking Party," 
bringing together Greeks from 
ev ery  o rg an iza tio n  (left).
Bid Day
Let's Set the 
World on Fire!!!!
BID DAY!
E xcitement for More Than 
80 Young Women
I arrived on Thursday, August 14,1997, not know­
ing what to expect. As soon as I walked into Fitzpatrick 
Hall I knew I would have loads o f fun! There were
Rush Counselor from each sorority, 
young women. They even carried 
down stairs desperate to find my 
waiting for me. Her name was Lisa 
friends. During the whole week we 
belonging. As the week progressed, 
we all felt a little more at ease be­
after another. Finally, at the end o f 
which sorority they wanted to 
sororities, we knew we would al­
together. The f inal day had arrived, and we sat in the round house anxiously awaiting the envelopes 
that told us the sorority where we would be sisters.
Rho Ch i’s, to greet me and the other 
our luggage to our room! I run up and 
roommate. There she was, down stairs 
Marie, and she became one o f my best 
visited each sorority to find a sense of 
our Rho Chi groups began to bond and 
cause together we faced one surprise 
the week each young woman knew 
pledge. Regardless o f our choice of 
ways stay friends because o f our week
W ell, as fo r me and Lisa Marie we pledged the 
same soro rity , A lpha  X i Delta. The awesome th ing  
about it when we first met we had n o  clue we would  
become sisters.
I 'm sure my story sounds like many o f  the other 
g irls  who went though Rush. Th is year B id Day 
was the best ever! These young women w ill 
de fin ite ly  SET  TH E  W O R LD  ON F IR E !!!”
By Angie Ball
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Alpha Xi Delta, the first 
sorority at JSU, was founded on March 2, 
1968. AΞΔ's national philanthropy is Choos­
ing Children. Its community projects in­
clude the Battered W omen's 
Shelter and the Adopt-A-Mile program.
Alpha Om icron Pi, the most recent 
addition to JSU, was founded on March 24, 
1990. AOπ 's national philanthropy is 
A rthritis Research. Its community 
projects include Adopt- A-Brownie Troop 
and the Adopt-A-M ile program .
Phi Mu was founded at JSU 
on June 1 9 ,  1970. ΦM's na­
tio n al p h ila n th ro p y  in ­
cludes the Project H ope  
F o u n d a tio n  an d  th e  
C h ild ren 's  M iracle N et­
work. Its com m unity ser­
vice project includes the 
W essex Retirement Home.
Delta Zeta was founded at JSU March 26, 1977. ΔZ's national philanthropy is the Speech and Hearing Impaired. Its community service projects include Jump Rope for Heart and the Adopt-A -M ile  program.
Zeta Tau Alpha was founded at JSU 
December 6, 1969. ZTA's national 
philanthropy is Breast Cancer Research. 
Its com m unity service projects 
include the Big Oak Boy's Ranch 
and the A dopt-A -M ile program .
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Organizational housing dedicated
The university believes additional campus housing will help raise school spirit. “We want to maintain a good ratio of students on campus to students 
living off campus," says JSU President Harold McGee. 
“That way they might be more interested in the school 
activities and even stay here on weekends."
The newest housing area is Paul E. Carpenter Village. 
“Organizations can apply for a space and after a small 
waiting period they can build,” says McGee. Members of 
the three fraternities that live at the village say it took six 
months to build.
According to McGee, students will benefit from the new 
housing area. He emphasizes the benefits include conve­
nience and safety when going to classes. “We've put in 
new lighted pathways so it’s safer for students to get 
around campus," says McGee.
The spaces for Paul E. Carpenter Village are filling 
quickly. But McGee says other groups won't be left out. 
Part of the university’s 10-year renovation program 
includes acquiring more land for student housing.
According to McGee, the area is dedicated to Carpen­
ter because he headed the university's renovation pro­
gram. "He passed away two years ago and we felt this 
was a good way to honor him,” says McGee.
At the ceremony, Carpenter’s widow accepted a cer­
tificate. She was joined by her four grandchildren to 
unveil a bronze plaque honoring the former board mem­
ber.
Speakers at the ceremony were Pete Mathews, chair­
man of JSU's Board of Trustees, and Chad Lee, presi­
dent of IFC. Included in the crowd were JSU board 
members, friends of the university, students and several 
fraternities.
H arold M cG ee ad d resses the 
crowd in attendance for the dedi­
cation of Paul E. Carpenter Vil­
lage. McGee felt that this was a 
good way to honor Mr. Carpenter 
for his work for the university.
Among those in attendance at the 
ceremony were JSU board mem­
bers, friends of the university, stu­
dents, and several fraternities.
Kevin Fotovich/Chanticleer
Kevin Fotovich/Chanticleer
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P by Cathy HigginsAUL E. CARPENTER VILLAGE
Kevin Fotovich/Chanticleer
Stephanie Jackson/Jacksonville News
Stephanie Jackson/Jacksonville News
Paul Carpenter row is dedicated 
with a little help from Carpenter's 
grandchildren. Carpenter who 
passed away was bestowed with 
this honor for his effort's in the 
university's renovation program.
Fraternities already on the row 
include: from top to bottom; Sigma 
Phi Epsilon, Delta Chi, and the 
Kappa Alpha Order Fraternities.
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Stephanie Jackson/Jacksonville News
FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES COMPETE FOR 
PRIZES INΩTHE NAME OF CHARITY AND UNITY
April 5 through April 9, fraternities and 
sororities got together to celebrate “Greek 
Week”, a time loaded with activities de­
signed to bring Greeks together for fellow­
ship, competition and education. New ac­
tivities were added this year to make the 
week more enjoyable and to get more people 
involved. According to Delta Chi member 
Greg Swindall, the additions worked. "There 
was more crowd participation this year. 
People were more excited and seemed to 
enjoy events this year, especially the ob­
stacle course.”
The obstacle course, added to the compe­
tition this year, was also one of the main
attractions. It was a joint project between 
the Greek Week Committee and the 
ROTC department. The ROTC depart­
ment set up the obstacle course and su­
pervised in order to assure safety in the 
events. The Greek Week Committee 
judged the competition as it has in the 
past. Kelly Brown, a member of Zeta 
Tau Alpha, competed in the obstacle 
course. “It was really a lot tougher than 
I thought it would be. People were over­
whelmed. We don’t train for this kind of 
thing; that made it a lot harder.” The 
obstacle course consisted of dips, pull- 
ups, a rope bridge, an “is-he-dizzy” course,
blind wheel barrel race and a grenade 
throw.
Other new activities this year included 
an all-star softball game and a night of 
pool, darts, foosball and air-hockey for 
the fraternities at Gaterz. “The all-star 
softball game was a big hit,” said Will 
Cambardella, a Kappa Alpha member. 
Admission to the game was a canned 
food item and according to Russell 
Taylor, IFC Public Relations, more than 
one hundred canned food items were col­
lected and will be given to the Salvation 
Army for the Disaster Relief effort in 
Jefferson County. [Continued on page 129]
The brothers of TKE dig in for the 
Tug-of-War held at Paul Carpen­
ter Village (above left). Many of 
the events were moved to the 
village this year to showcase the 
new Greek housing development.
Joe Baker follows through on his 
golf swing during the golf drive 
for Greek W eek (above right). 
The G olf D rive was held at 
the intramural fields located next 
to Pete M athew s C o liseu m .
The brothers of ATΩ get prepared 
to race a g a in st tim e in the 
W ater-H ead  D um p (right).
E.J. Moran/Mimosa
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Amy Jones/JSU
Stephanie M. Jackson/Jacksonville News
Heather Musick (second from 
left) is startled by the rush of 
cold water down her back in the 
W ater-H ead D um p (above).
M ichael W illis , the w inner 
of the Belly-Flop Dive, shows 
a sigh of relief after exiting 
the coliseum  pool (far left).
This years' Greek Week atten­
dance was one of the largest in 
recen t h isto ry , as grou p s 
showed up in record numbers 
throughout the w eek (left).
E.J. Moran/Mimosa
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This member of Phi Mu probably 
wished she hadn't volunteered, 
when she discovered how cold 
th e  w ater rea lly  w as (right).
Sororities entered their best ath­
letes for the swimming relay held 
at Pete Mathews Coliseum (below).
E.J. Moran/Mimosa
Stephanie M. Jackson/Jacksonville News
M em bers o f Alpha O m icron Pi 
received more than they bargained 
for during this wet-n-wild competi­
tion during Greek Week (above).
T h e eg g  to ss p ro ved  to be a 
litt le  b it d a n g e ro u s fo r so m e 
p articip an ts , esp ecia lly  if they 
a re  a l le r g ic  to  e g g s  (r ig h t) .
E.J. Moran/Mimosa
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FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES
COMPETE FOR PRIZES IN THE NAME 
OF CHARITY AND UNITY
Continued from page 126
Jennifer Speight, a member of Phi Mu, ran in 
the 4/400 Relay and said “ It was a hard event. 
Nobody had really trained for it but everyone 
took it seriously.”
Not all of the events were based on physical 
strength and agility. Greg Swindall said, people 
turned out to watch their fellow Greeks display 
their talents through traditional competition, 
whether those talents were traditionally competi­
tive, such as the 4/400 relay, or through the more 
wacky competition of the Belly Flop/Dive con­
test.
This week was not only about having fun and 
friendly competition, it was also about education 
and helping others. Included in the Greek Week 
agenda was a blood drive and a  date rape seminar. 
Over 140 pints of blood were donated. ZTA and 
Sigma Phi Epsilon gave the most blood. Al­
though the blood drive and the date rape seminar 
were both Greek Week events, they were open to 
public participation. In fact, notices were sent to
high schools and news organizations inviting 
them to the seminar.
There was a contest for Greek God and Greek 
Goddess to find the two people who most per­
sonified what it means to be Greek. There was a 
tie for Greek Goddess between Beth Buies, a 
member of Alpha Xi Delta, and Shelley Knox, a 
member of Delta Zeta. Greek God was won by 
Shane Rehberg, a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
There were elections for Most Valuable Person 
and Most Spirit, and the best team was chosen for 
volleyball. In the sorority division Heather Dizon, 
a member of Phi Mu, won MVP. Zeta Tau Alpha 
won Most Spirit, and Alpha Xi Delta won the 
volleyball tournament.
In the fraternity competition, Al Restrepo, a 
member of Kappa Sigma, won MVP, Sigma Phi 
Epsilon won Most Spirit, and Kappa Sigma won 
the volleyball tournament.
“Greek Week is always so much fun! It is 
competition, but everyone really enjoys it. And I 
think it will get better in the future,” said Jaime 
Henderson a member of Delta Zeta.
“This year Greek Week was what it was sup­
posed to be —a time for competition and friend­
ship,” said Greg Swindall.
by Stacy Goode/The Parthenon
The supporting crowd gathered 
in Pete Mathews Coliseum  to 
cheer for their favorite contestant 
in the Belly Flop/Dive (above).
E.J. Moran/Mimosa
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Zeta Tau Alpha Fraternity for women was founded by 
nine women at Longwood College in Farmville, Va., on 
October 15, 1898. Zeta Psi chapter was chartered at 
JSU on December 6 ,  1969. Its purpose was to intensify 
friendship, foster a spirit of love, create such senti­
ments, perform such deeds, and mold such opinions as 
will conduce to the building up of a purer and nobler 
womanhood in the world. For 100 years, ZTA has 
provided life-long friendships, a stronger scholastic 
potential, and leadership opportunities for its members, 
and 10 0  years from now, Zeta will be even stronger as 
it remembers “...that the foundation precept of Zeta Tau 
Alpha was love, the greatest of all things.”
Zeta is involved in several service projects: Adopt-A- 
Mile; nursing home visitation, and the support of under 
privileged children. On a national level, ZTA gives it’s 
time and money to support the Susan B. Komen Breast 
Cancer Foundation. The sisters are actively involved in 
fund-raisers and benefits to help in the research, preven­
tion, and search for a cure for breast cancer. Each 
October they volunteer at the Race-for-the-Cure in 
Birmingham, an annual marathon to benefit the founda­
tion. On the JSU  campus, Zetas have had many fund­
raisers including a Bowl-for-the-Cure, to raise money 
to fight breast cancer.
Libby Taylor
How has ZTA affected your life? 
"I have met a great deal o f people and learned 
what true sisterhood and friendship is. Also, as 
treasurer of ZTA I have learned how to work 
with people and manage money."
Jennifer Cumbie
As a new member, how has becoming a 
part of ZTA changed your life?
"  It has given me direction and has provided me 
with life-long friendships. The sisters I have 
made have had a large impact on my life!"
Celebrating Jacksonville women since 1969
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  Zeta    Psi
President Erin Henley
Jessica Barker 
Valerie Beck 
Holli Blass 
Lisa Braden 
Vickie Bridgmon 
Courtney Carter
Andie Cox 
Amie Crow 
Allison Eason 
Jaime Ficquette 
Susan Ford 
Misty Freeman
Shannon Galloway 
Jennifer Giovanni 
Lena Green 
Lisa Hunter 
Amanda Laughlin 
Julie Liles
Amanda McCoy 
Heather Musick 
Kelly Rhinehart 
Aimee Sayers 
Michelle Shenck 
Shannon Smith
Elizabeth Webb 
Heather Webb 
Jamie Whatley 
Jennifer Whatley 
Erin Wilson 
Amanda Witherspoon
The executive council members stop for a picture at their 
officer training workshop(above).
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The sisters of ZTA enjoy a sisterhood retreat before attending 
the JSU football game against UAB at Legion Field (le f t).
 C o l o n y  7 0 9
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T a u      K a p p a      E p s i  l o n
T K E
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity was established in 1899 at Illinois 
Wesleyan University and has grown to become the world’s 
largest international fraternity with more than 300 chapters and 
colonies in the U.S. and Canada. Tau Kappa Epsilon has built 
a solid foundation of more than 200,000 brothers: a number that 
is steadily growing each year.
Tau Kappa Epsilon has only on the campus of Jacksonville 
State University for only three years. In those three years, TKE 
has striven to accomplish many goals. TKE has initiated more 
than 40 brothers at JSU in those three years. The philanthropy 
of TKE is the Special Olympics.
TKE also helps sponsors the Salvation of Calhoun County as 
its local philanthropy. TKE participates in the annual Adopt an 
Angel program with the campus radio station, 92J. This past 
year TKE and 92J sponsored more than 100 children and 
collected about 200 hundred toys for needy children. TKE also 
had clothing drives and canned-food drives for the Salvation 
Army. They were able to collect more than 1000 articles of 
clothing for the needy of Calhoun County.
JSU’s TKE chapter holds social events throughout the year. 
Annual parties such as Trick-or-Teke, Party at the Pad, Tiki 
Island, and Long Island Teke are just a few of the social Events 
that TKE enjoys. Their mixers offer an opportunity to interact 
with JSU 's sororities and other organizations on campus.
TKE is a group of individuals committed to the idea that 
friendship is the basis of true brotherhood. Friendship may be 
the greatest challenge on the modern campus. Membership in 
TKE is a privilege and an opportunity that will be valuable 
throughout student’s college years and beyond. TKE is the 
fraternity for life.
E.J. Moran/Mimosa
The b ro th ers of Tau Kappa 
Epsilon  team  up to play an 
exciting game of foosball (left).
Tau Kappa Epsilon was presented 
with a plaque of appreciation 
for its effo rts  in su p p orting  
the Sa lv a tio n  A rm y (below). 
Pictured from left to right: 
Captain Steve Ellis (Command­
ing  O ffice r), C h ris  G lenn 
(Marriott Food Services), David 
Zeigler (D irector of M inority 
A ffa irs), R u ssell Lee T aylor 
(TKE Public Service Chairman), 
James A. Dunn (Salvation Army 
A d visory  Board C h airm an ), 
Pat Miller (JSU Vice-President's 
S e cre ta ry ), L inda Love 
(JSU  P re s id e n t's  S e cre ta ry ).
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Tekes hard work and dedication 
finally paid off, when they fin­
ished third in Greek Week. They 
take a moment to have a picture 
taken with their trophy (left).
Lauren Weinman 
Candace Whitt
Beth Hancock 
Rebecca Holling 
Shelley Knox
Liza Mims
As a new  m em ber, how  has becom ing a 
part o f D elta Zeta changed your life?
"I have wet a lot o f new people, who are my friends 
as well as my sisters. I have had lots of fun. Delta 
Zeta has been the best experience o f my life."
T h ese D Z 's got all "d o lled -u p "  
for their H allow een Bash ‘97.
Tina Belkneys 
Jennifer Burton 
Nikole Gore
President Renee Newton
Bree McNeese
How has Delta Zeta affected your life?
"It has taught me to grow up. I have learned 
time and money management, but mostly I have 
gained many new friends and had loads o f  fun."
Becca Murphy 
Melissa Nugent 
Keri Owens
Carolyn Petrey 
Robin Smith 
Emily Smith
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L ambda Gamma
Delta Zeta was founded in Oxford, Ohio at Miami 
University on October 24, 1902. The Lambda 
Gamma chapter was founded in Jacksonville in 
March 1977. It has many fund-raisers and projects 
for its philanthropy supporting the speech and 
hearing impaired. Over the years, Delta Zeta has 
helped support many worthy organizations. 
Gallaudet University in Washington, D.C. was 
adopted at its national philanthropy benefactor. 
Originally the project was to help furnish the 
school library, but as the cost of Gallaudet in­
creased, so did the need for assistance in other 
fields. We will continue to assist Gallaudet as 
long as there is need. Delta Zeta also helps the 
House Ear Institute in Los Angeles. Delta Zeta 
Sorority and the Delta Zeta Foundation are affili­
ated with the National Association of the Deaf 
Council for Better Hearing and Speech month and 
the Better Hearing Institute.
Delta Zeta’s strive for academic excellence. Its 
academic program is designed to assist members 
in maintaining the high standards established by 
the Founders. Delta Zeta members must maintain 
a 2.3 grade point average to remain in good 
standing in the chapter.
Delta Zeta has maintained a strong sisterhood 
through the years at JSU. It contributes time in 
Jacksonville to projects such as adopt-a-mile and 
adopt-a-grandparent. Delta Zeta’s have always 
loved spirit competitions, homecoming and home­
coming parades, Visitation Day, and Greek Week. 
Best of all, Delta Zeta loves JSU.
Liza M im s(left) and 
Julie Campbell (right), 
celebrate St. Patrick's
Day (left).
The sisters of Delta 
Zeta Sorority enjoy the 
"Kilarney Rose Ball- 
1998 (below).
Celebrating JSU Women since 1977
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A lpha Tau O m ega hosts its 
annual "Viking Party" for their 
a lu m n i. Past and p resen t 
m em bers take the w eekend 
to re liv e  m em ories (right).
ATΩ and KA constructed houses 
for "Habitat for Humanity." The 
fraternities built and prepared 
houses for low income families. 
T hey a lso  p artic ip a ted  in 
a c lo th es  d riv e  (below).
Greeks come together at Panama City Beach to enjoy "Spring Break (above).
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The brothers of Alpha Tau 
Omega gather to cheer at their 
annual "Viking Party" (above).
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A T Ω
                                        Alpha Tau Omega  
Alpha Tau Omega began as an idea in the mind of a 
young Civil War veteran named Otis A llan Glazebrook, 
who wanted peace.
His people were defeated, many of their cities burned, 
much of their countryside ravaged. Glazebrook, who 
had helped bury the dead on both sides and believed  in 
a better future, saw the bitterness and hatred that 
followed the silencing of the guns. He knew that a true 
peace would come not from force of law, but rather 
from within the hearts of men who were willing to 
work to rekindle a spirit of brotherly love. 
Glazebrook invited two close friends to his home a n d 
read the Constitution he had written and invited them  
to join.
It was the first fraternity founded after the Civil War, 
and the first sign of Greek life in the old Confederacy.
Founded at Jacksonville State in 1969, the Eta Theta 
Chapter of Alpha Tau Omega is still a leader among 
Greek organizations. 
Members of Alpha Tau Omega have joined with 
other fraternities to help build low income houses for 
Habitat for Humanity, collect canned food and clothes 
to aid the Christian Outreach Program, construct rooms 
for the Odyssey of the Mind, and entertain senior 
citizens by sponsoring a bingo game at the Wessex 
House in Jacksonville.
Alpha Xi Delta was founded at Lombard College in 
Galesburg, Illinois, on April 17, 1893. It was the first 
sorority at Jacksonville State University being established 
on March 2, 1968. It celebrates its 30th anniversary this 
year. Many alumnae gathered at the alumnae tea to 
celebrate 30 years of sisterhood in the Epsilon Pi Chapter. 
These years have proven to be successful ones because of 
strong sisterhood.
The colors are light blue, dark blue, and gold and the 
mascot is Betxi Bear. The sorority was proud to win the 
Chapter Life Excellence award presented by Panhellenic 
Council. The chapter also won the Order of Quill award 
for chapter management, presented at the National Con­
vention.
Alpha Xi Delta is very proud of its philanthropy, Choose 
Children. Members sponsor children through DHR and 
visit the Calhoun County Attention Home weekly. Fund­
raisers are held each semester to raise money for different 
children’s organizations and members were able to give 
children lots of teddy bears and coloring books. Helping 
sisters and people around them has kept Alpha Xi Delta 
alive in their hearts and in the community.
How has Alpha Xi Delta affected your life? 
"We share a great sisterhood and friendship. 
Mixers, formals, and homecomings that have 
created so many memories that I can actually say 
that these have been the best years o f my life!"
Rebecca Smith
As a new member, how has becoming part o f  
Alpha Xi Delta changed your life?
"It has given me a lifetim e o f  true friend­
ship. Anytime I need som ething I know  I 
can call any o f  my sisters. I love Alpha Xi 
and and I wouldn't fee l comfortab le  any­
where else .”
Celebrating Jacksonville women since 1968
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A ΞΔ
President Jennifer Esce
Laura Smith
Angie Ball 
Lisa Marie Bice 
Rachel Champion 
Heather Church 
Kellilyn Johnson
Karen Ransom  and Patti M annes enjoy the 
special bond of sisterhood on Bid Day (top).
The sisters of Alpha Xi Delta support the "Fight­
ing Gamecocks'' at one of the pep rallies (top left).
At a Mardi Gras mixer, Sigma Nu presents 
Alpha Xi Delta with its first flag (bottom left).
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Heather Moreland 
Lindsey Passler 
Laura Primm 
Karen Ransom 
Emily Shackel ton
Tracy Smith 
Janna Wigly 
Jenny Wissinger 
Melissa Vest
Δ X
   D  e  l  t  a        C  h  i
J a c k s on v i l l e S  t a  t e
The D elta Chi F ra tern ity  was founded October 13, 1890, a t  
Cor ne l l  University in Ithaca, New York. Originally founded 
as a law fratern ity , Delta Chi became a  social fratern ity  in 
1921. From th at time u n til the present, i t  has grown to  an 
in tern ation al organization with more than 120 chapters 
worldw ide. D elta Chi Alumni have achieved su ccess in  
business, entertainm ent, government, and numerous other 
professions.
On May 5, 1968, D elta Chi was r ecognized as the f i r s t  
social fraternity  a t Jacksonville S tate University and be­
came the f i r s t  so cia l organization on the JSU campus. As 
tim es change, D elta Chi continues to  be one of the top  
fra tern ities  on c a mpus. Delta Chi is  e x t r e mely proud of i ts  
r ich  heritage, and is  looking toward the futu re .
The JSU Chapter of D elta Chi is  a composite of young men 
with common ch a ra cte ristics , goals, and ideas. Each com­
bines his individual talen ts to achieve perfection  in the 
bond of b roth erh ood . A c e n tra l  theme o f grow th and 
individualism can be seen in  the s p irit of Delta Chi. Each 
member is  encouraged to  be h is own person, not a clone of 
other members. The fra tern ity , therefore, contains a  mem­
bership of d iverse men who share a strong bond of broth­
erhood.
The members of D elta Chi are  outstanding in a l l  aspects 
of college life : leadership, scholarship, social life , athletic, 
and community  s e rv ic e . D elta Chi serves Jack so n v ille  
S ta te  U niv e rs ity  in  many ways. Members a re  involved in  
the Studen t Government A ssociation , In te r-F ra te rnity  
Council,  Order of Omega, u n iv ersity  ch eerlead ers, the 
orientation  team, numerous professional organizations, 
and v arious honor s o c ie tie s . The D elta Chi F ra te rn ity  
strives t o inspire an idea of excellence in a ll  of i ts  members.
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SGA P resid en t C hris G lover 
(yellow shirt) and, Erin Henley, 
President of ZTA, spent this year's 
"Indian Party" reminiscing with 
his brothers and friends (left).
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Delta Chi's pledge class of 1997 
stand ready to present a paddle as 
gift to their "Big Brothers" (above).
Delta Chi held its annual "Indian Party"in 
its new house in Paul Carpenter Village. 
These brothers spent the night socializing 
w ith  g u ests and alu m n i (above).
Even though the rain had long began to fall, 
these Delta Chi's stayed around to cheer 
on the "F ig h tin g  G a m e co ck s" (left).
The brothers of Delta Chi enjoy a retreat in 
the snow capped mountains (opposite page).
Rebecca Adams 
Aimee Brock 
Jennifer Cantrell
Kimberle y Curtis 
Julie Gaddis 
Amber Gonzales
Desiree Harper 
Heather Hicks 
Julie McGatha
Melanie Morton 
Kara Sayre 
Tracy Smith
Shylo Stone 
Kristy Swanson 
Leigh Ann Tully
President Chasity Henley
Sarah Crawford
How has Alpha Omicron Pi affected your life? 
“My sorority has definitely changed my 
life for the better. I have made many 
friendships that will be with me all my
l i f e  
Christy Ramsden
As a new  m em ber, how  has A lpha  
O m icron Pi changed your life?
“It has given me more opportunity to get involved 
in JSU and the community. I look fo rward to the 
great things I will accomplish with AOπ."
S is te rs  of 
AOπ en jo y  
s p e n d i n g  
time together 
to so c ia liz e  
and just have 
a good time.
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  D  e  l  t  a       E  p  s  i  l  o  n
Alpha Omicron Pi was founded at Bernard College 
of Columbia University in New York on January 2, 
1897, and its JSU chapter was founded on March 24, 
1990. Its color is cardinal, and the flower is the 
Jacqueminot Rose. The mascot is an endangered 
species, the Giant Panda. Alpha Omicron Pi’s phi­
lanthropy is Arthritis Research, and some of its 
community service projects include; Adopt-A-Mile, 
Adopt a Brownie Troop, and sponsoring a needy 
child from local schools.
Alpha Omicron Pi has accomplished a great deal in 
the past year. At the Panhellenic Awards Banquet, 
sisters with a high G.P.A. were recognized. Aimee 
Brock was named Greek Woman of the Year.
Alpha Omicron Pi is very busy socially. The sisters 
held several mixers with fraternities and sororities 
this year, including a cook-out with the brothers of 
Sigma Phi Epsilon and a Jimmy Buffet mixer with 
Kappa Sigma. Members also sponsored and orga­
nized a self-esteem mixer with Zeta Tau Alpha and 
an Alcohol Awareness seminar with Alpha Xi Delta.
Alpha Omicron Pi keeps its alumnus involved by 
hosting annual events such as the Alum Bar-B-Que 
and the Alum Brunch. A newsletter, The Rosevine, 
to keeps alumnus informed of chapter accomplish­
ments.
The chapter raised money for its philanthropy by 
winning second place in the spirit dance competition 
and holding a “stick-up for Arthritis research" The 
chapter stayed busy maintaining an adopted mile of 
highway and spending time on the children's floor at 
Regional Medical Center.
Celebrating JSU Women since 1990
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Top: The celebration 
o f  becoming a sister 
is shown here in the 
presenting of gifts.
Left: AOπ gets to­
gether to welcome 
its new members to 
the sorority.
Below: The sisters of 
AOπ ce le b ra te  a 
su c c e ss fu l rush 
week on B id  Day.
A O π
These three Kappa Alpha's (top) took a 
vacation  and traveled  to the Grand 
Canyon and other parts of the Southwest. 
From  le ft  to rig h t: Jo e l M cC ool, 
R obert E d w ard s and R od ney C ole.
Kappa Alphas challenge each other on 
a regular basis on their beach volleyball 
court in Paul Carpenter Village (top right).
Som e of the brothers of Kappa Alpha 
take time to relax at the annual "Never 
Give Up On A Child" City Program Confer­
en ce in G u lf Sh o res, A la. (rig h t).
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KAK  a  p  p  a
A   l  p  h  a
D e l t a  P h i 
The Kappa Alpha Order is similar to a fraternity in 
its brotherh ood, however, it is an order because 
members are bound by the same ideal and philoso­
phy of life—the epitome of the chivalric knight. 
Robert E. Lee best personified chivalrous behavior 
in his noble ideals and traditions. 
In the summer of 1865, Washington Col l e ge in 
Lexington, Virginia, voted unanimously to offer 
the college presidency to Lee. Among the students 
at Washington College were James Ward Wood, 
William Nelson Scott, Stanhope McClelland Scott 
and William Archibald Walsh--all attracted by the 
presence of Lee. There the four united to found the 
Kappa Alpha Order in 1865. 
Kappa Alpha Order is a contemporary order of 
knighthood. It is composed of men who have been 
deemed worthy and are religious in their feelings. 
Kappa Alpha’s pledge is to the ideals of modern 
chivalry that could thrive in gentlemen all over the 
country.  
The Delta Phi chapter of KA was founded on 
January 23, 1976, at Jacksonville State University. 
Kappa Alpha has helped lead the way for the Greek 
system, since its arrival at JSU. It was the first 
fraternity to build in Paul Carpenter Village.
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Phi Mu was founded March 4, 1852, at Wesleyan 
College in Macon, Ga. Phi Mu was founded at JSU  
June 19, 1970. It is a non-profit organization. Its 
national philanthropies include: Project Hope and 
Children’s Miracle Network. Phi Mu is the second 
oldest sorority in the nation.
Phi Mu’s local philanthropies include: Wessex 
House, Children’s Hospital, and the Battered Women 
Shelter of Gadsden. During the year members visit 
with each of these organizations and offer gifts and 
fun for all.
The achievements for the 1998 year include: 
winning sorority of the week twice; Meredith 
Busby receiving an award for Greek Woman of the 
year; Phi Mu donating $100  to Applebee’s coaches 
for cancer; and participation in a fashion show 
sponsored by Zeta Phi Beta sorority. Members also 
held a canned food drive.
President Crystal Harbin
Leanne Jordan
H ow has Phi Mu affected your life?
"Being in Phi Mu has taught me so much about loyalty, 
leadership, and responsibility. It has also  opened many doors 
to other activities and aspects o f  life. Finally, I have learned 
that you can only gain something when you give o f  yourself."
A s a new  m em ber, how  has becom ing a 
p a rt o f Phi M u changed your life?
"I have gained a wonderful view of what a joy it is to be 
part o f  a sorority. I thought it was about "buying" 
friends, now that I  have made these lifetime bonds I know  
I am investing in something special and secret."
Celebrating Jacksonville women since 1970
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Φ
M
K a p p a  S i g m a
Sherry Todd
Lisa A shford  
Jennifer Barrs  
C o u rtn ey  Ballinger 
Brenna Beard  
Brittney Bow ling
A m an d a D ow ns  
Kelly C o stn er  
K im  K uykendall 
A u d rey  M arshall 
M elissa N orred
K elly R ogers  
Jennifer Speight 
C rystal S treeter  
 C ath ry n  W arren  
Shannon W eav er
C rystal, Suzy, Patti, Beth, L yn n , 
A im ee, Kim  an d  Lisa attend sister 
Tashia C a n a d a 's  w ed d in g (top left).
Phi M u 's p led ge class of '96  co m ­
petes in its last p led ge d an ce  and  
receives second p lace  (top right).
Phi M u celeb rates H allow een w ith  
D elta C hi (bottom left).
PHI MU SORORITY
K a p p a    S i g m a
Lambda  Gamma
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The Kappa Sigma Fraternity evolved from 
an ancient European student Society in Bolo­
gna, Italy, during the 1400s. It was founded 
upon the idea of mutual benefit for member­
ship. The same ideal was the basis of five 
students at the University of Virginia who 
founded the Kappa Sigma Fraternity in 1869.
Kappa Sigma has now grown to be the 
fourth largest fraternity in the nation. The 
fraternity stresses academics by, presenting 
more than $70,000 in scholarship and leader­
ship awards to undergraduates in the U.S. 
and C anada. The fraternity also has a 
$26,000,000 insurance policy for its under­
graduate chapters, along with a nationally 
recognized alcohol and substance abuse pro­
gram.
Here at Jacksonville State, Kappa Sigma 
has established a very strong brotherhood 
based on trust, loyalty, and dedication to the 
fraternity.
Kappa Sigma has made many donations and 
volunteered at charitable institutions. It has a 
reputation for producing gentlemen. Each 
member tries to live up to the motto, "The Most 
Wanted Man in the Country." Since March 
1972, Kappa Sigma has worked to build and 
keep its traditions and reputation.
The brothers of Kappa Sigma 
gathered with alumni and 
friends at their old house for 
the last time for "Back on The 
Farm." (top and left). Kappa 
Sigma broke ground in the 
spring for its new house 
in Paul Carpenter Village.
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Alpha Kappa Alpha is the oldest Greek Letter organization 
established in America by black college women and was founded 
on the JSU campus on May, 1977. The sorority was founded in 
1908 at Howard University. Some efforts of AKA include 
scholarship, vocational and career guidance, health services, 
and advancement of human civil rights. The colors are salmon 
pink and apple green. The flower is the pink tea rose and the 
stone is the pearl.
Celebrating Jacksonville women since 1977
AKA took the afternoon 
off to have a picnic and 
enjoy the great weather 
(bottom). From left to right: 
Ashley Shivers, Kenya Gilbert, 
Camille Middleton, Jacqueline 
Johnson, and Brava Curry.
AKA and Delta Zeta bond 
at a JSU pep rally to socialize 
as well as to display the love 
and support for the school and 
the football team (top).
 Alpha Kappa Alpha sisters love 
t o go to pep rallies to show 
their support for the "Fighting 
Gam ecocks"(a bove and left).
Kenya Gilbert, Aundrea 
Holloway, Jacqueline Johnson, 
and Jana Humphry prepares for 
an exciting Fall mixer (left).
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Sigma Phi Epsilon's annual 
"Hurricane Party" brings 
alumni, younger brothers, 
and friends together to enjoy 
the arrival of spring (above, 
top right, and bottom right).
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Delta Zeta 
work on their homecoming 
float together (opposite page). This 
year's homecoming theme was 
"We're Gonna Howl Tonight."
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Sigma Phi Epsilon was founded at 
Richmond College in Richmond, 
Va, on November 1, 190 1.  
JSU’s chapter of Sigma Phi Epsi­
lon, Alabama Theta, was chartered 
on A p r i l  14,1990.
The Alabama Theta c h apter of  
Sigma Phi Epsilon offers  programs 
to mold new members into positive 
role models for society by provid­
ing a productive atmosphere for its 
brothers,  
Sigma Phi Epsilon helps its m em­
bers to become s uccessful men by 
upholding its principles of virtue, 
diligence and brotherly love.
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Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. was founded on the campus of Howard 
University on January 16,1920, by five illustrious women. These five 
women, their five pearls, were trail blazers; transcending the bounds 
of finer womanhood. They were the foundation of a sisterhood that 
now spans the globe. Two brothers of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity 
assisted their founders in establishing the organization.
Zeta Phi Beta was founded on the ideals of scholarship, sisterly 
love, community service and finer womanhood. With these ideals 
under their wings, Zeta set a tradition of "firsts".      Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority, Inc. was the first greek letter organization to charter a 
chapter in Africa, to form auxiliary groups, and to establish a national 
headquarters. Zeta Phi Beta is the first and only black greek letter 
organization to be constitutionally bound to a fraternity, Phi Beta 
Sigma Fraternity, Inc.
As an international service organization, Zeta has over 100,000 
members in more than 50 chapters in places that include West Africa, 
West Germany, the Bahama Islands, Virgin Islands, South Korea, and 
Italy. Their auxiliary groups consist of the Amicae, Archonettes, 
Amicettes, Pearlettes, Stork's Nest Charity Fund, and the Zeta Male 
Network.
The Chi Nu Chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. was established 
at JSU in October 1988. This year their membership includes 12 
undergraduates and 4 graduate students. Chi Nu’s sponsoring gradu­
ate chapter is Theta Kappa Zeta chapter. 
Chi Nu
Celebrating Jacksonville women since 1988
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The siste rs of Zeta Phi Beta 
enjoyed their "Night of Elegance" at 
the annual Zeta Ball (left and below).
These Zeta women find time in 
their busy schedule to raise money 
for their ph ilan th ropy  (b o tto m ) .
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Iota Lambda
Sigma Nu has had a proud history, since its 
founding at the Virginia Military Institute in 
1869. Along with Sigma Nu. Alpha Tau 
Omega and Kappa Alpha Order were founded 
in Lexington, Virginia. Together they have 
formed what is know as the Lexington Triad. 
Sigma Nu was founded against hazing and it 
proudly stands on three powerful principles 
which are Love, Truth, and Honor. Since the 
founding of Sigma Nu, the institution has 
maintained a proud tradition of developing 
collegiate men into the leaders of society. In 
response to the institution’s honorable ide­
als, Sigma Nu has grown to be one of the 
largest and most respected fraternities in the 
United States and Canada. Over the years, 
Sigma Nu has produced many well-known 
and respected leaders. A few of these indi­
viduals include: Senator Trent Lott, Senate 
majority leader; Harrison Ford, movie actor; 
Paul “Bear" Bryant and Pat Riley, Hall of 
Fame coaches; and Charles Schwab, founder 
of the Charles Schwab investment firm. This 
is an abbreviated list of prominent leaders in 
society, but this reinforces the proud heri­
tage of Sigma Nu Fraternity as a leader in 
producing talented and influential men.
Sigma Nu prepares its house| 
for its annual "Shipwreck 
Party." The party is held as an 
alumni function to foster 
the friendships of those who 
have already graduated (top).
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These two brothers of Sigma Nu take 
a break to have some fun in the 
snow, while on a road trip to their 
founding chapter in Virginia (left).
These brothers of Sigma Nu pause for a 
photo in front of the fireplace with the 
creed of Sigma Nu inscribed (below).
The front yard of the Sigma 
Nu house is a popular and fun 
place on nice sunny days (left).
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On arrival at the founding 
headquarters, the senior 
officers of Sigma Nu, reflect 
on serving the goals of 
their founding fathers (left).
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Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc. was organized by 
seven young women on the campus of Butler Univer­
sity, Indianapolis, Indiana on November 12, 1922. 
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority is a non-profit collegiate 
organization with focus on community service. Its 
purpose is expressed in its slogan “Greater Service, 
Greater Progress.”
The first three years of this sorority were spent on 
development. In December 1929, Sigma Gamma Rho 
Sorority was incorporated to provide permanence and 
a central office to serve the chapters. More than 400 
undergraduate and graduate chapters have since been 
established. The National Headquarters is in Chicago, 
Illinois where Ms. Bonita herring serves as executive 
director.
The national organization is governed by the Grand 
Chapter, which meets each even year. Officers and 
directors are elected biennially.  The National Board 
of Directors established  operational levels, which 
include Chapters, Areas, Regions and the national 
headquarters. The sororities publications include the 
Aurora and the Anchor. 
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority Inc. gives leadership, 
service and resources toward removing barriers and 
inequalities so that all people, especially our black 
community, may develop their potential and exercise 
full citizenship. Activities are encouraged that will 
further in every was possible the dignity and worth of 
the individual members. They are committed to 
working to improve the quality of their lives and the 
society they serve.
Mu Xi
Celebrating Jacksonville women since 1992
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In January 1911, a 20 year old student led 
a gro u p  o f  1 0  b la c k  c o lle g ia n s  in  
forming a fraternity at Indiana University.  They 
were not allowed to use most of the school's 
 facilities, residence halls, or dining rooms.  
Limited only by their imagination they 
persevered, forming a bond that would 
 expand, flourish and produce. 
The Eta Mu chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi 
Fraternity, Incorporated was founded at 
JSU May 5,1974. Kappa Alpha Psi follows 
the code that culminates in honorable  
achievement in every field of human en­  
deavor. The chapter is a small one, but is 
effective. It has endured and completed 
several projects the past academic year, 
such as creating the 1997 internet web site 
project. The fraternity also have several 
community outreach projects, including a 
Kappa's Kummunity Klothing drive, and 
the Anniston High School Kappa League 
which seek to inspire young men of the 
comm unity to strive for excellence. Mem­
bers invite all fellow Greeks to join with 
them to always strive for the best.
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The brothers of Kappa Alpha Psi 
Fraternity gather underneath the 
stands of Paul Snow Stadium be­
fore JSU's homecoming game (top).
Kappa Alpha Psi participates regu­
larly in a variety of intramural 
sports throughout the year (above).
Some of the officers of Kappa Alpha 
Psi stand in front of the fountain at 
a recent national convention (left).
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Kappa Beta
At the inception o f Delta Sigma Theta Sorority. Inc., 
founded in 1913 at Howard University, the Founders 
envisioned an organization o f college women who 
believed in serious and strong community endeavor. 
Through its programs and activities, Delta Sigma Theta 
has dem onstrated its vital concern for the social wel­
fare, academic excellence and cultural enrichment o f its 
members, while de-em phasizing the social side o f so­
rority life. Their idea o f scholarship and service has 
withstood the test of time.
Today, Delta Sigma Theta is a public service sorority 
em phasizing scholarship and character. There are over 
200,00 members in 890 plus chapters which stretch 
from the United States to Germ any to W est Africa.
Celebrating Jacksonville women since 1973
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Delta Sigma Theta informs 
incoming freshmen of the 
benefits of joining a sorority 
during orientation (above)
Δ
Σ
Θ
Delta Sigm a Theta cel­
ebrates the homecoming 
festivities (top and middle). 
Delta Sigma Theta hosts a va­
riety of fundraising events 
throughout the year (below).
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Academics has always been an im portant
part of the learning process at JSU, and that 
was evident as students worked toward reach­
ing their ultimate goal, graduation. The ad­
ministration of Jacksonville State University 
made plans for the future of the school and the
students. The classroom  was seen as a 
place to expand one’s mind and spirit. Profes­
sors taught stu dents to be dedicated  in 
th e ir  s tu d ie s  w h ile  at J S U , and a lso  
how  to su cceed  o u tsid e  the c la ssroom .
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DR. H A R O L D  M CGEE
President
Jacksonville State University
Russell LeeTaylor/Mimosa
Top: Dr. Harold McGee spends time 
chatting with the newly-elected SGA 
officers at the President's House.
Bottom: Dr. McGee joined hundreds 
of students and faculty at this 
year's International Food Taste Fair.
Dr. Harold McGee was born in Portsmouth, Virginia. He is married to Gayle S. McGee and they have four children and one grand­
son. The McGee's and their youngest 
son, Andrew, reside in Jacksonville. 
McGee received his B.S. degree in edu­
cation and history from Old Dominion 
University in Virginia, and his masters 
and doctorate in counseling from the 
University of Virginia.
Harold McGee was appointed the tenth 
president of Jacksonville State Univer­
sity on July 1, 1986. During his presi­
dency, McGee has had a profound im­
pact on the university. Jacksonville State 
University has witnessed an increase in 
enrollment, scholarship resources have 
more than tripled, and more than 50 
million dollars in capital improvements 
have been completed. Special emphasis 
has been given to improving the quality 
of student life, adding computer re­
sources and networks, addressing em­
ployee and student health, and increas­
ing the University library, and public 
service activities. In 12 years housing 
and food service has been upgraded, 
 campus facilities have been computer­
ized, and major renovations throughout 
campus have been completed. The 
growth in the assets of the University 
Foundation have increased from less 
than one million dollars to more than 16 
million dollars.
Harold McGee's dedication and hard 
work has continued to prepare Jackson­
ville State University for the challenges 
ahead in the 21st century.
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E.J. Moran/Mimosa
Graduation  
The Completion 
of a Dream
Students come to JSU with one goal in mind, to graduate. The completion of that dream is signified by crossing the 
stage at Pete Mathews Coliseum and receiving 
a diploma from the president of JSU, Dr. Harold 
McGee. Life is an uphill battle and completing 
each stage of it is an uplifting accomplishment.
Students must work diligently to achieve 
their goals, but JSU offers a unique experience 
to those who choose to attend. They are chal­
lenged on a daily basis regarding their knowl­
edge and thoughts on each particular field of 
study. Learning at JSU is an all encompassing 
process. The normal classroom boundaries 
are expanded to include the world.
This years' graduates will leave JSU know­
ing that they truly gained an valuable educa­
tion, and the world will become a smaller place 
with the knowledge that they have gained. 
Entering the job market is a frightening expe­
rience, but confidence can be instilled in a 
person with a diploma in their hand.
Times have changed with the arrival of the 
information age. As more and more students 
choose computer and technological fields as 
their major, JSU will provide students with the 
knowledge and skills for tom orrow 's work 
force.
JSU is a leader in education above all else. It 
is seen as one of the cradles of education in 
Southeast. Employers are realizing this more 
and more, as they seek out JSU graduates. 
They know that only JSU offers one of the most 
distinctive and individual academic programs 
in the state of Alabama.
As the world prepares to enter the next 
millenium, JSU graduates will be there to lead 
the way and do their part in creating a prom­
ising future for the children of tomorrow. No 
one knows what the future may hold, but as 
long as JSU provides educated, well-rounded 
minds to fill it, it will be a promising world. 
There is no doubt that JSU is providing the 
keys to unlocking the doors of the future.
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Dr. Harold J. McGee poses for 
a photo with the top graduates, 
honoring them for their achievements 
(far left). From left: Amelia Bruce 
Black, Carrie Cook Davidson, 
Susan Renee Beck Dixon, 
Jennifer Eileen Duncan, Dr. Harold 
J. McGee, Cynthia Wain Garner, 
James Patton Gray, Teresa L. 
Harbison, Lynne Crumley Snyder. 
Dr. James B. Appleberry, President 
of the American Association of State 
Colleges and Universities, was 
present to deliver the commence­
ment address to the graduates (left).
Ed Hill/JSU
Ed Hill/JSU
From left: Heather Lynn Brackman 
and Y v o n n e  Sonja Benavides 
celebrate all of their hard 
work and dedication upon 
receiving their diplomas (above).
Graduates fill the floor at 
Pete Mathews Coliseum during 
spring commencement ceremonies 
(left). Friends and family attended 
the ceremony to congratulate 
them on a job "well done."
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GOVERNOR FOB JAMES
Governor of Alabama
Jim Bennet 
Mrs. Gladys Carlisle 
Jim Folsom 
Bob Kennamer 
Dwain G. Luce 
Charles T. Mathews 
Tyrone C. Means 
James D. Thornton
Homewood, Ala. 
Tuscaloosa, Ala. 
Cullman, Ala. 
Anniston, Ala. 
Mobile, Ala. 
Jacksonville, Ala. 
Montgomery, Ala. 
Huntsville, Ala.
ED RICHARDSON
State Superintendent of Education
Governor Fob James
Jim Bennet Mrs. Gladys Carlisle
District 6 District 7
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Jim Folsom
District 4
Dwain G. Luce
District 1
Tyrone C. Means
District 2
Bob Kennamer
District 3
Charles T. Mathews
District 3
James D. Thornton
District 5
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JA C K  H O P P E R
Retires as 
Vice President 
for
Institutional Advancement
Jack Hopper, of Gadsden, got the best job offer of his life in the men’s 
restroom between the Alabama House and Senate chambers in the old capital 
building. It was July 1996, when Hopper a Birmingham News reporter, took 
advantage of a full legislative action to run to the bathroom.
“(JSU president) Dr. Houston Cole was standing there putting his hat on,” 
Hopper recalls. “He'd been after me for about a year to accept a public 
relations director’s job at Jax State. He asked again if I was going to take it."
Hopper said he told Cole he wasn't enthused about the salary. Cole asked 
Hopper to name a figure. He did and Cole accepted, saying. “You go to work 
Sept. 1.”
On May 31, Hopper stepped down with 36 years of service, including his 
military time which was added to his teacher's retirement program. The 
Cherokee County native and long-time Gadsden resident has worked under 
four JSU presidents and served as vice president for institutional advance­
ment since April 1986.
Hopper. 62. will continue to work part time under JSU president Harold J. 
McGee. His duties will include governmental relations.
“If I could have made as much money working as I could drawing my 
retirement. I wouldn't even have considered leaving." Hopper says, praising 
the state teachers retirement system for providing JSU retirees with excellent 
pension plans.
“But I did not want to totally retire. Dr. McGee worked it out where I could 
still be involved in the university part-time and do other thing I've wanted
to do.” he said.
Hopper joined Jacksonville State College the year before it was designated 
a university by the legislature. Although his job titles have changed over the 
years. Hopper has always been involved in promoting the university, which 
grew from around 5,000 students to some 8,000 at present.
Hopper took time off from the university in 1970 to work in Albert 
Brewer’s gubernatorial campaign. “His losing was the biggest travesty in 
Alabama politics,” he said.
When he returned to JSU. Hopper learned that Cole had named him athletic 
director in addition to his old duties, but with no additional pay.
“It was a good time to be athletic director -w e  were undefeated and played 
in the Orange Blossom Classic,” he said.
Hopper also headed JSU’s recruiting program for several years, under 
president, Ernest Stone and Theron Montgomery.
Under Stone, the university trustees named a building in Hopper's honor-
The Jack Hopper Dining Hall.
Under President McGee in 1986. Hopper assumed responsibility for the 
JSU Foundation, the university's fund-raising arm, which had assets of less 
than $30,000. Under Hopper's leadership, the fund grew to more than $16 
million.
Another career highlight for Hopper was raising money for the university’s 
athletic endowment program when JSU moved to Division I.
“Dr. McGee asked that we raise $1 million over four years. We did it in two 
and a half years."
The athletic endowment today has $1.3 million, and Hopper raised more 
than $275,000 through the Gamecock Club/Booster Club. He is also proud 
that the Alumni Association has grown in total number of paid members.
During his five years at T h e  B irm in g h a m  N e w s , Hopper won three Associ­
ated Press awards and covered the Selma to Montgomery civil rights march.
Looking back at his career. Hopper says working at JSU was fun “because 
I love JSU and working around others who do too.
“All four of the presidents I’ve worked for loved the university as much as 
I do, and all four have made it an outstanding educational bargain in the 
South."
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D R. DAVID WATTS
Vice-President
for
Academic and Student Affairs
A  native of San Antonio, Texas, Dr. David Watts earned his undergraduate degree in English and sociology at the Univer­
sity of Texas at Austin. He earned his master's 
and doctorate degrees in sociology at the State 
University of New York, Buffalo.
He has been at JSU since 1993. Before coming to 
JSU, he was the Dean of the College of Arts and 
Sciences at Southeastern Louisiana University. 
He is a well-known expert on drug abuse and has 
served as a consultant for the Center for Sub­
stance Abuse Prevention and CSR, Inc.
Watts' office handles all academic programs in 
the university. He says that in the coming years, 
every degree program in the university will prob­
ably undergo mergers in programs and colleges. 
According to Watts, "Program review will sub­
stantially impact the whole university."
He believes JSU is a comprehensive university, 
with students getting a wide range of academic 
and extracurricular programs. He says the 
university is dedicated to delivering a quality
educational product and ensuring that stu­
dents have the best opportunity for employ­
ment after graduation. Watts says, "I'd like to 
have lower tuition and higher state support for 
higher education. I am deeply concerned about 
state support for higher education for our stu­
dents."
Watts is a member of Phi Eta Sigma and Phi 
Beta Kappa. The Sociology Program, of the 
Southwest Texas State University Department 
of Sociology/Anthropology, received the 
American Sociological Association's Distin­
guished Contributions to Teaching Award in 
August 1990, based on the accomplishments of 
the program under Watts leadership from 1981 - 
1990.
He is a member of the Jacksonville Exchange 
Club and the Board of Directors for the Agency 
for Substance Abuse Prevention in Anniston. 
Watts lives in Jacksonville with his wife, Denise. 
They have four children; two at home, and a 
son and daughter who live out of state.
Dr. David Watts welcomes the incoming 
class of Faculty Scholars to JSU and 
talks about the benefits of receiving 
a college degree from JSU (above).
Russell Lee Taylor/Mimosa
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Dr. David Watts takes his turn as 
a blackjack dealer during this 
year's "Casino Night" (top).
Dr. Watts always makes time to 
discuss issues that concern 
students in today's college 
environment. Here he enjoys 
himself at the "International 
Food Taste Fair," which has 
grown into a major event 
for the International Stu­
dents Organization (bottom).
Russell Lee Taylor/Mimosa
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B ILL M EEHAN
A ctin g  Vice P resid en t  
fo r
Institu tion al A d v a n cem en t
William A. “Bill" Meehan was named acting vice president for institu­tional advancement for Jacksonville State University and assumed Jack Hopper’s position on June 1. “I know people who work in the 
Institutional Advancement and the fine job they do." he says. “ I look forward to 
working with them even closer.”
Institutional advancement oversees fund-raising, alumni affairs, information 
services, printing, institutional development and photography.
Meehan has served as JSU’s associate vice president for academics and student 
affairs since 1988. and has been with the university for more than 2 1 years.
A JSU alumnus, he holds both the B.S. and M.S. in biology. He is currently 
working on an Ed.D. in higher education administration at the University of 
Alabama.
Meehan was named Most Outstanding Student in Administration of Higher 
Education by the University of Alabama College of Education in 1987. He is a past 
recipient of JSU's Faculty Research and Service Award. He is a graduate of the 
Institute for the Management of Lifelong Education at the Harvard Graduate 
School of Education.
Having served as a high school biology and earth science teacher, Meehan went 
on to teach JSU courses in general biology and human anatomy and physiology 
before joining the administration.
He served as coordinator of JSU’s medical technology program in the late 1970s 
before being named director of academic development.
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DON THACKER
Vice P resid en t  
fo r
A dm inistrative
and
B usiness A ffairs
As JSU’s Vice President for Administrative and Business Affairs, Donald Thacker manages all of the university’s financial, budgeting and 
business affairs.
Thacker grew in Hokes Bluff, Ala., and received his 
bachelor’s degree in industrial management from the 
University of Alabama in 1968. He then attended 
William and Mary College in Virginia where he re­
ceived his master's degree in business in 1971.
Thacker then moved back home to Alabama. He 
worked for Tape Craft in Anniston, and for the State of 
Alabama’s Department of Examiners and Public Ac­
counts before coming to JSU in 1987.
Thacker resides in Glencoe with his wife, Lisa. He 
has two sons, Donald and Matthew.
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DR. ALICE CUSIM ANO
A ssociate Vice President
of
Student Affairs
Dr. Alice Cusimano has served Jackson­ville State University from 1975-1982 and 1988 to the present. Dr. Cusimano’s 
hard work and dedication can be seen throughout 
the university. One important duty Dr. Cusimano 
has is supervising the very crucial summer orien­
tation programs for JSU. She lists this as one of 
her greatest joys.
“I have the opportunity to meet and interact 
with many of our students. I get to see them grow 
and mature and become productive citizens.” Dr. 
Cusimano believes that quality of life is the 
number one priority she desires for JSU students. 
Moreover, Dr. Cusimano believes that maintain­
ing a positive reputation, listening to students, 
and striving for success are all elements needed 
to move Jacksonville State University forward 
for the future.
Dr. Alice Cusimano talks 
to freshmen during orientation, 
answering their questions 
about Jacksonville State 
University (above right).
Dr. Cusimano meets with 
Kellilynn Johnson, SGA 2nd 
Vice-President (right). Dr. "Cee," 
as many students call her, 
enjoys meeting with students 
and helping them find 
answers to their problems.
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Dr. Donald McGarey, a professor 
in the Biology department, explains 
how to use a compass to the 
incoming faculty scholars, during 
an orienteering course (right).
FACULTY SCHOLARS
LEAD WAY
O nly  a few  s tu d e n ts  a re  ch o sen  for JSU ’s Faculty Scholar program. It is one o f the most dem anding and re­
warding scholarships that JSU has to offer.
To qualify students must be entering fresh­
men and legal residents o f the state o f Alabama. 
High school students who score high on their 
ACT or SAT are encouraged to apply for the 
Faculty Scholars Program. This scholarship 
pays full tuition and is renewable if the recipi­
ent maintains the necessary grade requirement. 
Students awarded the scholarship must reside 
in campus housing.
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Dr. David Watts, vice presi­
dent for academic affairs, 
welcomes the incoming faculty 
scholars to JSU (far left).
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Faculty members explain the 
faculty scholar program to 
the incoming students, 
letting them know where 
to go for assistance (left).
It was a trip down memory lane for Pulitzer Prize winning journalist Rick Bragg. As speaker for the 10th annual Harry M. and Edel Ayers Lec­
ture Series at Jacksonville State University, Bragg, 
a writer for the N e w  Y o rk  T im e s , reminisced about 
his days growing up in Possum Trot to an estimated 
350 people. It was standing room only on the 11th 
floor of the Houston Cole Library, as Bragg regaled 
the people with snippets of his past and at the same 
time extolled the virtues of newspapers.
When reading from his book, it was like fourth 
grade story time. Everyone sat still, their eyes 
turned in his direction and their ears alert as they 
were transported to a place in time where the man 
reading the words grew up.
The book, All Over but the Shoutin’--is about his 
momma, the rest of his family, where he grew up and 
what's happened to him since he found life outside 
the foothills of the Appalachian Mountains.
“I poured my heart and soul out in this book and 
I can’t say it better than I did in the book.”
He stopped reading, he said, because he would 
likely start to cry. He then cracked a joke about how 
when a 6 '2”, 250 pound man cries in public, in 
Alabama. "They will take you out and kill you.” 
As part of the lecture, Bragg was asked to talk 
about “who we are and where we came from” as well 
as how and why reporters do their job.
To answer the who and where, Bragg listed some
of the people who have influenced his life the 
most. One of those people was Anniston Star 
editor Cody Hall, who Bragg said was one of the 
best gentlemen he had ever known. He gave the 
following account.
There was young boy who died in a car acci­
dent. It was a tragedy compounded by the fact 
that alcohol had been involved. But instead of 
sharing that information with the rest of the 
world, Bragg said Hall made the decision not to 
publish that information to ease the pain of the 
boy’s mother. It wasn’t a journalistic decision, 
Bragg said, but a moral one.
Hall was just one of several people who Bragg 
spoke about. From teachers, doctors, tow truck 
operators to former coaches, his list of people 
amounted to a “Who’s Who” in Jacksonville.
The latter part of his speech focused on the 
newspaper business. Other than saving a life, he 
believes writing for a newspaper is one of the 
most noble professions.
“The truth is that we need someone 
to look out for us. And I quite frankly 
don’t know who it would be,” if not 
for the newspapers, Bragg said.
He acknowledged that now is a 
time when people are distrustful of 
the media, but in general he believes 
newspapers are institutions that have  
a s  their focus the best interest of 
their readers.
“Newspapers are full of people who 
look out after you and care about 
you. I hope I've showed you why we 
do,” he said. “And, hopefully, maybe 
(you will) come to a little bit better 
understanding of the decisions that 
we, as reporters and editors, make.”
But he said it’s okay to get mad at 
the newspapers.
“It’s okay to get mad at the 
editors...get mad...write them nasty 
letters, call ’em names, but don't get 
mad at the institution,” he said.
“If you want to stop your subscription to make 
a point, stop it fo r a week. That'll scare the hell 
out of ’em. But if you stop it forever, or if you 
don’t read the thing, you’re cheating yourself out 
of your best friend you have.”
Before starting with T h e  N e w  Y o rk  T im e s ,  
Bragg began his writing career as a sports writer 
with T h e  J a c k s o n v i l le  N e w s . He then wrote for 
T h e  T a l la d e g a  D a i ly  H o m e  and T h e  A n n is to n  
S ta r . From T h e  S ta r , he went to T h e  B irm in g h a m  
N e w s  and then th e  S t . P e te r s b u r g  T im e s . He 
briefly worked for T h e  L o s  A n g e le s  T im e s  M i r ­
r o r  before staring his present job.
In addition to the Pulitzer Prize, Bragg has won 
the American Association of Newspaper Editor's 
Top Feature Writing Award in 1990 and again in 
1995.
The Harry M. and Edel Ayers Lecture Series, 
sponsored by JSU communication department, 
is an annual event designed to better acquaint 
people with the media’s role in society.
Rick Bragg chats with Opal A. 
Lovett, after finishing his speech.
Harry M. and Edel
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A ll  O v e r  b u t th e
Shoutin'By Stephanie M. Jackson Jacksonville News
Rick Bragg also attended "On 
the Brink," a JSU conference of 
emerging Southern writers. 
Among those pictured are, from 
left to right: Harvey M. Jackson, 
Sibley Fleming, John McCormick, 
Rick Bragg, Deborah Smith, Jerry 
Ellis, Charles McNair, and Rob­
ert Coram (left).
Mr. Brandt Ayers, editor of The 
Anniston Star, introduces Rick 
Bragg to a standing room only 
crowd on the 11th floor of the 
Houston Cole Library (below).
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FACULTY AN D  STAFF
They inspire students on a daily basis, encouraging them to work hard and look deeper into the mean­ings of life. JSU's faculty and staff are able to 
develop a unique bond with students. With its small 
student-to-faculty ratio, JSU offers a one-of-a-kind learn­
ing experience.
But learning goes beyond the boundaries at JSU, as 
professors become friends, not just a "prop" giving a 
lecture. JSU's faculty took on the role facing them with the 
higher education cuts and were able to stand their ground. 
Respect is something these individuals have earned, and 
it showed in the way they carried themselves throughout 
the year.
Faculty and staff members led by example throughout 
the school year, leading the way in the fight for higher 
education. They encourage students to become involved 
with their community, and most importantly, to vote.
Faculty and staff members can look back at the past 
academic year as the beginning of a life of learning for the 
students whose lives they touched.
Adrian Aveni 
Sociology Dept.
Hubert Barry 
Math & Computer Science Dept.
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Allyson Barker 
Office of Comptroller
Greg Barret 
Music Dept.
Lisa Bedford 
Student Recruiting
Linda Bright 
Military Science Dept.
Joy Brindle
Institutional Development 
Stanley Cates
Dean’s Office, Arts & Sciences
Kathy Cambron 
Admissions and Records
Ralph Carmode 
Communication Dept.
Chris Casey 
Television Services
Terry Casey 
Student Activities
Gena Christopher 
English Dept.
Nelson Coleman 
University Police
Janice Costello 
Library
Alice Cusimano 
Academic & Student Affairs
Karen Davis 
Personnel Services
Gary Dempsey 
Personnel Services
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Lloyd Dobyns 
Ayers Communication Chair
Robyn Eoff 
Communication Dept.
Pam Findley 
Office of Internal Audit
Sandra Ford 
Admissions and Records
Joanne Gates 
English Dept.
Pat Golden 
Institutional Analysis
Parker Granger 
Finance, Economics, Accounting
Judy Harrison 
Personnel Services
Ellen Hartsaw 
R.O.T.C. Dept.
Brice Hay 
Purchasing
Miyo Haynes 
Bursar’s Office
Quinn Head 
Educational Resources Dept.
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Arland Henning 
Library
Lynda Hinkle 
Office of Comptroller
Christopher Horsfield 
Dean’s Office, Arts & Sciences
William Hubbard 
Library
John Johnson 
Technology
Jody Jones 
Science in Motion
John Jones 
English Dept.
Susan Jones 
Admissions & Records
Susan M. Jones 
Library
Franklin King
Educational Resources Dept.
Rufus Kinney 
English Dept.
Linda Love 
President’s Office
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Terry Marbut 
Technology
Michael Marker 
Management/Marketing Dept.
Sonja McAbee 
Library
Carra McWhorter 
Student Recruiting
Daniel Miller 
Disabled Student Services
Pat Miller
Office of V.P. of Administrative & 
Business Affairs
Martha Mitchell 
Student Recruiting
Stephanie Morgan 
Athletic Department & Marketing
Deanna Murray 
Admissions & Records
Debbie Murray 
Admissions & Records
Gordon Nelson 
Educational Resources Dept.
Cheryl Norred 
Personnel Services
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Randall Pierce 
Library
Kelly Roberts 
Student Recruiting
Roger Sauterer 
Biology Dept.
Joseph Serviss 
Institutional Development
Linda Shelton
Counseling & Career Services 
Rodney Shirey
Math & Computer Science Dept.
Jerry Smith
Admissions & Records
Anne Strausbaugh 
Office of Internal Audit
Debbie Taylor 
Student Activities
Keith Thomas 
Television Services
Debra Thompson 
Library
Evin Thompson 
Television Services
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Pam Torruella 
Admissions & Records
Nancy Turner 
Alumni Affairs
Carol Uline 
Education Resources Dept.
Victor Vallo, Jr. 
Music Dept.
LaRilda VanSandt 
Admissions & Records
Carlton Ward 
Drama
Joy Warren 
Student Recruiting
Janet White 
Disabled Student Services
Pearl Williams 
Counseling & Career Services
Barbara Wilson 
Health, PE, and Rec Dept.
Randal Wood 
Criminal Justice
Janet Woody-Ramsey 
Psychology/Philosophy Dept.
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David Zeigler
Office of Minority Affairs
Mike Zenanko 
Instructional Services Unit
Members' of JSU's Faculty and staff 
exit Bibb Graves, after putting in an 
eight-hour work day (above).
Dr. Robyn Eoff discusses the 
advantages of attending JSU with 
a future student at visitation day 
(left). She seems to have struck 
a chord of humor with the new 
student, helping make his 
transition to becoming a student at 
JSU an event to look forward to.
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W H O ' S  W H O
Among Students in American 
Universities and Colleges
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W H Y  D I D  Y O U  C O M E  T O  JSU ?
...It was large enough to 
have plenty of room for in­
volvement, and small 
enough that I wouldn't be 
"another face in the crowd."
Hokes Bluff, Ala: Marketing; 
Gamecock Hostess; Peer 
Counselor; Homecoming 
Court; Panhellenic Council, 
President; Alpha Omicron 
Pi Sorority, Vice President.
...I came to JSU, because 
I attended cheerleading 
camp here in 1993, and I 
liked the beautiful cam­
pus and friendly people.
AIMEE BROCK HEATHER MUSICK
...I came to JSU because 
of the great reputation 
the Department of Edu­
cation has in the state of 
Alabama.
Atalla, Ala.: Secondary 
Education; Omicron Delta 
Kappa; Phi Eta Sigma; 
Faculty Scholar; Delta 
Kappa Pi, Vice President.
Woodstock, Ga.: Elemen­
tary Education; Omicron 
Delta Kappa; Kappa Delta 
Epsilon; SGA; Peer Coun­
selor; Campus Outreach; 
Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority.
SONYA JONES NEW AMANDA WITHERSPOON
...The low student to fac­
ulty ratio in the classrooms. 
It allows the faculty and 
staff at JSU to develop rela­
tionships with the students.
Birmingham, Ala.: Elemen­
tary Education; JSU Home­
coming Queen (96-97); 
Kappa Delta Epsilon; Game­
cock Hostess; Peer Counse­
lor; Resident Assistant.
Cedartown, Ga.: Exercise 
Science and Wellness; 
Phi Eta Sigma; Panhellenic 
Council, 2nd Vice Presi­
dent, President; Phi Mu 
So r o r i t y , Tr e a s u r e r .
NIYAH E. SIMPSON BRITTNEY BOWLING
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Tallassee, Ala.: Elementary 
Education; Omicron Delta 
Kappa; Peer Counselor; 
Panhellenic Council, Trea­
surer; Zeta Tau Alpha 
So r o r i t y , P r e s i d e n t .
...I knew that JSU had 
an excellent reputa­
tion inside and out­
side the classroom.
...It offers all the activi­
ties of a big school, yet 
you're more than just a 
number — you're an in­
dividual.
W H A T  IS Y O U R  GREATEST JSU  M E M O R Y?
Clinton, Iowa: Secondary 
Education; Kappa Delta Pi; 
Omicron Delta Kappa; Al­
pha Psi Omega; Phi Eta 
Sigma; Tau Kappa Epsi­
lon Fraternity, Historian.
Lithonia, Ga.: Counselor 
Education -Masters of Sci­
ence; Chi Sigma Iota; 
American Counseling 
Association; University 
Housing, Dorm Director.
...Feeling so lost my 
first few weeks here. I 
began to make friends 
and it didn't seem such 
a large place after all.
Lineville, Ala.: Dietet­
ics; Alpha Eta Epsilon; 
Food Service and 
Dietetics Association.
JOSEPH E. BAKER
GENOULIA HOLLINSHED
...I'll never forget my first 
day to attend class at JSU. 
I was so grateful that I had 
finally arranged my life so 
that I could get my degree.
Atalla, Ala.: English; 1st place 
poetry, 1st place Essay, 2nd 
place Short Story, Sigma Tau 
Delta; Published in Dressed For 
Breakfast, Noccalula, Mimosa, 
and The Sunrise Sampler.
...The Peer Counselor team 
retreat in the spring. I 
would never have imagined 
such a diverse group would 
mesh together so well.
Valley Forge, Pa.: History; Phi 
Alpha Theta; Peer Counse­
lor; SGA, President, Chap­
lain, Elections Committee, 
Senator, Allocations Commit­
tee, Collegiate Legislature.
...My greatest memory of 
JSU was Rush of 1997. My 
sorority sisters and I all had 
a lot of fun and formed 
many lasting bonds.
Scottsboro, Ala.: Early 
Childhood Education; Kappa 
Delta Pi; Panhellinic 
Officer; Alpha Xi Delta, 
V.P. Public Relations, Aca­
demic Achievement Chair.
CAROL B. LINK
RYAN KRUZINSKI
AMY C. KNIGHT LAURA PRIMM
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...Meeting my fiance' at 
the Romeo and Juliet 
audition, in addition to 
all the great times 
we've had together.
...The friendliness I re­
ceived as a new student 
and the support from the 
individuals I met here 
during my transition.
W H A T W ILL Y O U  M ISS M O S T  A B O U T  JSU?
...My sweet teachers in 
the Family and Con­
sumer Sciences Depart­
ment.
Talladega, Ala.: Family 
and Consumer Sciences 
Education; Kappa Delta Epsi­
lon; Alpha Eta Epsilon, Presi­
dent; Student Association of 
Family and Consumer Science.
...The beautiful cam­
pus, including the 
older buildings and 
the magnolias.
Wellington, Ala.: Instruc­
tional Media; Kappa 
Delta Pi; JSU Consor­
tium Scholar; 2nd place, 
JSU Essay Contest ; 
Homecoming Hostess.
LISA BURKE DIAN WILLIAMS
DAWN BALSER
...The wonderful friends I 
made here. I got to know 
people from all over the 
world and I learned many 
things about other cultures.
Olympia, Wash.: Accounting; 
Omicron Delta Kappa; Omi­  
cron Delta Epsilon; Student 
Accounting Association, Presi­
dent, Tax Service Coordinator.
MARIE SMITH
...I will miss JSU as a 
whole. The friends that 
I have made and the 
relationships that have 
been established.
Fort Payne, Ala.: Counsel­
ing Education; Chi Sigma 
Iota; Kappa Delta Pi.
Hollywood, Ala.: Communi­
cation and English; Omicron 
Delta Kappa; Phi Eta Sigma; 
S.O.D.A.; The Chanticleer; SPJ; 
Faculty Scholars; Calhoun 
County Civic Chorale.
Stevens Point, Wis.: Ac­
counting; N.E. Alabama 
Society of CPAs; Ameri­
can Institute of CPAs; 
Student Accounting As­
sociation Vice-President.
JEANNA MILLER JENNIFER DUNCAN
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...I have made some 
wonderful friends 
here. I will miss shar­
ing our college lives 
together.
...I will miss the friends I 
have m ade here the 
most. They are wonder­
ful people.
W H A T  A R E  Y O U R  FUTURE PLA N S?
...Get accepted to doc­
toral school, and earn a 
Ph.D.
Huntsville, Ala.: M. S. Biol­
ogy; Omicron Delta Kappa, 
Beta Beta Beta, Biology Club, 
Delta Gamma, Science Club, 
Contemporary Music En­
semble, Wind Ensemble, Ca­
reer Action Team, Campus 
Tutor Teacher Assistant.
...I hope to get a teach­
ing position, teaching 
m ath and h istory  to 
middle schoolers.
Hokes Bluff, Ala.: Second­
ary Education; Omicron 
Delta Kappa; Kappa Delta 
Pi; Phi Eta Sigma; Phi Alpha 
Theta; Baptist Campus Min­
istries; Intramural Sports.
JACQUELINE CARTER CAROL L. EDWARDS
O xford , Ala.: Food 
and Nutrition; Alpha 
Eta Epsilon; Dietetic 
C lub; V olunteer Di­
e te tic  C o n su ltan t; 
Dietetic Association.
...To teach French or Span­
ish at the elementary level. 
More school systems are 
including it in elementary 
curriculum now.
Erie, Pa.: E ducation , 
F rench and Spanish; 
Kappa Delta Phi; Foreign 
Language Com petition.
BRANDI PEARCE
...To relocate in the St. 
Augustine, Fla., area 
and to get an exciting 
job in the criminal jus­
tice field.
Jacksonville, Fla.: Crimi­
nal Justice; Lambda Al­
pha Epsilon; Pinnacle.
...I could have a job with 
the government or one of 
the regulatory agencies. 
Missions is also another 
possibility.
Jacksonville, Ala.: Chem­
istry; Phi Eta Sigma; 
Om icron Delta Kappa; 
LeadershipTeam; Baptist 
C am pus M inistries.
MICHELE E. MANOR MICHAEL DUNCAN JR.
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DEBORAH RODGERSON
...To complete a Dietet­
ics internship, to be­
come a registered 
Dietitian, and to earn 
my Ph.D.
WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO A NEW JSU STUDENT?
SUE CAROLYN SMITH
TIMOTHY GALLAHAR
REBEKAH CURREN
...Don't waste time. Work 
h a rd  -  make the days 
count. Do your best at 
everything. When you 
look back-- no regrets.
Oneonta, Ala.: Social Work; 
Omicron Delta Kappa; 
Pinnacle; Phi Alpha; Social 
Work Club, President.
...It's better to look where 
your'e going than to see 
where you've been.
Munford, Ala.: Secondary 
Education; Kappa Delta Pi; 
National Council of Teachers 
of English; National Science 
Teachers Association; Na­
tional Deans List (1993-1997).
,...Learn how to study ef­
fectively early in your col­
lege career and partici­
pate in extra-curricular 
activities.
Alexandria, Ala.: Business 
Management; Omicron Delta 
Epsilon; Society of Human Re­
source Management, Secretary; 
Society for the Advancement of 
M anagement, Secretary.
KERI DIANNE OWENS
...Have as much fun 
as you can while you 
are here, but don't 
ignore your studies.
...Get involved on 
campus and don't go 
home every weekend.
Pell City, Ala.: Early 
Childhood Education; 
Kappa Delta Epsilon; Jack­
sonville Association for 
young children; Alpha Xi 
Delta Sorority, Historian.
Birmingham, Ala.: Nutri­
tion and Foods; Dietetic 
Club; Alpha Eta Epsilon; 
American Dietetics Asso­
ciation; Diabetic Consult­
ant; Delta Zeta Sorority.
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Jonesboro, Ga.: Market­
ing; JSU Golf Team; SGA, 
Senator, Public Safety 
Chairperson; Greek Week 
Committee; IFC Delegate; 
Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
LANCE JORDAN
...Stick to your core cur­
riculum. Get involved 
with the Greek system. 
Friendships can be de­
veloped that last for life.
Anniston, Ala.: Coun­
seling Education; Omi­
cron Delta Kappa.
Alexandria, Ala.: Computer 
Information Systems/Geog- 
raphy; JSU Computer 
Science Club; JSU Model 
Arab League Team.
VALERIE RICHARDSON CHRIS CARPENTER
K athm andu, Nepal: 
Finance; Financial Man­
agement Association, 
Vice President; Resi­
dence Hall Assistant.
G adsden, Ala.: Social 
Work; Phi Alpha; JSU So­
cial Work Club; Pinnacle.
TSHERING D. SHRESTHA T. MICHAEL JOHNSON
Grant, Ala.: Criminal Jus­
tice; Jacksonville Stu­
dent Christian Center 
"Happenings", Trea­
surer, Editor; Jackson­
ville Fire and Emergency 
Services; Jacksonville 
Church of Christ.
Piedm ont, A la.: Social 
Work; Phi Alpha; Omicron 
Delta Kapp; Pinnacle.
WESLEY S. KEY GWENDOLYN SMITH
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WHO'S WHO A M O N G  S T U D E N T S  IN 
A M ER IC A N  U N IV E R SIT IE S  AND  C O LLE G E S
MARLENE J. ALVAREZ-MEDINA 
STEPHANIE LYNN ANDREWS 
LESLIE KAY BAILEY 
JOSEPH E. BAKER 
DAWN M. BALSER 
CYNTHIA JOY BIBLE 
MELANIE LYNN BLACK 
AMANDA LEIGH BOOZER 
JAMEY LOYD BROACH 
KELLI CHEREEN BROWN 
AIMEE MICHELLE BROCK 
BRITTNEY LEIGH BOWLING 
ZEPHIA M. BRYANT 
LISA ERIN BURK 
TOMMY LEE CAMP 
CLAUDIA CARDINAL 
CHRIS SCOTT CARPENTER 
JACQUELINE ANN CARTER 
KERRY MAGOUIRK CARTER 
HEATHER E. CHURCH 
REBEKAH ANN CURREN 
STEPHANIE ELISE DAVIS 
ERWIN ANTONIUS DEMAN 
JENNIFER HALEY DOVERS 
JENNIFER E. DUNCAN 
MICHAEL LEE DUNCAN 
CAROL LEE EDWARDS 
ALANA GALE ELLENBURG 
KEENA MARIE EVERETT 
SHANNON D. FRENCH 
ANGELA KAY GAINES 
TIMOTHY MICHAEL GALLAHAR 
AMY E. GILCHRIST 
CHRISTOPHER DEAN GLOVER 
TENA ELISABETH GREEN 
ELIZABETH MARLENE HANCOCK 
CHRISTY E. HALL 
JULIE ELIZABETH HARPER 
TRACY LEE HARTSFIELD 
ROBIN JONES HILL 
JANET SINCLAIR HINDMAN
PAM W. HODGES 
GENOULIA ALICYA HOLLINSHED 
CARRIE MICHELE JACKSON 
MARY MURPHY JOHNSON 
THOMAS MICHAEL JOHNSON 
MICHAEL LANCE JORDAN 
WESLEY SCOTT KEY 
AMY C. KNIGHT 
JENNIFER A. KREINER 
RYAN AMES KRUZINSKI 
CAROL BONITA LINK 
MICHELE E. MANOR 
SUZANNE LEIGH MCDONALD 
JEANA KAY MILLER 
LYNN WARD MOORE 
WENDY JEAN MORING 
MARY ELIZABETH MORTON 
HEATHER NICOLE MUSICK 
SONYA JONES NEW 
KERI DIANE OWENS 
BRANDI LEIGH PEARCE 
ANGELA RENEE PETERSON 
DONNA PRITCHETT POLAND 
LAURA LEIGH PRIMM 
VALERIE T. RICHARDSON 
DEBORAH LOUISE RODGERSON 
NIYAH E. SIMPSON 
TSHERING D. SHRESTHA 
GWENOLYN S. SMITH 
MARIE B. SMITH 
SUE C. SMITH 
JANICE K. STEELE 
AMANDA L. STEPHENSON 
PAMELA E. STUDDARD 
JULIAN GRADY THORNTON 
LEE ALEXANDER WARLICK 
SALLY ANN WHEAT 
SHELLY PAIGE WHORTON 
AMANDA LEIGH WITHERSPOON 
SUSAN DIAN WILLIAMS 
DOUGLAS SHANE WOODWARD
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Organizations
DEVELOPING TOMORROW ' S LEADERS
Organizations have always been there to help
support the needs and interests of student’s on
campus. Whether its purpose is to serve a stu­
dents educational needs or leadership develop­
ment, JSU offers a wide variety of organizational
involvement. Organizations did everything this
year from helping raise money for the needy to
making students aware of their right to vote. 
From the SGA to the R.O.T.C., members of 
organizations brought out important issues 
and encouraged students to take a part.
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ARMY R.O.T.C. LEADS THE WAY IN THE MILITARY'S 
TRAINING OF TOMORROW'S SOLDIER.
Reserve Officer Training Corps
The Reserve Officer's Training 
Corps was established at JSU 
in 1948 and has m entored 
and developed over 1250 Second 
Lieutenants for the United States 
Army, many of whom have gone 
on to become prominent politi­
cal, m ilitary and industrial 
leaders. It inform students about 
the benefits of joining the 
R.O.T.C. program at "Get on 
Board Day" (above). Pictured 
left to right: C arlos Fiol, 
Jerry Mize, 2LT Brien Phillips, 
and CPT C hristine Hackett.
Whether it's at "Visitation Day" 
(above) or "Get on Board Day" 
(right), R.O.T.C. members show 
students that they are a cut above 
the rest in producing leaders.
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The Staff and Faculty
Responsible for teaching, 
training, and mentoring 
all the cadets of the 
G am ecock B attalion .
MSG David Jones 
LTC Marshall Merris 
SFC Michael Tatum 
CPT Christine Hackett 
CPT Richard White 
Ms. Linda Bright 
CPT Dieter Biedekarken 
Ms. Ellen Hartsaw 
2LT Brien Phillips
The Seniors and Officers
Back row, L-R: 
C/CPT Joe Figueroa 
C/CPT Manuel Ramirez 
C/CPT Vance Fleming 
C/MAJ Jolanda Gardner 
Professor of Military Science 
LTC Marshall Merris
Middle row, L-R: 
C/CPT Ellis Monk 
C/LTC Claudia Castillo 
C/CPT Jennifer Hogan 
C/2LT Carlos Fiol
Front:
C/MAJ Jamie Allen
Scabbard and Blade 
Dedicated to upholding 
the traditions of selfless 
service to the country 
and the com m unity. 
Back Row, L-R: 
Jolanda Carter 
Mauel Ramierez 
Lloyd Scott 
Joe Figueroa 
Jamie Allen 
Company Commander 
Vance Fleming
Front Row, L-R: 
Zanita Jordan 
Jonathan Crosson 
Claudia Castillo
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Back row, L-R: 
Lloyd Scott 
Ellis Monk 
Randy Griffith 
Zanita Jordan 
Richard Satterlund 
Cecil Edwards
Front row, L-R: 
Mike Dole 
Vance Fleming 
Joe Figueroa 
Victoria Scragg 
Jerry Mize
The Juniors
Back row, L-R: 
Jerry Mize 
Chris Turner 
Cecil Edwards 
Lloyd Scott
Front row, L-R: 
MSII Advisor 
CPT Richard White 
Jonathon Crosson 
Zanita Jordan 
Al Suarez 
Peter Williams 
Demetrius McClellan 
Advisor
SFC Michael Tatum
The Under Class
Back row, L-R: 
Chrissy Totherow 
Sallie Grant 
Steve Gaddy 
Eric Gaddis 
Dustin Brown 
Michael Burns
Front row, L-R: 
Nesha Bradford 
April Hanvey 
Anthony Burton 
Curron Morris 
Donnie Brown
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Under Class
L-R:
Advisor
CPT Christine Hackett 
Hector Pescio 
Curron Morris 
D.J. Warren 
Jeffrey Sousa 
Victoria Scragg 
Victor Satterlund
LTC Marshall Merris oversees 
the Gam ecock R.O .T.C. 
program to insure its continued 
success at JSU . Here he 
congratulates the graduating 
seniors on their completion of 
the R.O.T.C. program (left).
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Peer Counselors
First row, L-R: 
LeAnne Jordan 
Amanda Witherspoon 
Tameka Little 
Lolly Tillet
Second row, L-R: 
Stacey Harris 
Yvonne Benavides 
Amanda Clements 
Ryan Kruzenski
Third row, L-R: 
Leigh Weatherman 
Heather Brackman 
Susan Dendy 
Aimee Brock 
Heather Musick 
Cher Bernard
Last row, L-R: 
Michael Obrien 
Chris Hancock 
Jimmy Whited
Peer Counselors assist incoming 
freshm en with adapting to 
college life. Showing them the 
ropes and how to make it through 
their first year of college is an 
important task that only a Peer 
Counselor can achieve. Students 
are taught how to have fun, but to 
not forget about keeping up with 
their class-work. A Peer Counse­
lor is someone students can con­
fide in when they need advice.
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SGA Senators
Seated L-R: 
Christina Bush 
Kamilah Rashed 
Erin Henley 
Allison Eason 
Erin Wilson 
Kellylyn Johnson 
Jessica Walker 
Kimberly Collier
2nd row, L-R: 
Adrianne Stalker 
Elaine Reeves 
Chris Glover 
Suzie Crandon 
Leanne Jordan 
Gina Orlando 
Mikelle Moore 
Janay Johnson
3rd row, L-R: 
Chip Yarbrough 
Donnel Humes 
Jimmy Whited 
Dusty Kilgore 
Greg Swindall 
Joel Lamp 
Ryan Kruzinski 
DeLandra Hunter 
E.J. Moran
SGA Officers
L-R:
Comptroller
Dusty Kilgore
Publicity Director
Janay Johnson
2nd Vice President
Greg Swindall
1st Vice President
Leanne Jordan
President
Chris Glover
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The Ballerinas are the premier 
dance line for the Marching 
Southerners. They are just 
one more reason the Southerners 
steal the show at halftim e.
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Ballerinas
First row, L-R:
Jessica Barker 
   Amber Yawn 
Lynn Eaton 
Jana Williams 
Second row, L-R: 
Tameka Little 
Amy Needham 
Dominque harris 
Misti Schriner 
Shannon Coppack 
Kellie Collins 
Libby Taylor 
Heather Smith 
Nikole Gore 
Kara HolcombThird ow,L-R:
Castle Dean 
Mary Morton 
Kristin Groce 
Shameta Jones 
Tina Belknap 
Heather Bedford 
Christa Rhinehart 
Amanda Laughlin 
Fourth row, L-R: 
Alissa Cash 
Dinah Heald 
Jennifer Cantrell 
Haley Joiner 
Melissa Norred 
Erin Malone 
Becky Smith 
Nancy Gilmer 
Stephanie Griffin 
Last row, L-R: 
Nicole Sprayberry 
Ammie Hopkins 
Kelly Kilgore 
Tiffany Moore 
Robyn Bryant 
Paige Bittles
Pep Band
First row, L-R:
Mark Talley 
Gary Lewis 
JT Spann 
Devin Lacy 
Amanda Dailey 
Brian Bankston 
Ryan Fitchpatrick 
2nd row, L-R: 
Adam Bond 
Dustin Morin 
Gena Inglis 
Malin Tate 
Joel Schendel 
Joel Brannon 
Jerod Gandy 
Torrie Boyd3rd ow,L-R:
Michael Lee 
Anthony Lankford 
Joey Moores 
Matt Driscolls 
Matt Anderson 
Josh Bynum 
Chad Horsley 
Thomas Moore 
Fourth row, L-R: 
Eddie Moses 
Michael Ahlschwedes 
Keith Farris
Hostesses
Front row, L-R:
Lisa B nd r 
Lora Lee Joseph 
Tamra Barron 
Elizabeth West 
Elizabeth Green 
Chasity Healy 
Melissa Wilson
Back row, L-R:
Regina Denney 
Kellilyn Johnson 
Marty Beth Tate 
Jamie Higdon 
Aimee Sayers 
Lesley Bottoms 
Heather Smith 
Susan Denney
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Show Choir 
First row, L-R:
Scarlett Yates 
Brian Cook 
Chris Barker 
Leslie Housten 
Justin Gomez 
Kevin Payne 
Leah McNaughten 
Chad Clifton
Second row, L-R:
Holly Allen 
Lane Gaulding 
Carrie Horsley 
Brandon Smith 
Kim Mullendore 
Jeff Kirbow 
Amber Cox 
Corey Clark 
Susie Wells 
Wayne Newton 
Jennifer Whatley 
Brian NeSmith 
Theresa Dobbins
Freshmen Forum
Nick Thomason 
Rikesha Foster 
Kamilah Rashed 
Marsha Swift 
Loraine Durrant 
Brooke Simmons 
Mandy Chumley 
Amanda Warren
Freshmen Forum is 
a group of elite 
freshmen estab­
lished “to develop 
leadership skills" 
and " to promote the 
interests of all fresh­
men on campus. 
The Forum was es­
tablished to assist 
freshmen in the 
transition to campus 
life and to work 
along side the Office 
of Student Activities 
and all branches 
of the SGA.
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S.O.D.A.
Student 
Organization 
for Deaf 
Awareness
Faculty Advisor 
Dee Johnston 
President
Michael Cain 
Vice President 
Chip McCullough 
Treasurer 
Sabrina Lambert 
Secretary 
Jennifer Brown 
Historian 
Stephen Cain
2nd row, L-R:
Jody Phillips 
Keri Cosper 
Amanda Clements 
Cindy Alderson 
Melissa Camp 
Aisha Farngalo 
Marcia Ryan 
Kristi Schmid
African American Asociatn
First row, L-R:
Faculty Advisor 
Mr. David Zeigler
Kim Collier 
Nyang Njie 
Candice Welch
2nd row, L-R:
Paul Jammeh 
Shaka Shakes 
Curtis Johnson 
Marlon Petty
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First row, L-R:
Panhellinic Council
First row, L-R:
Heather Musick 
Ginger Wright 
Emily Smith 
Amber Gonzalez 
Lindsey Passler 
Lacheresha Greene
Second row, L-R:
Jamie Henderson 
Lori Sangilantonio 
Courtney BallingerThird Row,L- :
Kim Curtis 
Leslie Bailey 
Rebekah Adams
Fourth row, L-R:
Kara Sayre 
Shelly Knox
Fifth row, L-R:
Lolly Tillet 
Meredith Busby 
Jennifer Speight
NAACP
First row, L-R; 
Faculty Advisor 
Mr. David Zeigler 
Treasurer
Marlyss J. Smiley 
Vice President 
Kimberly Collier 
President 
Ryan Parker 
1st Vice President 
Kennith L. Perry 
Secretary 
Rhonda Osborne
Second row, L-R:
Christy Starks 
Patrick Andrews 
Candice Welch 
Tiffany Gibson 
LeShawna Ford 
Tabitha Woods 
Jamila Graves 
Tanisha Simmons 
Jacquiselyn Steele 
Fred Mack
Th ird row, L-R; 
Jonathan Johnson 
Marlon J. Petty 
Marsha Swift 
Nyang Njie 
Tanya Butler 
Quincy Palmer
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First row, L-R:
Lisa Braden 
Amber Moody 
James Stack
2nd row, L-R:
Donna Huff 
Sherry Baldwin 
Robin Hayes 
Alicia Williams 
Daphne Williams
Faculty Advisor 
Dr. Robyn Eoff
Third row, L-R:
Scott Akins 
Christa Norred 
Brian Nash 
Jeremy Hosier 
Trent White 
Paige Sosebee 
Hilliary Hassell 
Dedrisse Washington 
Stacy Goode 
Buffy Smith
First row, L-R:
Russ Tippets 
Jeremy Hosier 
Lisa Braden 
John Morales
2nd row, L-R:
Janay Johnson 
Ryan Russell 
E.J. Moran 
Keith Tasker 
Trent White 
Amber Moody
Third row, L-R: 
Kevin Cole 
Matt Clark 
Ryan Kruzenski 
Martin Sulic 
Michael 
Amberson 
Stephen Benefield 
Brandy Yates 
Danny Brown 
LeAnne Alfree 
Cathy Higgins 
Lisa Johnson
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People
JUST PASSING THROUGH
Students, faculty and staff make JSU a great uni­
versity. It is called “ The Friendliest Campus in the 
South”  for a reason—because it is! The friendliness 
extends beyond the classroom, with students devel­
oping life-long friendships with other students, fac­
ulty and staff. JSU graduates leave the campus with
a sense of belonging, not just a belonging to a neigh­
borhood, but a belonging to a family. It ’s the people 
who make JSU an outstanding educational institu­
tion. And, it ’s the people who will be here, in the next 
century, carrying on the tradition of friendship.
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Miss JSU 
Kim Mullendore
Kim berly M ullendore, 19, o f O xford, won the title o f M iss Jackson ville  State University and a one year schol­arsh ip to JS U  to go along with it. K im  M ullendore w ill com pete in the 1998 M iss 
A labam a pageant at Sam ford University. Kim  
w as crowned M iss JS U  in January. With the 
title o f M iss JS U  com es m any resp o n sib ili­
ties. K im  is proud to represent this great 
university at m any com m unity events.
She will be com peting in the follow ing 
categories: evening wear, swim suit, interview,
and talent com petitions. She believes her 
strongest category is the talent competition. 
K im 's platform  is arts education. She believes 
that art is a very im portant learning tool. She 
wants to do everything she can to promote her 
platform . "I  am very excited about bein g a 
part of the pageant,"  K im  said .
Kim  is a freshm an m usic major. She is very 
active on cam pus, and is involved with show 
choir, various m usic clubs, and is a m em ber 
and officer of A lpha Omicron Pi Sorority.
Ed Hill/JSU
In the Miss JSU Pageant (L-R): 
Vicki Bridgm an, 23, of 
Jacksonville was second runner- 
up, Kimberly Mullendore, Miss 
JSU, Jennifer Giovani, 21, of 
Orange, Conn., was named Miss 
C ongeniality , and first 
runner-up was Susie W ells, 
20, of M arietta, Ga. (left).
Kimberly Mullendore, 19, of 
Oxford, won the title of Miss 
Jacksonville State University. 
Last y ear's  w inner, Miss 
Pamela Robertson, passes the 
crown to Kim at the Miss 
JSU pageant (opposite page).
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By Buffy Smith
MR. and MISS BLACK JSU CROWNED
Mr. and Miss Black JSU  1998 were crowned at Leon Cole Auditorium. A total o f eight contestants competed 
for the "Depths of Beauty" pageant. Participants 
for Mr. Black JSU  were Romey Dial, Fred Mack, 
Quincy Palmer, and Marcus Smith. For Ms. 
Black JSU , Crystal Collins, Katasha Dudley, Tif­
fany Gratton, and Shameta Jones competed.
The title of Mr. Black JSU  went to Quincy 
Palmer, of Birmingham. He is a freshman major­
ing in technology. For the talent competition he 
sang a hymn entitled. “My Soul Has Been An­
chored in the Lord.”
First runner-up was Romey Dial, a theatre ma­
jor, who performed an exciting reenactment of a 
Malcom X speech. Second runner-up went to 
Fred Mack.
In the Miss Black JSU  division, Shameta Jones,
of Huntsville, walked away with the title. She's 
a junior majoring in criminal justice, specializing 
in forensics. She performed an amazing dance to 
"Precious Lord.”
First runner-up was Crystal Collins who per­
formed a piano solo. Second runner-up was 
Katasha Dudley.
There were four categories of competition: Busi­
ness Wear, Talent, Formal Wear, and Interviews.
The contestants were judged by Sandra Suddeth, 
a JSU  education professor; Terry Casey, Director 
of Student Activities; and Genoulia Hollinshed, 
Patterson Hall dorm director.
Winners received the following: second run­
ner-up, a $25 gift certificate to the JSU  bookstore. 
First runner-up, $50 and a $50 gift certificate to 
the JSU  bookstore. The two top winners received 
$150, and a $75 gift certificate to the bookstore.
Contestants in the Mr. and Miss 
Black JSU  pageant were (L-R): 
Marcus Sm ith, Frederic M ack, 
Romey Dial, Quincy Palmer, Mr. 
Black JSU, Shameta Jones, Miss 
Black JSU, Crystal Collins, Katasha 
Dudley, Tiffany Gratton (above).
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In the Miss Black JSU division the 
standings were first runner-up, 
Crystal Collins, Miss Black JSU, 
Shameta Jones, second runner- 
up Katasha Dudley (above, L-R).
In the Mr. Black JSU division 
the standings were second 
runner-up, Frederic M ack, 
first runner-up Romey Dial, 
Mr. Black JSU, Quincy Palmer, 
and Marcus Smith (left, L-R).
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  Miss B la ck  JSU
 S h a m eta Jones
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   Mr. Black JSU
  Quincy Palmer
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M r. an d  M iss Jax S ta te
Amanda
Witherspoon
and
Ryan
Parker
Amanda Witherspoon
Age: 22 D.O.B. 12/15/75 
Birth Place: Kennesaw, Ga. 
Hometown: Woodstock, Ga. 
High School: Sequoyah High School 
Mother's Name: Lynn Witherspoon 
Father's Name: John Witherspoon 
Class Standing: Senior 
Major: Elementary Education
Extra-curricular A ctivities:
Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority; Senator, Director of Public­
ity, SGA Peer Counselor, Resident Assistant, Campus 
Outreach, and University Forum Committee.
Honors and Awards:
Kappa Delta Epsilon, Omicron Delta Kappa, Who's 
Who Among America's Colleges and Universities, Lead­
ership Scholarship, Orientation Leadership Award.
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Ryan Parker
Age: 22 D.O.B. 12/12/75 
Birth Place: Huntsville, Ala. 
Hometown: Huntsville, Ala.
High School: Lee High School 
Mother's Name: Carnell Parker Phillips 
Father's Name: Late Clinton Parker 
Class Standing: Junior 
Major: Psychology Minor: Music
Extra-curricular A ctivities:
President, JSU NAACP; 1st Vice President Alabama 
NAACP College Division; Vice President, Omicron Delta 
Kappa; Senator, SGA; JSU Ambassadors, African Ameri­
can Association, and the Inspirational Voices for Christ.
Honors and Awards:
United States Achievement Academy National Collegiate 
Minority Leadership Award and All-American Scholar.
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M r. an d  M iss  Friendly
Lolly
Tillet
and
Clint
 Kirkland
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        Lolly Tillet 
Age: 22 D.O.B. 03/30/76 Extra-curricular Activities:
Birth Place: Ohio President, Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority; Secretary,
Hometown: Guntersville, Ala. Panhellenic Council; Greek Week Committee
High School: Guntersville High School 
Mother's Name: Carolyn Tillet
Father's Name: Chuck Tillet Honors and Awards:
Class Standing: Senior Order of Omega, Sorority Sister of the Year, Dean's
Major: Special Education List, President's List.
Clint Kirkland
Age: 22 D.O.B. 09/24/75 
Birth Place: Chattanooga, Tenn. 
Hometown: Scottsboro, Ala. 
High School: Scottsboro High School 
Mother's Name: Janet Kirkland 
Father's Name: Larry Kirkland 
Class Standing: Senior 
Major: Marketing
Extra-curricular Activities:
Secretary, Kappa Alpha Order; Inter-Fraternity Coun­
cil Delegate; Greek Week Committee.
Honors and Awards:
Omicron Delta Kappa, American Marketing Associa­
tion, Omicron Delta Epsilon, Order of Omega.
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Joe Langston 
Bids Fond 
Farewell
to JSU
After ten years in a University set­ting, Joe Langston feels that he is ready to move on. Langston be­
gan his career in broadcasting in 1950 
while a student at the University of Ala­
bama. “I took a course called Introduction 
to Radio, and I knew that was what I 
wanted to do," he said.
While at the University of Alabama, 
Langston met Margaret Lollar, whom he 
later married in 1953. A year later, he 
graduated with a degree in Radio and Tele­
vision Arts.
Upon graduation, Langston entered the 
United States Army as a Radio Broadcast 
Officer in the Psychological Warfare divi­
sion. After being discharged from the 
Army, he returned to Tuscaloosa. There 
he took the job of station manager of radio 
station WNPT.
In 1963, Langston joined the staff of 
WBRC-TV in Birmingham as a Reporter- 
Anchor. In 1969, he was named Director 
of News and Editorial Policy.
“The 1960s were an interesting time to 
be in TV,” Langston said. The Civil Rights 
movement provided much for the media to 
cover.
According to Langston, the biggest lo­
cal story he ever covered was the stand in 
the school-house door. “It was a face­
saving incident for Wallace,” he said. “We 
were told exactly what would happen and 
when.”
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Langston also went to White House press 
conferences, and was able to meet Presi­
dent Nixon and President Reagan. On one 
occasion, he even interviewed Coach Paul 
“Bear” Bryant at halftime.
“The team was behind, and he wasn't in 
a good mood, but he gave me a good 
interview.”
In 1987, Langston took early retirement 
from WBRC. He then accepted the Ayers 
Chair in the Department of Communica­
tion at Jacksonville State University. He 
has also served as manager of student 
media and has been acting head of the 
department for the past three years.
Langston has seen many changes in the 
communication department at JSU in the 
past ten years. “We have a lot of new 
technology right now,” he said. “We went 
from three-quarter inch cameras to super 
VHS cameras, and we’ve installed two 
digital audio stations at 92J.”
According to Langston, there is more 
emphasis on technology now in the com­
munications field. “In early TV and radio, 
we used ancient typewriters. Now almost 
everything in a television studio can be run 
from a computer,” he said.
Langston has also seen a shift in TV new 
coverage. He believes there is too much 
[ C ontinued on page 229]
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Joe Langston lectures to one of his communi­
cation classes (above). Mr. Langston 
always brought out the best in his students, 
showing them that working in radio and tele­
vision is an enjoyable and rewarding career.
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Chris Miller/JSU
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Joe Langston poses for a candid 
shot with the Mimosa staff a few 
years back (above). Joe was al­
ways known by the students for 
his sense of humor and willing­
ness to go along with a good joke.
Joe Langston Bids Fond 
Farewell to JSU 
[Continued from page 226]
franchise. "The focus should be more on 
keeping tabs on local and state govern­
ment, not the health beat," he said. 
“There’s too much show business right 
now, and happy talk between news an­
chors.”
Langston’s advice to students in the 
communication field is to build experi­
ence in any of the communication media. 
“Any kind of experience is important- 
TV, radio, newspaper. You just need to 
build up a resume,” he said.
Langston’s own media portfolio is im­
pressive. He has received every major 
award from the Associated Press and the 
United Press Broadcasters Associations. 
He had the highest rated local news pro­
gram in the United States on several oc­
casions. However, he is most proud of 
two awards.
In 1984, Langston was named Out­
standing Alumnus of Tuscaloosa County 
High School. In 1988, he received the 
Distinguished Service Award from the 
University of Alabama for contributions 
to the school of communications. 
Although Langston has enjoyed his time 
at JSU, he feels the need to do something 
different. “I’m thinking about doing 
something with TV sales or advertising, 
maybe public relations,” he said. “But if 
I’m going to do it I need to do it now.”
Mr. Langston assists some students 
after class with any questions that 
they may have about material cov­
ered in the course (left).
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C onnie Edge
  
Making Positive 
Contribution to her 
Alma Mater
During her college years, one of her goals was to make a positive contribution to society, and she thought she could do that 
by working with troubled youngsters. “I thought 
I was going to go out and save all the juvenile 
delinquents in the world,” says Connie Edge.
But it wasn’t to be. "I wound up never working 
in my field," she says. Nevertheless, the jobs in 
which she has worked have provided her with the 
opportunity to help people, including some 
younger ones.
After she received her B.S. degree in criminal 
justice from Jacksonville State University, she 
and her husband moved to Munford. Being a 
small town, there were no opportunities there for 
her to use her degree.
Her first job after graduation enabled her to 
work with youngsters (as well as adults), but they 
were not the kind of youngsters she had envi­
sioned. They were kids with problems all right, 
but the problems didn't have anything to do with 
juvenile delinquency.
These children were either deaf, blind, or both, 
and they were students at the Talladega Institute 
for the Deaf and Blind.
Connie started out working with the adults. 
Then she moved on to working with parents who 
had babies who were deaf. Later she taught 
preschool deaf children.
Her next job there would enhance her career 
ambitions and present her with a new set of 
goals. She began working in the development 
office raising money for the institute.
After working there for 10 years, she took a job 
in 1989 at her alma mater—Jacksonville State 
University-raising funds for the athletic depart­
ment.
“I always said I would never leave my job 
except for an opportunity to come here,” she 
says. “I loved my years at the institute, and I still 
stay in touch with, what I refer to, as ‘my kids’ .” 
In 1994 another position became available at 
JSU, that of director of alumni affairs. She was 
thrilled when she got the nod that the job was 
hers.
“I love it,” she says. “It’s wonderful to wake up 
every day and to get to come here. I enjoy getting 
to talk and visit with our alumni. It’s always nice 
to talk to someone face to face, but often I talk to
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them on the phone. I enjoy visiting with them and 
doing whatever I can to help them.”
Basically, says Connie, her office is responsible 
for staying in contact with the alumni. She orga­
nizes alumni chapters and alumni events and is 
responsible for homecoming and reunions.
Also, her office puts out a magazine of alumni 
news, Gem of the Hill, twice a year.
She credits Nancy Turner, her secretary, for help­
ing her department run smoothly.
“It’s wonderful to be able to work at your alma 
mater,” she says, "because you get to participate in 
everything taking place, but you don't have to go to 
classes. That’s fun.”
Connie was born in Asheville, N.C., and grew up 
in Huntsville. Her mother, Gladyce Cornelius, who 
is retired from NASA, resides here. Her father an 
Army retiree is confined to a veterans hospital in 
Huntsville after suffering a stroke.
The “baby of the family,” Connie says she has a 
sister. Linda Abel, a homemaker, who lives in 
Wisconsin, and a brother. Don, a psychiatrist, who 
lives in Birmingham.
She and her husband, Craig, who works at Gulf 
State Steel in Gadsden, reside in the Covey Rise 
subdivision outside Jacksonville.
She has a daughter Katie, 14, a freshman at Jack­
sonville High School, and two step-sons.
The older, Taylor, lives in Huntsville with his 
wife, the former Mindy Gurney. He works at 
Intergraph.
The younger, Justin, 18, is a graduating senior 
from Glencoe High School and will attend JSU in 
the fall.
Graduating from JSU is “kind of a requirement” in 
her family, she says.
There are three other JSU graduates besides her­
self-Craig, Taylor and Mindy.
The Edge home is shared with Blonde, a cat found 
in Ohatchee after the tornadoes in 1994 whom they 
adopted from the animal shelter, and Jackson, a 
cocker spaniel/poodle mix who “just showed up one 
day.”
She also serves on the board of directors of the 
Exchange Club.
“I love to read when I have a chance." she says.
“When you have kids, it seems like you are 
always busy. And often after work, I have 
meetings or other things I have to go to.
“I like light reading, and I read strictly for 
enjoyment. I don’t like to read anything that gets 
me all stressed out. “
Connie also likes music-any kind of music.
“I know how to play the piano and guitar, but 
I would never profess to be good at either of 
them," she says.
“My mother is a wonderful cook,” says Connie. 
“But cooking is not one of my favorite things.”
She says if time were more on her side, she 
would probably like it better. “It seems as though 
my family and I are always going in different 
directions.”
Connie says she, Craig and the children are 
involved in their jobs, school, sports, and other 
activities  and that they are seldom home at the 
same time.
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Russell Lee Taylor/Mimosa
Anita Ford/Jacksonville News
JSU graduate Connie Edge comes 
back to JSU. Giving an alumni a 
friendly voice and information 
about JSU is one 
of Connie's many tasks as the 
director of alumni affairs (left).
Connie Edge can usually 
be found at the Alumni House 
across from Bibb G raves 
Hall (above), where she keeps 
in contact with all of the 
alum ni m embers of JSU .
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Sandra Walker
E n joys B eing
G irl F riday
Sandra Walker says she likes variety and change, and new adventures, and that's one reason she enjoys her job at JSU as 
executive secretary to the Vice President for 
Academic and Student Affairs Dr. David 
Watts.
Sandra said that every time she answers the 
telephone she never knows who it will be. "It 
might be a student, a secretary in another 
office, a professor, the press...you just never 
know who will be on the other end. That 
keeps it interesting.” And to meet Sandra is to 
encounter a bubbly ray of sunshine.
When she applied for the job ten years ago. 
Sandra was already on campus as a secretary 
in another department, and was able to win 
out over 80 other applicants. “I thought since 
there were so many to apply that it must be a 
really good job. And it has been a good job, 
and very interesting," she said.
She remembers that right after she moved 
into her new position, a retirement reception 
was scheduled and invitations ordered for a 
retiring professor. Another secretary thought 
Sandra had mailed the invitations, and Sandra 
thought the other secretary had. That would 
have to be both the worst and funniest thing 
that has happened in the ten years.
Dr. Watts, who has been at JSU for five 
years, said that he wouldn’t be able to do all 
that he does without Sandra. “I have been at 
universities this size that had four assistants 
to run an office like this, so Sandra basically 
does the work of four people. She keeps us on 
track and everything running smoothly,” Dr. 
Watts praised.
A typical day at her desk, Sandra said, 
consists of piles of mail, contracts, dozens of 
phone calls, keeping Dr. Watts’ schedule 
straight, and screening visitors.
“The trials and tribulations of a secretary!” 
she laughs. But she makes it clear she enjoys 
her work. When asked what she would have 
liked to have done had she not become a 
secretary, Sandra has difficulty thinking of 
anything. “I ’m interested in everything,” she 
says, “and I love people and meeting new
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people. Everybody I meet, I want to know what 
they do and how they do it, so, since I like so 
many different things, it would be hard to de­
cide. I have worked for a lieutenant colonel, I’ve 
been a telephone operator and a systems analyst, 
but being a secretary is right down my alley. I 
love to organize and put things in their place.”
Sandra’s habit of being a life-long learner has 
served her well. “I have learned something from 
each boss I have had," she said. “I have learned 
a lot about people and personalities. I had one 
boss that had different personal problems come 
up in his family while I worked for him. I learned 
from him that you never give up. You keep on 
going no matter what, because life goes on.”
Her curiosity about life keeps Sandra busy in 
her time off from work too. She worked with 
Calhoun County’s Chamber of Commerce when 
the Olympics were in Atlanta. She and her 
husband are active members to First Baptist 
Church in Saks where Sandra sings in the choir. 
She enjoys Bible studies, has gone to cooking 
school, is a member of Literacy Volunteers of 
America, walks, enjoys yard sales, and occa­
sionally cross-stitches or takes some classes at 
the university.
After her Bible studies. Sandra said that teach­
ing adults to read has been the most rewarding. 
She remembers a man she helped who had held 
a job in a foundry for many years. “He was so 
excited when he was finally able to read the 
comics to his little girl, and to be able to take her 
to the circus in Birmingham. Since he couldn’t 
read the road signs, he had never known which 
exit to take off the interstate. He had never 
bought his wife a birthday card or read his name 
in a telephone book. And when he stood at the 
bulletin board at work where job vacancies were 
posted, he had to pretend he knew what it said,” 
she remembers.
Sandra is married to Tommy Walker and they 
have two daughters, Janet and Jennifer.
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Sandra Walker says she likes 
change and new adventures, and 
that's one reason she enjoys her 
job at JSU as executive secretary 
to the vice president for academic 
and student A ffairs (above).
Sandra Walker can usually be 
found in Bibb Grave Hall (left), 
where she keeps everything run­
ning smoothly for Dr. David Watts.
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D eborah  P ric k e tt " A ttitu d e  is  E veryth ing"
by Thomas Webb
English professor Deborah Prickett says one of her special treats as a child was being allowed to visit T.J. Watson & Sons, a gen­
eral store started by her grandfather.
“My parents owned a store in Lincoln - that’s 
where I grew up,” Prickett says. “I enjoyed going 
there, but my parents never let us hang around the 
store when we were younger. It was a special trip 
when we’d get to go every day for a few minutes.” 
Prickett says that although the store closed five or 
six years ago, she remembers how farmers used to 
gather there to socialize after buying tractor parts.
“All of the men would come up front where they 
had an ice cream box and a drink box," Prickett says. 
“And they would just settle down up there and stay 
two or three hours and just talk, talk, talk, talk... so 
I’m convinced that men are bigger gossipers than 
women, because of that.”
Prickett says she first came to Jacksonville as a 
student, and just never left. Having chosen JSU 
because it was “close to home, she says that at first 
she wasn’t sure what she wanted to do.
“Like everyone else I guess my major was sociol­
ogy,” Prickett says. “You know, we all thought we 
were going to save the world and make it a better 
place.”
But after she began to think about the situations 
she would have to deal with as a social worker, she 
switched her major to English. Prickett says this 
decision came mainly from her love of reading.
In addition to reading literature to prepare for her 
classes, Prickett also has some favorite authors that 
she reads for pleasure. One who she enjoys most is 
Toni Morrison.
“I’ve read all of her books - she’s a wonderful 
writer,” Prickett says. “And she’s a contemporary 
writer.”
Prickett also enjoys the writings of Harry Crews, 
the son of a south Georgia tenant farmer.
Prickett says that while teaching 
was not what she originally 
planned to do with her life, it has 
turned out to be just what she was 
looking for. She ensures this by 
developing a special one-on-one 
approach with her students (right).
“He writes about that very bare kind of existence 
of a Southern life,” Prickett says. “Most people 
don't like him, because he is so grotesque."
It was more than a passion for literature which 
brought Prickett to teaching, however. Prickett says 
that she also began teaching because she liked being 
around people.
“You can’t take me out of the classroom and put 
me in some other kind of job. because I’d miss the 
people too much,” Prickett says. “I wouldn’t want 
to be in administration. I'd be very unhappy there.” 
Prickett says she enjoys working with new stu­
dents in her freshman comp classes.
“They have a very hard time adjusting, especially 
during those first few weeks that they come to 
school," Prickett says.
“I kind of just try to keep an eye on them - make sure 
they’re looking healthy.”
She says she believes it is important for teachers to 
show concern for their students, especially during 
those first few semesters.
“Many students who will drop out will drop out in 
that very first semester,” Prickett says. “If we can’t 
keep them there, we might very well lose them.” 
Prickett says she likes her students, even if they 
sometimes don’t seem to like their classes.
“I sincerely like them. I even like the ones who 
refuse to do good work,” she says. “I look forward 
to school starting back in the fall.”
When she’s not in class or spending time social­
izing with her colleagues, she is either spend­
ing time with her husband and 15-year-old 
daughter, working in her gardens, or both.
“I’m the sponsor of dance line - I'm not sure 
how that happened,” Prickett says. “I guess I 
mainly do it so I can be there with her, watch 
her. and make sure she isn’t getting in any 
trouble.”
As for her love of plants, Prickett’s office is 
filled with cacti and vines, and gardens have 
all but squeezed out her lawn at home.
“My entire yard is planted in flower gar­
dens. There’s really no grass,” Prickett says. 
“The whole thing is flowers and shrubs."
The gardening “brings back a lot of memo­
ries” from her childhood on the farm, Prickett 
says. She says she feels like she is carrying on 
some small part of the farming tradition.
“I like the way the dirt smells, and I think 
that came from the fact that my father was a 
farmer,” she says. “So I’ve always been 
connected to the earth in a way.”
Prickett says that while teaching was not 
what she originally had planned to do with her 
life, it has turned out to be just what she was 
looking for.
“This ended up being the perfect thing for 
me. Many people have not been so fortunate,” 
Prickett says. “I can’t imagine myself doing 
anything else.”
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 A  Tribute to
Dr. Patricia Goodman
My sister Pat was a Professor of Nursing at Jacksonville State University. Born Patricia Ann Smith, she lived her early years just 
outside the city limits of Attalla, Ala., amid the dust of 
old Lake Rhea Road. She was a fiery little redhead, the 
first bom daughter of Clyde and Leola Smith. The 
years of her childhood were hard times. She saw her 
father go off to war twice -- once for World War II and 
later during the Korean Conflict. She was only seven 
years old when she lost her beloved Granny and 
Grandaddy Smith, who lived right next door. They 
died two days apart of natural causes.
Not many of Pat’s students knew that she started her 
nursing career as an aide, or that she took a detour from 
high school and married Donald Earl Goodman of Fort 
Payne. Pat refused to fit into the restrictive slot labeled 
as a High School Drop Out.
When her three children reached school age, she 
began a steep climb. On the first rung of her ladder, she 
obtained a G.E.D. Next, in 1969, she became a Li­
censed Practical Nurse. She spent two years at 
Gadsden State Junior College, and then moved on to 
Jacksonville State University where she graduated 
with honors in 1976. With a bachelor of science degree 
in nursing she moved on to the University of Alabama 
-Birmingham. It was a tough, steep climb for a young 
wife and mother. Most of those years she held down an 
outside job. With one foot on the bottom rung of a 
teaching career at Jacksonville State University, Pat 
opened her arms and became mother to Tricia, her 8- 
month-old granddaughter.
In 1981, Pat earned a master of science degree in 
nursing from the University of Alabama-Birmingham. 
To take that final giant step, she moved to Austin, 
Texas. On the twenty-third day of December, 1989, 
she achieved her ultimate goal: The doctor of philoso­
phy degree from the University of Texas at Austin.
For years, Pat made the daily trip from Fort Payne to 
Jacksonville to teach nursing at JSU. During this time 
her mother was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease. 
Even while dealing with the normal problems day-to- 
day living, Pat always spent time with her mother.
When Pat started having stomach pain, she knew it 
could be a symptom of heart problems. She went to a 
cardiologist and a gastroenterologist. Neither doctor 
found the cause of her pain. On Monday, September 
22, 1997, the pain became intense. An ambulance was 
called, and Pat was taken to Dekalb Medical Center, 
Fort Payne. She was diagnosed with a heart attack, 
received treatment and was taken by ambulance to 
Baptist Montclair Hospital in Birmingham. Shortly 
after her arrival at the hospital, she lost consciousness. 
A blood clot moved to her brain.
- by  C aro l L ink
Pat was in surgery when my husband and I arrived. 
When her surgery ended, the doctor appeared and 
reported to us that her condition was critical and that 
she was in a coma.
“If she lives, there will be some brain damage," he 
said. The closest thing to hope that he ever gave us was: 
“It’s just a matter of waiting.”
The family kept a vigil in the waiting room while Pat 
was in the Surgical Intensive Care Unit. When we 
could see her, we talked to her and pleaded with her to 
wake up. We touched her and prayed for a miracle. We 
begged her to fight. We told her we loved her and 
needed her. We wept, we hoped, and we waited. We 
searched for the smallest sign that she might be coming 
out of the coma.
The doctor allowed us enough time to recover from 
the initial shock, then he gave us the devastating facts. 
My sister would never wake up. She had sustained 
massive damage to her heart and brain-far too much 
damage for her to recover.
We let the horrible news sink in. We heard the words; 
we understood them, but they weren’t real. Pat was 
taken to a room and we were all allowed to stay with 
her. She lay in a coma for a total of eight days. Reality 
sank in; and the last few days were filled with despair, 
anger, frustration, prayer, bargaining with God, and 
finally, acceptance. On the morning of September 
30th, we were told that her death was imminent. All the 
family hurried to be with her. Donnie, Pat's oldest son, 
was on his way from Fort Payne.
Her heart beat slower and slower and she struggled to 
breathe. Our family encircled her bed and her younger 
son, David, led us in prayer. We prayed for courage and 
peace.
“She is waiting for Donnie,” someone whispered. 
"She won’t give up until he gets here.”
Donnie arrived. Gently, he took his mother's hand 
and told her he loved her. She took only a few more 
faint breaths and then slipped away into eternity.
“She hasn’t been in her body since the day of the 
surgery." Donnie said. “She's been hovering above the 
bed. watching over us.”
I think he was right. I believe God allowed her body 
to live for awhile, so we could prepare to give her up. 
We had no problem knowing how to conduct her 
funeral. Pat had been outspoken, and we knew her
wishes.
“Mama’s still in charge," Debbie said. And she was. 
Pat’s retirement was less than two years away. She 
looked forward to completing the genealogy that she
[Continued on page 239 ]
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Pat with granddaughter, Trisha, 
in 1984, while living in Austin 
(above). Pat opened her arms and 
becam e m other to Trisha.
Pat and Trisha with the Texas 
Longhorn, University of Texas 
at Austin in 1984 (left).
Pat conducting on-site research 
for her family genealogy in 1995. 
Her long-term plans were to pub­
lish individual books on all four 
branches of her children's fam­
ily. Pat's family intends to see 
that her books are completed (left).
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In Memory of My Sister, Pat Goodman Souvenirs
I plucked a rose from her funeral wreath, 
but I didn't really need it.
I already had an abundance of souvenirs.
When I entered this world 
and took my first breath she was there.
Measles and chicken pox are among my keepsakes, 
along with the skill of playing jackstones 
and the lyrics to "Mockingbird Hill."
Our front yard was a classroom 
where she taught me to read and write 
and where she spanked my hand with a ruler.
It was there that she demanded that 
I learn my ABC's 
and count to one hundred.
It was there that she planted within me, 
a lifelong desire to learn.
She was my solace when I was upset 
and my ally when I was in trouble.
She must have hidden with me 
when God dispensed athletic ability 
because neither of us had any.
She taught me the game of hopscotch.
She taught me about the birds and the bees— 
and I pray that she destroyed those lesson plans.
She gave me my first handbag, 
my first jewelry box, my first diary, 
and my first bra.
She gave me a bad haircut; 
she gave me a chewing out 
for eating donuts while she was in labor— 
and she gave me a home.
She gave me inspiration 
and an example of perseverance -  
and she gave me my hormone shots.
I failed in my efforts to 
imitate her beautiful penmanship, 
but I have the same pitch in my voice 
and I tilt my head when I walk.
Even during those days in Room 709, 
her spirit led the way.
She gave her family 
the desire to work together.
We knew her, and 
we knew her wishes.
Even in the silence, 
her voice was heard.
She bestowed upon me 
an epitaph, 
in the words of an 
unfinished cross stitch sampler-
To lo v e  a n d  to  b e  lo v e d  is  life 's  g r e a t e s t  treasu re .
Entire nursing staff at the Lurleen B. Wallace School of Nursing 
( a b o v e ) . Pat Goodman is the second one from the left in the front row. 
This picture was made shortly before her death.
The faculty, staff, and students at Jacksonville State University have 
mourned Pat's death. In fact, many of the people closest to Pat were 
convinced that she did not believe she had been appreciated for the 
academic rigor she maintained. After her death, the faculty led the 
effort to nominate Pat for Emeriti Faculty. This recognition is awarded 
only to faculty members who have made outstanding contributions to 
the University and the education of students. Pat was the first 
individual to be recognized posthumously. At the graduation cer­
emony, Don and Pat's son, Donnie, were present on Pat's behalf. The 
nursing students touched everyone with a standing ovation honoring 
Pat's family.
In addition, the senior students coordinated fund-raising activities to 
provide sufficient funds for a scholarship in Pat's honor. This scholar­
ship, the G o o d m a n  S c h o la r s h ip , was awarded at the Annual Honors 
Day Ceremony on April 6th. The students established criteria with 
careful attention to the qualities Pat nurtured in all her students.
Currently, the students have commissioned a local artist to paint Pat's 
protrait for display in Wallace Hall. The outpouring of respect and 
love for Dr. Pat Goodman will be long remembered by the faculty, 
staff, and students of the nursing program. Her quest for excellence 
will be forever evidenced by the clinical practice of those students she 
touched with her tenure as a faculty member at JSU.
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had worked on for so long. Her long-term plans 
were to publish individual books on all four branches 
of her children’s family. We intend to see that her 
books are completed, and we are comforted by the 
knowledge that she fulfilled so many of her dreams. 
She enjoyed painting, flower arranging and cake 
decorating. She worked with stained glass. She 
loved growing flowers, sewing, doing needlepoint, 
and operating her computer. She even learned to fly 
a plane.
Pat feared that someday she, too, might be af­
flicted with Alzheimer's disease. I have prayed 
many times, since our mother was diagnosed, that 
the disease would stop with this generation, and that 
none of her children would ever become its victim. 
While Pat lay in a coma, I kept telling God, “This 
wasn’t what I meant. I don't want any of us to die 
prematurely.”
In my heart, I know that if Pat had been given the 
choice of dying now, while her mind and body were 
whole, or living a long life with impaired mind or 
body, she would have chosen to go now. At differ­
ent times throughout her life, she made family 
members promise that we would never take heroic 
measures just to keep her body alive. When her 
mind was gone, she said, she wanted to go, and 
that’s exactly what happened.
Her spirit didn't die. She is walking among the 
very people who were the subject of all those years 
of research. At last, she’ll have the opportunity to 
meet her red-headed older brother. “Baby Donald," 
who died as an infant. She can have a reunion with 
Daddy, Granny and Grand-daddy Smith, Grandma 
and Grandpa Silvey, and all the friends who went 
before her. It will be wonderful if Old Tillman 
Smith is there with his long, white, flowing beard.
Pat was intrigued with tracing her Cherokee heri­
tage. If she happens upon Macajah or Jasper, maybe 
she can personally get the answers to all those ques­
tions that plagued her for so long.
Dr. Goodman in her office at Jackson­
ville State University in 1996 (above).
Pat receiving her doctor of philosophy 
degree from the U niversity  of 
Texas at A ustin in 1989 (left).
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GRAD UATES
Leaving the campus of JSU, students who have completed their Masters 
degree sometimes feel a bit of sadness. Leaving the place that they have 
called home, while pursuing their degree may bring forth emotions. 
That feeling quickly disappears as they enter the job market. Searching 
for employment replaces studying. Saying goodbye to old friends and 
looking for new ones in a new environment tests one's "people skills," 
as they enter a new life.
Ryan Kruzenski, the new SGA 
President, spends time at the "Ho­
locaust Remembrance," remem­
bering those who were lost (above).
Robert Boyle, Counseling 
John Britt, III, Psychology 
Lee Burnette, Psychology
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The Quad is idle during a hot 
and humid summer, waiting on 
the students who will soon ar­
rive and fill it once again (right).
Jacqueline Carter, Biology 
W.D. Clemmer, Public Admin.
Carol Edwards, Secondary Education
Timothy Gallagher, Education
Jon Gilbert, Biology
Genoulia Hollinshed, Counseling
Zanita Jordan Counseling 
Marlene Alvarez-Medina, Business 
Mazhar Nadeem, Business
Quintin Percentie, Public Admin. 
Valerie Richardson, Counseling 
Nancy Sanford, Education
Nathaniel Scales, Language Arts 
Levent Tansung, Business 
Tak Yuk-Wong, Biology
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SENIORS
When most students receive their bachelor's degree they enter the 
workforce and move on with their lives. Only a select few choose to 
pursue a higher degree. Looking for jobs and internships occupies a 
great deal of time for graduating seniors, as well as studying, writing 
papers and doing research. It's all worth it as they walk across stage to 
receive their diploma from Dr. Harold McGee.
Receiving one's degree is a family 
affair for graduating seniors. Su­
san Dixon celebrates her accom­
plishments with her son. (above).
Angie Abernathy 
Florica Allen 
Philip Attinger 
Leslie Bailey 
Dawn Balser 
Keith Bates 
Wendy Bellew
Cher Bernard 
April Biggs 
Brittney Bowling 
Lisa Burk 
Mark Byron 
Rachel Champion 
Victoria Chirpe
Heather Church 
Dionne Coleman 
Joe Costillo 
Jeffrey W. Crane 
Matthew C. Crouse 
Jennifer Duncan 
Alicja Dutkowska
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Tanya Gandy, a graduating 
senior, gets ready have her stu­
dent picture made by Tommy 
Pinkard of Pink Photo.(right).
Jennifer Esce 
Carol Franklin 
Kevin "Fritz" Fotovich 
Soedad Galindez 
Scott Gibbs 
Tiffany Glase 
Chandra Glover
Karren Griffith 
Christy E. Hall 
Jason Hall 
Beth Hancock 
Enja Holland 
Eric Hoxie 
Miles Hume
John Jenkins 
LeAnne Jordan 
Bobby L. Kelly 
Marcus A. Kennedy 
Wesley Key 
Heather Kirby 
Marcus T. Knight
Shelley Knox 
Jason Lockmiller 
Shahid Khan 
Audrey Marshall 
Roy Martin 
Ida "Susie" McCarty 
Heather McFail
Julie McGatha 
Wendy Miller 
Rage Mohammud 
Melanie Morton 
James Moten 
Heather Musick 
Renee Newton
Nyang Njie 
Melissa Nugent 
Rhonda Osborne 
Keri Owens 
Miriam Pell 
Angela Peterson 
John Plunkett
Rachel Riddell 
Tina Roberson 
Deborah Rodgerson 
Sabrina Russell 
Nikita Sherer 
Niyah Simpson 
Richard Sims
Emily Smith 
Laura Smith 
Carol Denise Taylor 
Lisa Taylor 
Alicia Tolbert 
Jenny Wissinger 
Amanda Witherspoon
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J UNIORS
Eagerness sets in as the junior class reaches 
the halfw ay point in accom plishing its goal. 
Core curriculum classes are out of the way now, 
and it's up to students to concentrate on their 
respective field of study. New students enter 
their classes, as transfer students come in to 
complete their degree requirements. Just one 
more year and the dream is complete; to become 
a graduate of Jack son v ille  State University.
Wayne Acheson 
Jose Alva 
Lisa Ashford 
Jessica Barker 
Brenna Beard 
Josh Beardon 
Dodd Biaett
Michael Wayne Brewer 
Angie Bush 
Heidi Chambers 
Tony Collins 
Kelly Costner 
Dana Cornin Jr. 
Eric Cunningham
Meredith A. Cutting 
Shawn J. Farmer 
Ferdinand Gipon 
Olafallart Gipon 
David L. Godfrey 
Sid Golden 
Emily Gong
Crystal Harbin 
Jamie Nicole Higgins 
Rebecca Holling 
Jeffrey A. Holnes 
Lala Jabang 
Paul Dembo Jammeh 
John Jenkins
Seth Johnson 
Todd Keasler 
Khurram Khan 
Nabeel Khan 
Zafar I. Khokhar 
Jill Kimbro 
Kim Kuykendall
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Jack Harley Lamey 
Amanda Laughlin 
Wendy Loudermilk 
Jennifer Gwyn Lyles 
George DeAngelo Lyons 
Pam Maddox 
Brian D. Matonek
Sheila McAnnally 
Kelly McBrayer 
Kristi Miller 
Brad Mitchell 
Carrie Nabors 
Brian NeSmith 
Rhonda Osborne
Lori Owens 
Ryan Parker 
Nathaniel Pearce 
Kenneth T. Perry 
Laura Primm 
Jody Ragsdale 
Kelly Rogers
Will Roe 
Alan Rooks 
Kara Sayre 
Jason G. Self 
Emily Shackelton 
Tonya N. Shanklin 
Kewana J. Smith
Rebecca Smith 
Scott Smith 
Tracey Smith 
Jennifer Speight 
Noel Stephens 
Crystal Streeter 
John Suckow
Christi Ann Swanson 
Libby Taylor 
Tracy Taylor 
Erika Terry 
John Triplett 
Kimberly Tucker 
Michael VanNurden
Melissa Vest 
Christy Waites 
Tina Warren 
Leigh Weatherman 
Jennifer Weathers 
Shannon Weaver 
Kinte Welch
Candace Whitt 
Janna Wigley 
Pamela Denise Williams 
Chip Yarbrough 
Tanya Zopfi
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SO PH O M O RES
The second year of college finds students with a new perspective and 
outlook on obtaining a degree. The first year is the most difficult for a 
student, after that it's all down hill from there. Most of their core classes are 
out of the way, and it's time to look into their majors and what they want 
to do in life. Sophomores make more time for extracurricular activities, 
now that they have the routine down and know what teachers expect of 
them. Just three more years and they can finally walk across the stage.
A JSU security guard checks 
people at the door of Pete 
Mathews Coliseum for the Sister 
Hazel/Tonic concert. (above).
Kevin Anderson 
Patrick Anderson 
Tony Areno 
Sheadric Barbra 
Cathy Berry 
Kylie Beville 
Nooman Bobo
Leslie Bottoms 
Kelli Brewer 
Jesse Bridgmon 
Allen Broadway 
Jamie L. Brooks 
Moriah Buckley 
Shavon B. Bush
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R.O.T.C. student Steve Gaddy 
gives it all he has on the 
pull-up bar, during the obstacle 
course for Greek Week (right).
David Chambers 
Jennifer Chappell 
Caleb Courtney 
Malee Cunningham 
Kimberly Curtis 
Krista Edwards 
Suzann Fletcher
Leah Gidley 
Julie Gilmer 
Adam M. Gravlee 
Heather Hicks 
Latesha Hightower 
Chasity Henley 
Kellilyn Johnson
Tennyson Johnson 
Sabrina Lambert 
Selena Lawson 
Dave Lossner 
Jarrod Marinello 
Eric L. Martin 
Chuck McBrayer
Suzanne McDonald 
Breese McNeese 
Jolene Moore 
Katia Mottet 
Laura Leigh Parish 
David L. Parker 
Joshua Parker
Brandi Pearce 
LaShayla V. Pearson 
Carolyn Petrey 
Marlon J. Petty 
Andrew Pisacrita 
Dorthea Ray 
Christy Raysden
Tonya Roberson 
Syprina Robertson 
Adolfo Sanchez-Marsa 
David Sanford 
Latonya Scott 
Brent Smith 
Robin Smith
Shylo Stone 
Ted Staines 
Jennifer Strange 
John Suckow 
Vance Summers 
Chinkumba Syamutinta 
Leigh Ann Tully
Jeremy Wallace 
Tameka Webb 
David Whitten 
Joe Williams 
Lane Millwood 
Michelle Angelique Zopfi
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Walking onto the campus of JSU, new students sometimes are over­
whelmed by the size of the campus. That feeling quickly disappears, as 
they mature and settle into college life. Studying takes up a majority of 
time, but seeking new friends and a sense of belonging occupies a great 
deal more. Making new friends at JSU is the easiest part of settling into 
college life. There is always a friendly face somewhere in the crowd.
From left to right: Desiree Harper, 
K ellie C hilders, and Ju lie 
McGatha enjoy "Get on Board 
D ay" on the Quad (above).
Nick Abernathy 
Kevin Adams 
Rebekah Adams 
Tommy Alexander 
LeeAnne Alfree 
Cedric Allen 
Christopher Amie
Adam Anderson 
TeKethia Anderson 
Brandi Arrington 
Hope Baldwin 
Angie Ball 
Jennifer Barrs 
Tina Belknap
Donnie Belser 
Jason Bennet 
Lisa Marie Bice 
Jeremy Biggers 
Derek Blagbum 
Juanita Blake 
Adam Blalock
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Delta Zeta stands ready to 
welcome new students to JSU 
and inform them of the benefits 
of joining a sorority (right).
F RESHMAN
Omar Blasingame 
Samantha Bolden 
Brian Bolten 
Samantha Bonner 
Stacey Bowen 
David Box 
James Boyle
Tonya Brand 
Carl Brantley 
Kelly Brooks 
Allison Brown 
April ShaTonya Brown 
Jerrod Brown 
Kimberly Brown
Kimberly Brown 
Brandy Bruder 
Christopher Brunke 
Robyn Bryant 
Amber Burgess 
April Bums 
Jennifer Burton
Tobias Butler 
Carrie Caine 
Jolie Campbell 
Kevin Campbell 
Curtis Cannon 
Kari Carr 
Carvietta Carrol
Gena Cason 
D'Netra Carter 
Daniel Cavender 
Andrew Chandler 
Scott Chapman 
Steven Chesnut 
Kellie Childers
Mark Chandler 
Amanda Chumley 
Chris Clark 
Melissa Clay 
Jennifer Clements 
Joey Cobb 
Hank Cobble
Joshua L. Coker 
Jeff Cole 
Juan Coleman 
Leslie Collins 
Torey Collins 
Misti Conner 
Joshua Copeland
Isaac Cowger 
Tonya Cotten 
Jennifer Craft 
Brian Craig 
Candace Cramblet 
Darrin Cramblet 
Davie Crawford
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Sarah Crawford 
Donald Creed 
Summer Cripple 
April Culp 
Devin Cunningham 
Margaret Cunningham 
Rebekah Curren
Jonathon Curvin 
Christy Cushen 
Stacy Danielle 
Christopher Davis 
Gavin Davis 
Tessa Davis 
Lee Dempsey
Anastassia Deriaguina 
Jamie Dodd 
Amanda Downs 
Paul Drdul 
Ty Dunaway 
Jennifer Dunn 
Scott Eagle
Michael Edwards 
Michelle Elkins 
Jeremy Elliot 
Angela Ellingsen 
Dana Eskridge 
Cody Ewing 
Kim Ferguson
Beth Flagg 
Colleen Floyd 
Jeremy Forbes 
RiKesha Foster 
Corey Freudenberg 
Doug Fuller 
David Gardner
Erica Gardner 
Phillip Gardner 
Farica Geter 
Joseph Gill 
Amber Gonzales 
John Gordon 
Keith Gosse
Jennifer Gray 
Katherine Gray 
Sallie Grant 
Brandon Green 
Shondu Green 
Layne Griffis 
Justin Grimes
George Gunter 
Ryan Gunnells 
Heather Hackett 
Germania Hale 
Kazumason Haneda 
Jason Hansard 
April Hanson
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Anthony Hardy 
Joshua Harp 
Desiree Harper 
Keith Harrison 
Ryan Haynes 
Katrina Haywood 
Tara Head
Heather Hendon 
Casey Hendrix 
James Henry 
Miranda Hendon 
Jamie Higdon 
Jared Holland 
Lori Hollingsworth
Stephen Holmes 
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Thank You...
When I applied for the job of the 
editor, I remembered the board 
meeting the year before, where I had 
lost out on getting the job. I thought 
the interview process would be an 
easy one, since I was the only one 
who had applied for the position. 
Was I ever wrong. I was grilled. 
Thanks to Joe Langston stepping in 
and ending the interview.
I realized that being the editor was 
a difficult task, but I thought it 
would be a breeze with all of the 
leadership experience that I had from 
the military and my fraternity.
Wrong again. It is a very difficult
Libby Taylor, next years editor.
Sherri Restauri and me in front of the TMB.
task to make someone to feel as 
passionate about something as you. I 
love this stuff, and I hope it shows 
with this book.
Long nights, lack of a social life, 
and constant staff changes make this 
as difficult a job as anything you can 
do. The most difficult part was 
having an entirely freshman staff, 
and an entire new computer program 
to deal with and only one computer 
to do it all on. It got done, late, but 
done. And then there is the fathering 
part. I guess since I am older and 
was the "boss" (Term I do not like to 
be referred to as) the mostly female 
staff, thought I was a good person to 
ask for advice. Everything from 
relationships to life to school, I was 
the one who had to come up with the 
answers. I did not feel qualified for 
this, since my life is as unconstant as 
the next person's, but I tried.
I hope to see the yearbook go to 
CD-ROM in the future. I attempted 
to do it this year, but gave up on the 
task, because I would like to gradu­
ate one day.
I discovered my main problem in 
life is that I can never say "no" to 
anyone. I took on so many roles this 
year it was amazing that I am still 
sane: IFC Public Relations officer, 
AMA V.P. Communications, TKE; 
Secretary, Public Service Chairman, 
Fundraising Chairman, DJ 92J, Co- 
editor-Parthenon. Maybe in the 
future I will learn my limits and stick 
with them.
I just hope anyone 
that reads this or looks 
through the Mimosa 
enjoys this year's issue.
I would like to think it 
the best ever, but that's 
not an impartial 
judgment on my behalf. 
So kick back if you 
have the time and enjoy 
the 1998 Mimosa.
Sherri Restauri: It 
was stressful, time
E.J. Moran
E. J. and Angie cutting up.
consuming, and confusing, but you 
finally caught on and excelled 
beyond any expectations I ever had 
of you. Libby will be lucky to have 
someone like you on the staff. Good 
luck in the coming year. Angie Ball: 
Sweetest girl I ever met, could 
always cheer you up, and loved her 
job. Even though the Greek section 
is the most difficult section Angie, 
overcame all adversity and put 
together the best Greek section ever. 
E.J. Moran: The photographer who 
came in and saved the day toward 
the end. Pictures are what make a 
yearbook and E.J. stepped in and did 
a great job. Libby Taylor: The only 
person I could talk into doing this job 
next year. I actually 
considered applying 
for one more year, 
but I felt like keeping 
my sanity. But don't 
worry Libby, you'll 
do better than I ever 
could. April 
Hanson: Put up with 
everything and did a 
great job. Hope to see 
you back next year.
Josh Beardon: Came
in toward the end and helped get the 
mess together, but had to leave to take 
care of other activities on campus. Dr. 
Robyn Eoff: Thanks for coming in and 
saving me at the end, I couldn't have 
done it without you. Cathy Rose: JSU 
better not ever let you go, because they 
may not realize what a great asset you 
are. I do want to thank you for all of 
the help you gave me throughout the 
year. Joe Langston: I hated to see you 
go, but I wish you luck and will never 
forget what you taught me. Ed Hill:
Ed came through and saved my tail for 
the third year in a row. A great 
photographer, and a real asset to JSU. 
Thanks Ed.
AND LAST OF ALL: Thanks mom 
and dad. I hope I made you proud. 
The rough times were rough, but 
through it all, I came out all right. Life 
is a short road, but we always seem to 
find each other in the end. Maybe it 
will be that way for everyone in the 
world one day. We can always pray 
for it until that day comes.
Angie looking for recruits at "Get on Board Day."
Helping out Josh and April with their layouts.
STAFF 267
Friendliest Campus in the South
The theme was a “given” for this year’s Mimosa. It 
was easy and straightforward, plus it was functional 
for the purpose it would serve. When I picked a theme 
I considered this perfect for JSU. Why not use a 
theme that already exists for the school.
I just hope that Libby decides to keep the tradition 
of using the same theme next year. It makes things a 
little easier by doing so. I remember staff meetings 
where we would argue and vote on a theme for the 
book, only to have no solution when we were done.
It took three months one time to have a theme for 
the Mimosa. If you have one right from the start it 
makes things so much better. Writers know how to 
focus their work, and photographers know how to find 
those perfect shots that will fit into the scheme of 
things.
My idea for the theme came about while I was 
helping a buddy cut a lawn for ten bucks last summer. 
It was extra cash, and that always comes in handy, 
especially on a college budget. While I was mowing,I 
thought about how I had gotten here (Jacksonville) 
and of all the great friends I had made. The teachers 
were awesome, staff members were always helpful. It 
was like being in Mayberry, but it was JSU. It’s a 
small town atmosphere with a big school.
So I discussed the possibility of using this theme 
with my newly appointed staff at our first meeting. 
Everyone liked the idea, and then got to work. The 
finished product may be a little late, but I hope this 
Mimosa shows the world that JSU is ‘The Friendliest 
Campus in the South.”
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T h e  5 3 r d  v o lu m e  o f  th e  Ja c k s o n v il le  S ta te  U n iv e r ­
s ity  M im o sa  w a s  p r o d u c e d  b y  a  s tu d e n t  w o r k e r  
sta ff , v o lu n te e r s , a n d  a  v e r y  o v e r w o r k e d  e d ito r ,  
w h o  n e v e r  g a v e  u p . T h e  e d i t o r - i n -c h i e f  is  
r e s p o n s i b l e  fo r  th e  c o n te n t  o f  th e  b o o k . T h e  
M im o s a  is d is tr ib u te d  to  s tu d e n ts  a t  a  c h a r g e  o f  
te n  d o lla rs . N o  p o r tio n  o f  th is  b o o k  m a y  b e  
re p r o d u c e d  w ith o u t c o n s e n t o f  th e  e d ito r -in -c h ie f  
o r  th e  B o a rd  o f  C o m m u n ic a t io n . T h e  title , M i­
m o s a  c o m e s  fro m  th e  tre e s  in  f ro n t o f  B ib b  G r a v e s  
H a ll th a t  a r e  o n ly  k n o w n  in w a r m  a n d  tro p ic a l  
re g io n s . T h e y  o fte n  h a v e  g lo b u la r  h e a d s  o f  sm a ll  
w h ite  a n d  p in k  f lo w e rs  in  th e  s p r in g .
P R O D U C T IO N : T h is  2 7 2  p a g e  b o o k  w a s  p r o ­
d u c e d  o n  o n e  P o w e r  M a c in to s h  7 2 0 0 / 1 2 0  P o w e r  
P C  u s in g  P a g e m a k e r  6 .0  a n d  M a c in to s h  W o rd  6 .0 .  
D isk s w e r e  su b m itte d  to  Jo s te n s  P u b lish in g  C o . in  
C la rk s v ille , T N , u s in g  th e ir  Y e a r te c h  9 8  s o f tw a r e .  
T h e  p r e s s  ru n  w a s  5 0 0 .
C O V E R  A N D  P A P E R S T O C K : T h e  c o v e r  w a s  
d e s ig n e d  b y  th e  e d ito r -in -c h ie f  a n d  f in a liz e d  b y  
J o s te n s  a r tis ts . T h e  c o v e r  m a te r ia l  w a s  g r a y  5 1 3  
w ith  a M issio n  1 2 1 2  g ra in  a n d  w a s  h a n d  ru b b e d  in 
b la ck . S ilv e r  foil 38 1  w a s  a p p lie d  to  th e  J a c k s o n ­
v ille  S ta te  U n iv e rs ity  S e a l a n d  M e ta llic  5 91  w a s  
a p p lie d  to  th e  M im o sa  title . T h e  b o o k  w a s  p rin te d  
o n  8 0  lb. g lo s s y  191 p a p e r . E n d  s h e e ts  w e r e  s n o w  
w h ite .
T Y P E : T h e  ty p e  fa c e  u s e d  fo r  all b o d y  c o p y  w a s  10  
p t. T im e s  a t  1 0 0  p e r c e n t  w id th . H e a d lin e  a n d  
c a p tio n  s ty le s  w e r e  in  P a la tin o . O p e n in g , d iv i­
s io n  a n d  e p ilo g u e  ty p e f a c e  w e r e  in  T im e s  1 0 0  
p e r c e n t  w id th . F o lio s  w e r e  1 2  p t. H e lv e tic a  a t  1 0 0  
p e rc e n t  w id th . P h o to  c r e d its  w e r e  in  8  p t. P a la tin o  
a t  1 0 0  p e r c e n t  w id th .
P H O T O G R A P H Y : P h o to g r a p h s  w e r e  ta k e n  b y  
th e  M im o sa  s ta ff  u s in g : B L A C K  &  W H IT E : T -m a x  
1 0 0  a n d  4 0 0  film , a n d  A g fa  a n d  K o d a k  p a p e r .  
C O L O R : K o d a k  2 0 0 , 4 0 0 . A ll b la ck  a n d  w h ite  
p rin tin g  w a s  d o n e  b y  E d  H ill, U n iv e r s ity  p h o to g ­
r a p h e r , a n d  b y  th e  s ta ff  in  th e  S elf H a ll d a r k r o o m .  
A ll c o lo r  p o r tr a i ts  w e r e  p r in te d  b y  W a l-m a r t ,  
P in k  P h o to s , a n d  T h e  C a m e r a  In n . S o r o r i ty  a n d  
f r a te r n i ty  p o r t r a i ts  w e r e  p r in te d  b y  T o m m y  
P in k a rd  o f  P in k  P h o to s . A ll s tu d e n t  p o r tr a i ts  
w e r e  p rin te d  b y  P in k  P h o to .
STAFF 269
The tuba players for the 
Marching Southerners shine 
during one of their halftime 
performances during the foot­
ball season (above). The per­
formers in T h e  P ira te s  o f  
P enzance  leave little doubt in 
the audiences' mind that this 
was one of the best perfor­
mances by the drama depart­
ment in recent memory (right). 
The College of Commerce and 
Business Administration  
hosted its annual spring cook- 
out for their business students 
at the amphitheater (far right).
270 CLOSING
Epilogue
The year drew to another close with some
students saying goodbye 
for the summer, while 
other students chose to 
attend classes. They 
learned to make new friends along the way. 
But that’s what Jacksonville State Univer­
sity is all about, making friends. Goals were 
set and accomplished, and new ones will 
arise in the fall. The students of JSU will rise
to the challenge though, as
they have so many times in 
the past. Students leave to 
enter the “real” world to 
make th eir m ark , and new 
students will arrive to work on making theirs.
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